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TEACHERS COLLEGE BOARD 
Frank G. Thompson Direct or of Registration · and 
Education, Springfi el d 
Ex- Offic i o Cha i rman 
Vernon L. Nickell 
Ex- Officio Secretary 
Superintendent of Publi c 
Instruction, ~pringfield 
Dr. Preston E. 
Robert W. Davis 
Richard F. Dunn 
Russell L. Guin 
Ira W. Means 
Bradley 941 Lawrence Avenue, Chicago 
Mrs. Peter Miller 
200 North University Avenue, Carbondale 
404 Unity Building, Bloomington 
19-2l North J ackson Street , Danville 
Macomb 
Peru 
Mrs. Helen Rose Pegelow 




Spr ingfi el d 
Lewis H. Walker 
Charles G. Lanphier, Co- ordinator 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFF ICES 
President 1 ~ Office-- Telephone 285 
D. W. Morris 
Charles Do Tenney 





Administrative .Assi stant to the President 




Dean of Co 11 ege of Education--Telephone 113- L 
Do~glas E. Lawson 
Roy Vail Jordan 
Dolores Harco 
Dean of College of Education 
Executive Assistant in Education 
and .Administration 
Clerk Stenographer 
Dean of College of liberal Arts and Sciences 
Telephone 2o-X 
SA4-
Talbert w., Abbott ::p 5 Dean of College of Liberal 
cb -+~ _ Ar ts and Sci ences 
I Cf4- SQUT,HERN ILLINOI~ ~. ;Z_t l 'SL\lERSITY~ LIBRARY· 
... Margaret McGregor Clerk Stenographer 
Dean of College of Vocations and Professions 
Telephone 20.,.X 
.Henry J. R ehn 
· Mabel ·Austin 
Dean of College of Vocations and .· 
. . . 
Prcifessiors 
Clerk 'ste,nbgrapher 
.. .. -.· 
Graduate School--Telephohe fi3-L 
·· Willis G • . Swartz Chairm.an 
Dean of Men--Telephone 7ij6-Y 
Marshail S. Hiskey 
· Ledford J. Bischof 
Alice P, · Rector 
Dean of Men 
Assistant to the Dean of Men 
Assistant; Office of De?-D. of Men 
Dean of W6men- -Telephone 395~X 
. Helen A. Shuman 
· Ruth Haddock 
LOretta Keough 
Dea:ri. of Women 
Assist.ant Dean .of Women 
Ass istant to the Dean of Women ·· 
Business Office--T~lephone 9~ 
Edward V. Hiles , J r . 
Jan·e Crichton 
Luc ile H. Etherton . 
Wi l ma Nell Perry 
Vernice Jun g 
Business Manager . 
Secretary to B1,1s iness Manag.er 
Bursar · 
Clerk Stenographer 
Cl erk Typist 
Purchasin g Off ice- - Telephone 917-K 
Corneli a L . Beach 
Lucille Hart 
Rosemary Keough 
Dolores - Killings.worth. 
fu chasing -Agent 
Clerk Typist 
Clerk Typ st · 
Clerk Typ st 
Accounting Office--Telephone 917- L 








Registrar's Office--Telephone 882-X 
Marjorie Shank 
Sue Jackson Eberhart· 
Norma Trot~er 
Earl W. Murray 
Margaret Allen 
Allyn W. Carter 
Virginia Karnes 
Registrar 
Assistant to Registrar 
Acting Recorder 










Faculty Assi stant 
Clerk Stenographer 
Alumni Services--Telepho~e 1020 
Orville Alexander 
Earlene J. Ashby 
Director 
Clerk Stenographer 
Raymond H. Dey 
Ruby Straker 
Roye R. Bryant 
MaW Pulliam 
Extens ion and Placement Service 
Telephone 882-L 
Director 
Assistant to Director 
Executive Assistant in Education 
and Administration 
Housing Service-- Telephone 395-X 
"Assistant in Housing 
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS 
UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
Veterans' Housing--Telephone 830 
Ernes t R. Wolfe Supervisor 
Health Service Office--Telephone 189 
Marie A. Hinrichs, M. D. 
Ralph Boatman 




Pauline Willer Lander 
University Physician 
Health Co-ordinator 





Wheeler Library--Telephone 395-K 




Dorothy E. Heicke 
Ruby Kerley 
Grace E. Ki te 
Thelma Lynn 




.Harilyn Hargrave Taylor 













Physical Plant-- Telephone ~07-K 




Veterans 1 Guidance Center--Telephone 859 
Josephine Palmer 
Lawrence E. Clark 
Willi am Randle 
Thomas ·D. Evans 
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Men •s lounge--Telephone 830 
William R. Winkelmeyer Illinois Veterans Commission 
Bookstore--Telephone 116-X 
Carl Trobaugh 
OFF ICE PHONES -
Accounting Office 
Allyn Training School, 1st floor · 
Allyn Training School - Principal 
Al:wnni Services 
Anthony Hall 




Bureau of Child Guidance-Main lOlA . 
Business Manager 
Cafeteria-1100 S. Thompson 
Dean of College of EdUcation 
Dean of College of Li'Oeral Arts and Sciences 
Dean of College of Vocations and Professions 
Dean of Men 
Dea.fl. of Women 
Director of Extension and Placements· 








Industrial Education Department 
Information Service 
Kindergart~--902 S . Univ~rsity 
Library 


































Main Building 3rd floor 
Medical Director--211 W. Harwood Avenue 
Men's Gymnasium 
Men's Lounge--1010 S. Thompson . 
Obelisk 
Old Science Building 
Parkinson Laboratory Basement 
Parkinson Laboratory 1st Floor, South Wing 
Parkinson Laboratory 1st Floor, West Wing 
Parkinson Laboratory 2nd Floor 
Parkinson Laboratory 3rd Floor 
Photography Office 







Shryock Auditorium 2nd Floor 
Storekeeper 
University High School Principal 
Veterans Guidance Center 
Veterans Housing--Chautauqua Street Apts. 
Watchman 








Biologic al Science & Research Old Sci~ce, 2nd Floor 










Barracks · III-A 
Main 205 
Hain 304 

















































Physical Educatioli. for Men 
Physical Education for Women 
Physics 


















.Old Science, 1st Floor 
ORGANIZED KOUSES AND SOCIAL SORORITIES 
FRATERM ITY HOUSES 
Anthony .Hall Campus 
Boys • Cooperati~e House 309 E. Main 
Chi Delta Chi 719 s. Washington 
Delta Delta Chi 306 w. College 
Delta Sigma Epsilon 000 s. University 
Doyle Dormitory 313 w. Grand 
Happy Hollow 400 w. Grand 
House of Seven Gables 817 s. University 
House of 312 312 w. Grand 
Johnson 1 s Co--Op 712 s. University 
Kappa Delta Alpha 502 s. University 
Ka-Ra Hall 315 w. Grand 
La Ca.sa Manana . 304 w. Mill 
Mastaba 203 E. Pearl 
Nu Epsilon Alp~a 901 s. Washin~on 
Octopus 511 w. Grand 
Pi Kappa Sigma 806 s. University 
Seven Hundred C1 ub 700 s . University 
Sigma Beta Mu 3Q2 w. Mill 
Sigma Sigma Sigma 810 s. University 
Southern Comfort 8-14 s. University 
Tamarack 403W. Cherry 
The Manor 605 s. University 
The Normandy 701 s .. University 








































Abbott, T. W. , 1328 S. Thompson 
Dean of College of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
Adams r Elmer F. , Apt. 29-B, · Chautauqua 
,·Parkinson 1st Flo'or 
Alexander, Orville, 610 W. Main 
Director of Alumni Services 
Allen, John W., 403 S. Washington 
Parkinson, 3rd Floor 
B 
Bab.cock, Gladys W. , 208 N. Univer sity 
Main, 1st Floor 
Bach, Mi ss E. Louise, Sabbatica~ Leave 1948-49 
University Hi gh School 
Baker, Iris Beverly, 408 W. Main 
Barracks III-A 
William M. Bailey, Emeritus, 506 S. Poplar 
Baldwin , Helen A., Emerita, 210 W. Harwood 
Barber, J. Minnette, 813 S. University 
Main 3rd Fl oor 
Barbour, Frances, 500 S. University 
Main 3rd Floor 
Barnes, Mrs. Mary Loutse, 1203 W. Sycamore 
Main 1st Floor 
Barron, Mary Noel, Anthony Hall 
Barracks II-B 
Barry, Eileen, 516 W. Pecan 
Fore i gn Language Hall 
Baxter , Joseph R., Apt . 19--A Chaut auqua 
Main 2nd Floor 
Beach, Corn~ _i a, 718 S. University 
Auditorium, 2nd Floor 
Bicknell, W. C. , 500 W. Grand 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
Bi schof; Mrs . Elizabeth, Apt . 11-A Chautauqua 
Main 3rd Floor. 
Bis chof , Ledford J . , Apt . 11-A Chautauqua 

































Black, Amos Hale, Apt. V~l, Illinois Ordnance Plant 
Main 3rd Floor 
Blackman, Mrs. Maxine, 804 S. University 
Information Service 
Boatman, Ralph H., Apt. 35-B Chautauqua 
Health Service 
Borella, Henry M., Apt. 12-B Chautauqua 
Parkinson 307 
Borgsmiller, Orpha Jane, 411 S 23rd St., .M'Boro 
Health Service 
Borkon, Eli L., 810 S. Elizabeth 
Health Service 
Bosley, Howard E., 1005 s. Lake 
Main 2nd Floor 
Bowyer, Emma L., Emerita, 800 W. Main 
Bracewell, George, 1006 Elizabeth 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
Bracewell, Mrs. Mabel G., 1006 Elizabeth 
University High School- Main 107 
Bradley, Mrs. Edna, 505 S. Illinois 
Allyn Training School 
Briggs, Harold E., 514 W • . Grand 
Main 2nd Floor 



















Executive Assistant in Education & Administration 








101Q-K Barracks II-A 
Burns, Winifred, Sabbatical Leave 1948-49 
Caldwell, Norman W., RFD '111 
Main 2nd Floor 
Camp, George C., 419 W. Grand 
Mai:Li 3rd Floor 
Cavender, Thera, 500 W. Walnut 
Library 
Chandler, S . G., 607 W. Colleg.e 
Consulting Entomologist 
c 
Chapman, Gord~n J. , Apt. 33-A Chautauqua 
Barracks II-A 
Cherry, George L., 108 S. Poplar 













Cisne, W. G.; Emeritus, 109 S. Mapl~ 
Clark , Mrs . Gladys R. , 608 W. Cherry 
Main 3rd Floor 
Clark, Lawrence E ~ , 608 W. Cherry 
Veterans Guidance 
Clark, Lulu R. , Emerita, Crossville, Illinois 
Clark, Marshall G. , P . 0. Box 428 
Main 1st_ Floor 
Clark, Mrs. Martha M., P. 0. Box 428 
Main 3rd Floor 
Coleman, E. C., 502 S. Forest 
Main 3rd Floor 
Cox, Elizabeth , 309 W. Mill 
Main 3rd Floor 
Cox, Flemin W., Emeritus ,. 803 W. Mill 
Cundall , Mrs . Zella , 407 W. Pecan 
Library 
Cunningham, Floyd F., 710 W. College 
Main 2nd Floor 
0 
Davies, Dorothy, 314 W. Oak 
Women ' s P. E. Dept. 
- Davis, J. Cary, 508 N. Bridge 
Foreign Language Hall 
Denny, Fl orence E., 405 W. Mill 
Health Service 
Dey, Raymond H. , 1312 S. Thompson 
Extension and Plac ements 
Drummond, Lorena, 1117 Walkup 
1st Floor Main 
DuFrain, Viola, 212 E. Pearl 
Barracks II-A 
D,ykhouse, Claude J . , 402 W. Grand 
Main 2nd Floor 
Eberhart, Mrs. Sue Jackson, 114 E. Grand 
Regi strar ' s Office 
Edwards ~ Troy W, , 807 S. University 






































Elliott, Eileen E. , 512 Beveridge 
Main 1st Floor 
English; Robert W. ; Sabbatical Leave 1948~ 
Entsminger, Mary, 302 N. Springer 
Allyn Training School 
Ervin, Kenneth A. , Apt. 25-C, Chautauqua 
Main . 2nd Floor 
Faner 3 Robert D. , 608 W. Elm 
Main 3rd Floor 
F 
Farnham, Emily, 813 S, University 
Main 2nd Floor 
Fildes , Woodrow, RFD *2 .~ WBoro 
Main 3rd F1t1or 
Fishback , . Woodson W. , Apt . E- 2 ? Illinois Ordnance 
Plant , Cartervill e 
Main 2nd Floor 
Fligor , R. Jean 3 RFD tn , Box 435 
University High School 
Foote, Charles L. , 810 W. College 
Old Science, 1s·t Floor 
Foote, Mrs. Florence M,, 810 W. College 
Old Science, 1st Floor 
Franklin, Cecil C. , .:!-004 W; Walnut 
Men '·s P. E. Dept. 
Freeberg, William, On Leave 1948-49 
Fulkerson, Elbert, 610 W. Cherry 
Mainl6'1 
G 
Gallegly, Rob ert L., 802 S. Illinois 
Accounting Office 
Garbutt, Cameron W., 605 S . Washington 
Barracks I-c 
Gersbacher, W. M., 510 W. Pecan 
Old Science, lst . Floor 
Gibbons, M. Alberta, 510 S. Poplar 
Main 3rd Floor 



































(bodwin, Tina, 4.CQ W. Monroe 
Allyn -Training School 
Gross, Chalmer A., 904 S. Forest 
University High School 
Gross, Mrs. Juanit a, 904 S. Forest 
. Main ·3rd Floor 
Haddock, Ruth, 401 W. Monroe 
Dean of Women ' s Office 
H 
Hadley, Elbert H., Apt. 12-A, Chautauqua 
Parkinson, 2nd Floor 
Hall, Dilla, 820 s . Illinois 
Main 107 
Hankla, Golda, 813 S. University 
Library 
Harris, Jesse W., 402 S. Forest 
Main 3rd Floor 
Hartwig, Hellmut A., 913 Linden 
Foreign Language Hall 
Heicke, Dor othy E., 505 W. Cherry 
Library 
Hines, Harold C., 2)8 W. College 
Auditorium 
Hinrichs , Dr. Marie A. , 806 S. Elizabeth 
Health Service 
Hiskey, Marshall s., 701 W. ·College 
Dean of Men 
Holder, Lynn C., 2015 Walnut, M'Boro 
Men '.s P. E. Dept . 
Holtr op , William F.; RFD *1 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
Hoyle ~ Billy, 416 W. Sycamore 
Main 3rd Floor 
Ingli, Donald A., Apt. 9-Y, Chautauqua 
Audio-Visual Aids 
Ivanuck, Theresa, 512Beveridge 






































Johnson, Joseph K., 8C8 W • . College 
Barracks · II.I-A 
Johnson, Marvin E., 503~ W. Freeman 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
Jordan, Roy Vail, 323 W. Walnut 
Main 2nd ·Floor 
K 
Kaeiser, Margaret, Apt. 2c:r-B, Chautauqua 
Old SCience, l .st Floor 
Keough, Loretta, 1820 ·Elm, M' Boro 
Dean .of Women ' s Office . 
Kerley, Ruby, 807 S. Forest 
Library 
Kesnar, Maurits, Apt. 32-c, Chautauqua 
Auditorium 
King, Florence R., Emerita, 53qa Second Avenue 
S . Miniteapol:is, Minn . 
Kite, Grace E., 1004 W. Mill 
Library 
Klingberg, Frank L., 310 S. Oakland 
Main 3rd Floor 
K oller) Richard C •, 6C8 W. Elm 
. . . . 
University High School 
KrapPe, .Edith. S., On Leave 1948-49 
Kraus~, Annemarie E., 505 W •. Mill 
Main 2nd Floor 
L 
Lander, Mrs • . Pauline w., RFD *2, . carterville 
Health Office 
I..e.n:e, Mrs. Mabel S., 8)1 S . Washington 
UtJ.i vers i ty High School 
Lawso~, Douglas E., 215 Harwood 
Dean of College of Education 
Lent,?~, E.. G., 520 S. Uo:iversity 
Main 2nd Floor 
Lindegren, Carl c., 1310 .S. Thompson 


































Lindegren, Mrs. Gertr1,1de, 1310 S. Tho.mpson 
Old Science, 2nd Fl?or · . 
Lingle, Fred K., 608 S. 14th, Herrin 
University High School 
Lingle., Leland P . , 424 W. Jackson 
Men's _P. E. Dept. 
Lockwood, - Mrs. Bonnie, RFD * 4 
Barracks IIA 
Lynn, Thelma, 21:0 Hospital Drive 
Library 
M 
Malone , Willis E., Sabbatical Leave 1948-49 
Manering, Mrs. Naomi, RFD -*3 
·Health Service 
Marberry, William ·M., 509 ·w • . Mill 
Old Science, 1st Floor 
Martin, Glenn, 420 W ~- Chaut d\lqua 
Men ' s P. E • . D.ept ; 
Matthes, Mrs ; Helen, 501 W. Elm 
Music Dept. 
Matthies, William R., 1217 -S. Thompson 
B~rracks Il:-A 
Maver~~k1 Lewis A; , 701 s. Oakland 
Barracks III--[ 
Mazurek, Walter , 300 .E. Wa:rdler ~ Marion 
Men's P. E, Dept . 
McDaniel, Wilbur C., 1003 Lake 
Main 3rd Floor 
Mcintosh, David S, 7 910 s. Elizabeth 
Music Hall 
HcLeod, Archibald, '500!! w, Grand 
Barracks I~ 
Meehan, Mrs . Elizabeth, .112 N: ·Poplar 
AllYn Training School 
Mees, John D., 1002 ~~itney 
University High School 
Helvin, Mrs. Mary Belle , RFD *2, M'Boro 
Library 
Merwin; 'Bruce W. , 601 W. Walnut 







































Miles, Edward v., 908 S. Illinois 
Business Office 
Moe, Kate E., ·516 W. Pecan 
Music Hall 
Morris, D. W., 1006 S. Thompsqn 







Morrison, Vernon G. , Apt. G-1, Illinois Ordnance Plant None 
Barracks III-A 1010·-K 
Morse, Richard L. , Apt. 5-A, Chautauqua None 
Music Hall 281 
Mott, Sina M. , RFD *1 
Kindergarten 
Hueller, Robert E. , Apt . 18-A, Chautauqua 
Auditorium 
Muckelroy, R , E , - - 404 \v. Walnut (Emeritus ) 
Mundkur , Balaji D• , Apt . 1-B, Chautauqua 
Old Science , 2nd Floor 
Hurray, Earl W. , 410 W. Freeman 
Registrar 1 s Offi ce 
Muzzey, · Mrs. Dorothy, 910 W. Mill 
Women ~ s P. E. Dept. 
N 
Nagle, Mrs . ' Olga L, , 502 S. Poplar 
Old Science , 2nd Floor 
Neal, Charles .D. 1 601 N. Oakland 
Main 2nd Floor 
Neckers, James w. , lOBs. ·Maple 
Parkinson, 2nd Floor 
· Neckers, Mrs. Jeanette,- 100 s. Ha.ple. 
Barracks I - C 
Neely, Mrs. Julia : 112 N, Poplar 
Main 3rd Floor 
Neufeld, Anna K., 310 W. College 
Foreign Language Hall 
0 
O'Brien, William E. , Sa? S. TJniversity 
Men ' s P. E. Dept• 




























Pa~dee, Charles J.~ 718 S. University 
Hain 2nd Floor 
Paterson, Charles, 404 W. College 
University Hi~h School 
Peacock, Vera L., 709 W. Cherry 
Foreign Language Hall 
Petroff, Louis, RFD *4, Box 138-A 
Barracks III-A 
Phelps, William Neal, 806 Chautauqua 
Physical Plant 
Phillips, Frances K., 107 S. Poplar 
Health Service 
Pierce, .J • . M., Emeritus, 311 S.E. 7th Street, 
Fairfield, Illinois 
Pitkin, Hr s. Hinnie Hae, P. 0. Box 218, C' Dale 
President's Office 
Pitkin, William A., P. · O. Box 218, C'Dale 
Hain 2nd Floor 
Price, Dalias A., 607 S. Washington 
I' Hain 2nd Floor 
Pulliam, Hrs. Mabel, 408 W. Hain 
Dean of Women's Office 
R 
Rafalko, .JosephS., 709 S. Iilinois 
Old Science, 1st Floor 
Ragsdaie, Ted R., 301 W. College 
Allyn Training School · 
Randle, William L., 1300 S. Thompson 
Veterans' Guidance Center 
Randolph, Victor, 804 S. Oakland 
Library 
Raut, · Caroline, 813 UniVersity Court, ftpt. E. 
Old Science, 2nd Floor 
Rector, Hrs. Alice P., RFD *3, P. 0. Box 602 
Dean of Men's Office -
Reed, Alex , 905 Linde~ 
University .Hi gh School, Ag. Hall 
Rehn, Henry J. , 6.13 W. College 






































Reyes, Jose Luis, 819 S. Illinois 
Foreign Language Hall 
Rieke, Mrs. Evelyn D. , 910 .Lake 
University High S¢hool 
Roach, Lula D., 604 S. Illinois 
Main 2nd Floor 
Rodabaugh, Louis D., 709 W. College 
Main 3rd Floor 
Rogers, Mrs. Ora D., 510 S. Poplar 
Allyn Training · School 
s 
Sanders, Mrs . Madge., 812 S. Forest 
Main 1(17 
Schneider·, William B., 503 W. Mill 
Main 3rd Floor 
Schroede.r., J. Henry, 1220 S. Thompson 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
Scott, John W., 518 .W. Grand 
Main 3rd Floor 
Scott, Robert A., 909' W. Chautauqua 
Parkinson 2nd Floor 
Shake, Shelby s., 803 -w~ ·Cherry 
University High School 
Shank, Marj'orie; 112 N. Pqp:lar 
Registrar ':s Offic:e . 
Shubert, Esther M., 208 N. University 
Librar;r 
Shuman, Helen A., · 801 S. University 
Dean. of Women 1 s -.·Offiee 
Smith, Gladys L., BOO : W. Freeman 
Main .lC!l 
Smith, .Madeleine M. , On Leave 1948-49 
Smith, Mrs. Mae T., 200 W. College 
Main 3rd Floor 
Spradling, Zi ta, 409 W. Main 
University High School _ 
Stahlheber, Patricia, 718 South lJniyersity 
' Foreign LangUage Hall 
·Starck, Helen, 409 W. Main 






































:S,t.,ef:fel:ll ~ Bob,ert A., Apt . V-9, Ill. Ordnance Plant 
Main 1st floor 
s;t.e,JiJ!r~ Jjecm, 718 S . University 
W/omen "s P. El. Dept. 
:s,t.€\m~ Hil~a A., 809 s . Forest 
...e.J. --~~' 
':-,· '· Old Science,. 1st Floor 
Slio:ID!e~ E: •. Opal,, 501 Beveridge 
L&brary 
:S,'t.one, Hal,. 504 S . Forest 
1P'alrkins0l1l!, 2nd Floor 
S>t.OJt.l ar, Jjoltn W. ,. 503 ~~ . Cherry 
Uiil!ivers.:ity High School 
:s;-trakeT, Rub,y, 421 W. Sycamore 
P:)Lac.emen ts 
:S,'t.ul]. ~ Mrs ~ Marjorie , 203 S. Oakland 
tlln!iver s.ity High Library 
swart,~~ WHHs G. , 701 w. Mill 
, · AC2i.: o~0;13-ailding 
:s,T/.iiaYiJU!e,, Jjulius R •. , 623 N. Washington, DuQuoin 
£-fnsel!l!m 
T 
Talley, C. Horton, 712 W. Chautauqua 
Barracks I-C 
'Faylor, h rs .• Ernestine Cox, 1002 s ,· Lake 
MlJn T'r ainirig School 
'[eel.,, Hiar l ey R. , · 616 H. Elm 
Blrush School 
'Fenn ey, Charles D., 510 W. Grand 
Presid!ent• s Office 
'ltlln.aJ.~an, W •. A., 8J2 ~~. Cher ry 
Main 1st lhoor 
':llreec:e:, lv!rs. Had.elyn Scott, 109 N. Poplar 
JUI.y.n. Training School 
'L'rotter, Norma , 711 Rawlings 
Regist.rar 's: Office 
':li'imc...~er, Lowell R., 607 W. Mill 
Main 1st. F'li.oor 
~or,, W. Jj., , Apt •. P-1, Illinois Ordnance Plant 
Barracks. III...:A 
'li'\mFn~r • . Max W., 610 Main 










































Turner, Robert C.; Route *2 
Main 3rd ·Floor 
v 
VanLente, K. A., 1307 S. Thompson 
Parkinson, 2nd Floor 
Van Trump, Ruby, 704 W. Elm 
Allyn Training School 
Vogely, Maxine, Anthony -Hall 
Anthony Hall 
w 
Wakeland, Floyd V., 900 S. Elizabeth 
Old Scienc~ , 2nd Floor 
Ward, Mrs. Irma Tate, 510 W. Grand 
Old Science, 1st Floor 
Warren, Fount G., 7oo W. cWalnut 
Main 2nd Floor 
Waters, Loraine, 300 W. 'Hill 
Parkinson, 3rd Floor 
Watkins, Ben P •. , 906 S. Illinois 
Main 2nd Floor 
Welch, Walter B.; 512 _ S .• Rawlings 
Old Science 
Wells., Florence A., Emerita, 312 W. Hain 
Wharton, John S •. , 501 W. ·college 
MusiC. Hall 
Wilkinson,. James J., 312 W. Oak 
Hen ' s P. E. Dept. 



























Hain 3rd Floor 778--L 
Wolfe, Ernest R.; Staff House *7, Illinois Ordnance Plant 
Men ' s Lounge ., . 
Woody, Lucy K., 703 S. Poplar 
Main 1st Floor 
Wright, !ill's. Alice K., 004 W. Hain 
Main 3rd Fl.oor 
Wright, John I., 720 W. Freeman 
Hain 2nd Floor 
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Young, Mrs . Eleanor, 1326 S. Thompson 
Barracks I -c 
Young; Otis B., 1326 S. Thompson 
Parkinson, 3rd Floor 
z 
Zimmerschied, Charlotte, 808 S. Illinois 
Parkinson, 3rd Floor 
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS 
Ablett, Charles B., Apt. 29-C, Chautauqua 
Main 3rd Floor 
Ashby, Robert, Apt. 3- C, Chautauqua 
Main 1st Floor 
Baird, Vern, Elkville, Ill . 
. Old Science, 2nd Floor 
Barnard, Virgil, RFD '11!3 
Hain 3rd Floor 
Cr-aig, Albert T. , Box 204 , DeSoto, Ill. 
Library 
Etheridge , Robert F . , 909 S. · Elizabeth 
Dean of Men ' s Office 
Holder , Will iam T. , 808 W, l?reeman 
Main 3rd Floor 
Ludwig, Arley W. , 813 S. University 
University High School 
MCBride, William, 611 N. Bridge 
Health Office 
McDonald, Walter H., 513 S. Ash 
Main 2nd Floor 
Midjaas, Nedra Alice, 1000 S. Elizabeth 
Main 3rd Floor 
Moake , !Prank B. , Apt . 10'-A, Chautauqua 
Hain 3rd Floor 
Paris :, Gus E., 401 W. College 
Main 2nd Floor 
Presley, Horton E. , RI<'D '/13 , C ' Dale 





































Pulliam, Robert,, 408 W. Main 
Main 3rd Floor 
Shafter, Albert Jene, Apt. 1(}--B, Chau;tauqua , 
Barracks III-A 
Springs, James C., 700 E. DeYoung, Marion 
Main 3rd Floor 
Swisher, Ramon S., Apt. lJ-5, Illinois Ordnance Plant , 
, Olc:l Science, ,2nd Floor- ,,, 
Todd, Mr§•" June Fulkerson, &J7 W. College 
Main 3rd Floor 
Wimberly,, Carl, , 305 W. Harwood 
Main 3rd Floor 
Wood, Hayward :fu,,, , :~pt .· 27--G, Chautawua 
Main 3rd Floor · , , 
STUDENT ASSISTANTS 
Allen, Charles W., 207 W. Cherry 
Parkinson, 1st Floor 
:llivans, Thomas D., Apt. 6-B, Chautauqua 
Veterans ' Guidance Center 
Elliott, Mrs. Jacqueline, 1218 S . Thompson 
Foreign Language Hall 
Jongedyk, Cornelius A. , BoX ll, Jonesboro 
F'arkinson,_ 1st Floor: 























Abram, Hrs. Elizabeth, Metropolis Community High School 
·Bencini, Edward L., Murphysboro TO~mship High School 
Berrier, Jewell, Murphysboro Township High School 
Bleyer, }Jrs . Dorothy, Johnston City Township High School 
Bosley, Mrs . Lora, Buckles School 
Brickey, Emma, Anna-Jonesboro Community High School 
Carter, Harry riesley, Buncombe School 
Clark, John Q., Attucks High School 
Correll, Walter K., Carbondale Ooamunity High School 
· Dozier, Stephen B., Murphysboro •rownship High School 
Fligor, Mrs . Lucille H., Buncombe School 
Fox, Mrs . Mae L., Brush. School 
Hunter, Clay, Johnston .City Township High School 
Ikard, Misanna, Attucks High School 
J<>Yce, Maple M.; Murphysboro 'l'own~hip High School 
M~hew; Maude, Brush School . 
Morris, Glenn, Carbondale CommUnity High School 
NeWbern, Arthur, Attucks High School 
Pepple, Lloyd, Johnston . City · Township High · School 
Russell, J. D., At tucks High School 
Russell, Mrs. J osie M., Attucks School 
Stephens, Y.ors . Opal R. , Anna-Jonesboro Comnn.mity High.' School 
Stroup, David M. , Arina~onesboro Co:mtrnn'lity High 'School 
Teel, Harley R. , Brush School 
Townes, William, Anna-Jonesboro ·Com:munity High School 
TrULove, Jewell, Brush School 
Wathen, John, Murphysboro Township High School 
Wilhelm, Grace·, Brush School 
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STUDENT DIRECTORY 
Abernathie, Howard Taft, Murphysboro ; Commutes 
4 Ed 
Ablett, Charles B. , Metropolis, 29-C Chautauqua HP 
Grad 
Abney, Betty June , Galatia, 705 S. University 
Abney, Stobert B. , Harrisburg, Commutes 
Adams , Billy Joe, Goreville; 509 W. · walnut 
Adams, Elmer F. , Dongola; 29-B Chautauqua HP 
Adams, Jewelle E., Sparta; 403 W. Cherry 
Aiken, Charles A., Benton; 806 S. Marion 

















Aikman, Sam Vick, Marion; Commutes 3 LAS 1486-W 
Akers, Harold Russell, Crawfordsville; 1007 S. Oakland 
3 Ed 1047-Y 
Albers, Lillian A. , Murphysboro; 806 S. Uni v. 3 Ed 807- K 
Albers, William H. , Granite City; 502 S. Univ. 3 Ed 956 
Albert, Robert James , E. St. Louis, 504 S. University 
1 Voc 866 
Aldridge, Bill L., Wolf Lake; 310 W. Mill 
Aldridge, Bill George, Cobden; Commutes 




Allecci, Mimi, Freemon Spur ; 503 S. University 1 Ed 
Alexander , James Edw. , Herrin; 312 W. Walnut 1 LAS 
Allen, Ardena, ·Carrier Mills ; 326~ . N. Ill. · 1 Ed 
Allen, Bill D,, Marion; 318 Hester 1 LAS 
Allen, Charles W., ·Carbondale; 207 W. Cherry 4 Ed 
Allen; Elizabeth c., Bunker Hill; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Allen, Jerry Edward:, Flora; 615 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Allen, Mary Jean, Rockford; 1218 S. Thompson 1 LAS 
Allen, Paul E. , Carbondale; 813 S. Univ. 3 Voc 
Allen, Priscil~a K., Mt. Vernon; 400 W. Grand 1 Ed 
__ _ .:~len, Richard Lee, Carterville; Commutes 1 LAS 
AJ,.l .~, Silas M. , Mt • . Vernon; 709 W. Freeman 2 Voc 
Allen, Stanley C. , Marion; 1006 w, ·Cherry 2 Voc 
Alley, Kenneth Do, Carbondale; 311 s •. Oakland 2 Ed 




















Allsup , Gene D. ; Hurst; · Comrinites lEd 
2 Ed 
2586-WC 
Almond, Doy$1 W • . , Royalton; Commutes 
Alms, Edgar Herman, Percy; 507 W. College 
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4 Ed 
Anderson, Benjamin F. , Simpson; 114 E. Grand 
Anderson, Carolyn, Marion; Anthony Hall 
Anderson, Cleo Louise 1 Iuka; 511 W. _Grand 
Anderson , Ellen F, , Albion; 603 N. · 'spr'inger 
Anderson, Geraldine, Herrin; Anthony Hall 












2 LAS Norie 
Anderson, John T., Marion; Commutes 




)~derson, Wm. Samuel, Evansville, Ind. ; 302 E. Oak 
4 Voc 
-Andrew, Frances Ann, Johnston City; 819 S. Uni-v. 
Ankenbrandt, Jerry , Mt. ·· Carmel ; 110 S. Poplar 




Antoline, Luther, Jr . , W. Fr ankfort; 324 W. Walnut 
3 Voc 
Arensman, Chas. Wm., Metropolis; 313 W. Grand 
4 LAS 
Ariotto, John C., Panama; 207 E. Park 1 Ed 
Arms, Ernest R., Johnston City; Commutes Grad 
Armstrong, John Robt . , Carbondale; 305 W. ·Main 
4 Ed 
Arnette , Esta C. , W. Frankfort ; 801 S. Hash. 4 Ed 
Arnold , CarlW., J r ., j-erseyville; 313 -Harwood 
1 Voc 
Arnold, John Earl , W. Frankfort; 304 W. Grand 
3 LAS 
Arnold, Val Gene, W. Frankfort; 304 W. Grand 3 Ed 
Arti s , lim. Wa;y-ne, Goreville; Commutes 2 Ed 
Aruai, George C., Johnston City; 910 S. University 
1 Ed 
Ash , Paul Edvr. , Carbondale; 403 W. Cherry 2 Voc 
Ashby, Jefferson D. , W. Frankfort ; 407 S. University 
3 Ed 




















4 Ed None 
Ashby, Robert Charles , Carbondale; 3C Chautauqua VHF 
Grad 




Ashman, Donald, Hurphysboro; Commutes 1 Voc 
Asselmeier, Glen H., Valmeyer; 719 S . Wash. 2 LAS 
Atchison, Natalie E., Granite City; 809 S. University 
Atchison, Walter R., Irvington; 601 s. Univ. 
Austin, Helen L;, Metropolis; 703 S. Ill. 
Austin, John Ellis, Carrier Mills; Cotnmutes 
Austin, Lester R., Wayne City; 719 S. Wash. 
Austin, Phyllis A., Carbondale; 401 W. College 
Auten, Bill, Benton; 408 Beveridge 
Auton, Wm. Ray, Carterville; Commutes 
Azar, Arthur, Harrisburg; 204 W. College 
Azar, Kay Louis, Harrisburg;, 204 W. College 
B 
Baburnich, William, Benton; 701 Wall 
Badatamenti, Lewis ·G., Edwardsville; 207 Oak 
Bain, Betty Jean, Carbondale; 706 S. Marion . 
Baine, Beverly June~ Carbondale; RR 3 
Baird, Vern Ell, Elkville ; Commutes 
Baker, Carson Ray, Fairfield; 312 W. Jackson 
Baker, F'ranklin E. , Flat Rock; L4 Ord. ·Plant 
Baker, Helen Gene, Hurphysboro; Commutes 
Baker, James C, , Vienna; 719 S. Washington 





















Baker, Sue E., Ca.rbondale; 509 W. -.Grand 1 Voc 
Baldridge, Doris J . ; Springfield; Anthony Hall 2 Voc 
Baldus, Melvin Wm,, E . St. Louis; 
Baldwin, Leonard· E.~Eldorado; 313 W. Grand 
Baldwin, WallacE:\ Herod; 511 Beveridge 
Ballard, Hazel Mae 1 E. St , Louis; 417 E. Oak 
Ballard, Margie Ro , Alton; 202 E. Oak 
Balsano, Sylvester A., !1u~1'hysboro; Commutes 
Balsover, Donald L., Springerton; 400 , W. Nain 
Banks, Robert Lee , Cai ro; 105 University 
Banksori.; George A., Olmsted; 511 Beveridge 
Bankson, . Wan-da H. , · Olmsted:; 511 Beve:Hdg-e 
Ban tel, Morris D., Nurphysb.oro; Commutes 
Banycky, IIarry, Carbondale; '409 E , Walnut 
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Barbre, Jolm Jr ~ , Carmi; 113 E. Grand 
Bargesser, Dallas Carl, Goreville; ' Commutes 
JBark:er, -Joan, McLeansboro; 600 w. Pecan 
Barnard, H. Virgil, Carbondale; RR 3 






1 LAS · JBarnes, Charlotte Jean, Energy; Commutes 
· JBarnes, James Otis, Bel ton, Texas; 604 W. Walnut 
Barnes, Robert C., Wilmette; 306 W. College 
·Barnes, Theodore A., Zeigler; Commutes 





Barrihar~, Robert Lee, Granite City; 606 W. Mill 
Barra, Robert, Johnston City; Commutes 





Barron, Richard K. , Granite City; 701 S. Uni v. 
2 Ed 















4 LAS None 
Barth, Roy Jr.; Marion; 306 W. ·College 
Bartley, Leland Joy, Iuka; 5a5 S. Rawlings 




Basso, Arthur Lee, Christopher; Commutes 1 LAS 
Bataitis, Frank, W. Frankfort; Commutes 4 LAS 
Bateman, Botmie Lee, Carbondale; 303 W. College 
4 Ed 
Batts, Wm • . Edgar, W. Frankfort; Commutes 3 Ed 
· Baudison, Clara Marie, Pinckneyville; 800 W. Walnut 
1 Ed 
Baudison, Ina F., Pinckneyville; 821 S. IlL 
Bauer, Doris M., Caseyville; Anthony Hall 
Bauer, George Edw., Zeigler; 503 S. Univ. 
Bauer, Wm. Howard, Benton; Commutes 
Bauer, Wm • . Joseph, Freeburg; 713 Freeman 
Baugher, James W., Eldorado; 308 W. Grand 
Ballgbman, Kenneth W., Tamaroa; Commutes 
Bazzetta, Richard Da, Carterville; Commutes 
Bazetta, Wm.· Robert, Herrin; 502 s. Univ. 
Beach, Connie, Carbondale; 718 S. Univ. 
































Beal, Ronald Cc, Centralia; 600 W. Grand 1 LAS 711- Y 
Bean, Albert Glen, Roxana; 800 W. Hill 1. Ed 405--X 
Bean, Duward D., Dongola; 605 S. Univ. 2 Voc 861 
Bean, Gerald T., Harion; Commutes 1 LAS 1182-R 
Bean, Jean Charlene, Eldorado; 208 E. Park 2 Ed None 
Bean, Walter G., Eldorado; 117 E. Park 2 Ed 889-K 
Beasley, Loretta L., Creal Springs; 817 S. University 
1 Voc 375-L 
Beasley, Peggy Irene, Creal Springs; 817 S. University 
1 Ed 375-L 
Beaulieu, Edith A., Bridgeport; 712 S. Univ. 
Beckemeyer, Imogene C., Carlyle; 600 S. Univ. 
Beckemeyer , Warren C., Trenton; 303 W. Oak 
Becker; Alta June, Johnston City; 817 S. Univ. 
Becker, Darla p., Johnston City; 900 s. Ill. 
Becker, James B., Evansville; 509 S. Poplar 
Becker, Leona c,, Johnston City; Anthony Hall 
Been, Anna Hae, Preston; 809 S. University 
Beggs, Lou Ann, Carrier Hills; Anthony Hall 











Beirne, Beverly Ann, Herrin; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Belcher, Betty Iline,_ Lawrenceville;· 603 W. Walnut 
1 Ed 
Bell, H. C~ange, Johnston City; Commutes 2 Ed 
Bell H. Catherine, Johnston City; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Bellamy, Edw. Ellsworth, Vienna; 605 S. Univ. 
Beltz, Dorothy Sager, Carbondale, 717 S. Ill. 
Beltz, George W. , Harion; 717 S. Ill. 
.Beltz, Lyle H. , Cobden; B2 Ord Plant 





Jack Wm. ,HLVernon ; 522 Chautauqua 
Riqhard D. , Benton; 501 S. University 
Vera E., Pulaski ; 809 S. Univ. 
Wanda H., Royalton; 806 S. Univ. 











Berger, Thomas Gene, E. St . Louis; 719 
Bernhard, Jean, W. Frankfort; Commutes 
S. Wash. 2 Voc 
1 ·Voc 
4 Ed Berry, Denzel E. , Ashley; 814 S. Univ: . · 
Berry, Thomas E: ; , Ht . Vernon; 603 S. Rawlings 
Be~o, Joseph P., Cairo; 209 Oak 
Benson, Stanley Hugh, Sparta; 313 W. Grand 
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Berry, William, Christopher; 420 Wo •Monroe 3 Ed 
Bess~ Jane Catherine, Fillmore; 700 S. IlL 1 LAS 
Best, Marjorie E .~ Carlinville; 610 s . ·Univ. 3 Ed 
Betts; Edward E., Carbondale; 709 W. Freeman 3 Ed 
Bevill, Richard T., Cairo; 806 W. Main 3 Ed 
Bevirt, Alice Mae, O' Fallon; Anthony Hall 2 ,Ed 
Bicke1, John F., Collinsville; Midland Hills 3 Ed 
Bicke1, Lester A., Collinsville; General Delivery 
3 Ed 
Biehl, Betty Ann, ·Benton; 809 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Bierbaum, Lillie, Olmsted; 911 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Bierk, Joann, DuQuoin; Anthony Hall 2 Voc 
Bietto, Frank John, Benld; 513 S. Beveridge 3 LAS 
Biggs, DQrothy Mae, Carbondale,; 304 E. College 
1 LAS 
Biggs, James W., Carbondale; RR 1 4 Ed 
Billington, Wilma, Cassopolis, M:i,chigan; Anthony Hall 
3 Ed 
Birch,. Richard A., Louisville; 313 W. ·Harwood 1 Voc 
Birkhead, Charles E., Ewing; 615 W. Mill 1 Voc 
Birkner, CarlL., Pinckneyville; 206 W. Cherry 
4 Ed 
Birkner, Carroll H., Murphysboro; 106 S. Ill. 2 LAS 
Birkner, Donald R., Murphysboro; Commutes 1 LAS 






















Bittner, Jacquelyn Joyce, St. Louis, Mo.; 410 S. Forest 
1 Voc 669LM 
Black, James L., Carterville; 503 S. Forest 2 Ed 
ID.ack, Mary Florence, Huntington W. Va.; 806 S. Univ. 
2 Voc 
Black, Richard Joel, Cutler; .506 W • . Willow 1 LAS 
~lackard, Arch Lee, Mt. Vernon; 306 College 2 Ed 
Blackford, Barbara Lee, Fairfield; 806 S. University 
3 Ed 
Blackman, Maxine Harris, Ramsey; 804 S. University 
Grad 
Blackman, Robert F., Makanda; 804 S. University 
3 Voc 
Blades, -Ben c., Fairfield; 804 W. Main 1 LAS 












Blankenship, Earl Jr., Marion __ Commutes 4 Voc 
Bledsoe , Beulah, Estes, Mt. Vernon .. · Commutes 2 Ed 
Blessin, Charles W., Ht . Vernon .. · 309 1tl. College 
Bleyer, James B., Carterville; Co~~utes 
Bleyer, William C., Carterville; Commutes 





Blondi, Delores, Benton; 809 S. Univ . 1 Ed 
Blucke, William L., Ha.rion; Commutes 2 Voc 
Blythe, Dorothy M., Cobden ; Commutes 4 B~d 
Boals , Clydell B., Ava; . Co~~utes Grad 
Boals , Paul Vincent; Ava; Commutes 4 Ed 
Boatright, Jean R., Harrisburg; Commutes 3 Voc 
Boatright, Patricia ArLTJ., Mar ion; 309 tiarwood Ave . 
2 Voc 
Boczkiewicz, John A, , Jr., Carbondale; 713 S. IlL 
4 LAS 
Boesch, Donald . Edward, St. Elmo; 901 S. Wash . 1 Ed 
Boese, 1tlm . Nelson , Hurphyt~boro; Commutes 3 Ed 
Bolen, James Alta, Carbonda.le; f.07 N. Carico 1 Voc 
Bollhorst, Robert I., Farina; 601 S. Univ. 1 F:d 
Bon ali, ~Jilli am J. , Freeman Spur; 503 S. Uni v. · 
Bond , Obe Orean, HcLeansboro; 405 E. Hester 

























Boner, Olive F., W- Frat1kfort; Commutes 4 R~d 409--R 
Boner, Phylljs N, 1 Christopher; 800 S , Univo 1 :B:d 8.8"' 
Bonham, Hobert E - , Jr ., Ca,rbondal.e; 503 S . Beveridge 
3 Voc 290-IJ 
Bonham, Vivian Anderson, Carbondal e; 503 S. Beveridge 
2 I!~d 290-L 
Bonner, Wm . Floyd, Norris C:l.ty; 810 Eliz&beth 1 Ed None 
Bonnette, Earl l•L, Mt . Vernon; 600 N, AJ.mcnd 2 Ed 844·-L 
Bonnener, John A. , Chicago; 306 W. College .2 Voc None 
Booher, Eugene H. , B~nton; 806 S . 'Harion 1 Voc 1095- K 
Bookhout, Harold E ,. 7 Sa:~em; 608 S , Marion 2 LAS 143-Y 
Bookhout , Theodore Arnol d, Salem;: eos S Marion 
1 Vo c~ 143-Y 
B6one 1 Lester Ve:;c•lin ~ Mt . Vernon; 313 Thompson 
1 Voc 
Booth, Lee, Harion; Com;nutes 4 Ed 
Borella, Betty, Carb-:mdc.le; 12B Chautauqua VHP 




Borella, Francis Louis, Orient; Commutes 4 Voc 
Borella, Henry M., Carbondale; 12B Chautauqua VHP 
Grad 
Borger, Charles Bryan, Carbondale; 516 S. Rawlings 
1 LAS 
Borgmann, Melva Rose, Okawville; 809 S. University 
3 Ed 
Borgsmiller, Joe Ann, Hurphysboro; Anthony Hall 
1 LAS 
Borland, Mildred Joann, Mt. Vernon; 304 -W. Mill 
1 Ed 
Bosley, Lora Rude, Carbo~dale; 1005 Lake 2 Ed 
Bost, William Laverne, ~~physboro; Commutes 1 LAS 
Boston, Mary S., Farina; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Boswell, Donald Wayne, Anna; Commute.s 2 Voc 
Boucher, ¥..ary Katherine, Hurphysboro; Box 393 
3 Ed 
Bouchet, Girard Eugene, Cairo; 312 W. Main 2 LAS 
Boughers, Irene, W. Frankfort; Commutes Grad 
Bourland~ Clara Emigene, Dongola; 203 E. Pearl 
1 Ed 
Bowers, Annalee L., DuBois; · 715 S. Marion 2 Ed 
Bowers, Michael, Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Voc 
Bowers, Rosemary E., DuBois; · 715 S. Marion 4 Ed 
Bowling, James C., Dowell; 503 S. University 3 LAS 
Bo,yd, Chas. H., East Prairie; 818 S. Marion 4 LAS 
Boyd,Harry Edward, Valier; Commutes Grad 
Bqyd, Jack -Robert, Springfield; 312 w. Main 3 LAS 
Boyd, John N., McLeansboro;. 715 S. Marion 3 Ed 
Bo,yer, Charles Raymond, Benton; 312 W. College 
-· ,. 3 Ed 
Boyles, Juva ~al, Benton; 712 S. University 1 Voc 
Bozarth, ·Ernest Gene, Waltonville; 302 W. Mill 
2LAS 
Brach, Barbara Evelyn,. Cisne; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Bracy, James Richard, Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Bracy, William Thomas, Herrin; Commutes 4 LAS 
Braden, Albert Frank, Valier; Commutes 1 Ed 
Braden, Robert E., Valier; Commutes 3 Ed 
Bradley, Marie, Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 



































Bramlet, ·Betty, Eldorado; 800 S. University 4 Ed 
Bramlet, Georgia Lou, Eldorado; 709 w, Freeman 
2 Ed 
Brammeier, Don Charles, Oakdale; G3 Ord. Plant VHP 
4 Ed 
Bramstedt, Karl Dietrich, Mascoutah; 204 W. Hill 
3 Ed 
Branson, Robert E.) Herrin; 603 W. Cherry 4 Voc 
Brantley ~ Charles Ghocee, St. Lou i s, Mo-.; 318 E. Oak 
2 LAS 
Brasel, Benny Deane, Kinmundy; 720 S. Burlison 
1 LAS 
Brayfield, : Robert Gene, Christopher; •. 814 S. University 
3 Ed 
Brayford, Jane A., Collinsville; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Breden, Co Lavern, Grafton; 204 W~ MiJ-1 
Breeze, Edwin Carter, Benton; 806 S. Marion 




Brehm, Ch<irles L., Ashley; commutes 2 ~S 
Bremer, Beverlee Miriam, Carbondale; 12C Chautauqua VHF 
1 LAS 
Bremer, Calvin, Metropolis; 715 S. Washington 4 LAS 
Brel)ler, Cha:rlti!s Martin, DuQuoin; 12C Chautauqua VHF 
4 Voc 
Brenzel, Frederick WM 7. Staunton; 600 W. Grand· 2 Ed 
Bresnan, Esther Inman, }.:iurphysboro; Commutes 4 Ed 
Brewer, Hazel Earlene~ Carbondale ; 4C6 Wo Cherry 
2 Ed 
Brewster , Mar:i!lyn Jane, Benton; 800 S. University 
1 LAS 
Bridges, Bob, DeSoto; Commutes 1 L~S 
Bri.J;lkrnann; Erwi:ri H. , Hf:lyleto:ri; 1311 S . Thompson 
1 Ed 
Brittingham, James Robert , Metr6p61is.; 509 W" Walnut 
1 IJAS 
Britton, Gwendolyn Mathis, Ullin, 401 W. Oak 3 Voc 
Broadway , E~hel Shirley, Marion 9 800 So Univti!rsity 
1 J.JAS 
Brock, Billy Gene, DuQuoin; Commute 1 LAS 
Brock, . ~dga,t Allen~ Marion; Commutes 1 Voc 































Brodie, Judge Edmon, C&,ruthersville, Mo.; 319 E . Jackson 
Grad 842-X 
Brooks, Charles Robert, Carbondale; 702 W. Sycamore 
1 LAS 
Brooks, J)ella JHizabeth, Louisville; 715 S. Harion 
2 Ed 
Brooks, James, Louisville; 3 16 Hes ter 2 Voc 
Brooks, Hobert Levis, Carbondale; Box 125 2 Ed 
Brooks, Tilford, '"' · St . Louis ; 303 m. Willow 4 Ed 
Brooks, William Lloyd, Hurphysboro; Commutes 1 LAS 
Brostmeyer, Norman Dean, Tamar oa ; Commutes 3 LAS 
Brouillette, Kent Anthony, Gorham; Commutes 2 LAS 
Brouillette, Louis S., HUrphysboro; Commutes 3 Voc 
Bro\offi, Billie Wesley, Belleville; 713 S. Illinois 
1 ED 
Brown , Charles :::'r ancis, Collinsville; 207 vJ. College 
lEd 
Brown, Charles LaVerne, Carb ond il. le; 420 W. Honroe 
Brown, Charle s Blendon, Salem; Marion 




Brown, Glenn Otis J r., Carbondale; 512 Hayes 3 Ed 
Brown, Harold Towle, Harrisburg; 310 S. Poplar 
1 Voc 
Bro\offi, James Fredric , Zeigler; 5Q5 S. Rawlings 
1 Voc 
Br o\offi, Joan B., Hurphysboro; RR4 2 Ed 
Br own , Joe Weir , Spar ta; 910 S . Elizabeth 1 Voc 
Br mm, Jos eph Al e xander, Marissa; 818 S. l1arion 
2 Voc 
Brown , Joseph Jack, h t. Vernon; 319 E . ,Tackson 







Bro\offi , Marilyn, E. St . Louis ; 314 Hester 
Brown, l1ary B. , Carbonda le ; 808 W. Main 
Brown, Melb a Lenor a, Herrin; ColllliJ.utes 
Brown, Olive A..7J.IJ.abelle, Carbondale ; 1305 W. Sycamore 
1 Ed 
Brown, Richard 7 Elkvi lle; Commutes 3 Voc 
Br 01m, Richar d L , , Grariite City ; 611 W, Mill 1 Ed 































Brown, W. Gale, Maunie, 821 S. Univ , 1 LAS 
2 Ed Brown, Wm . Robert, Dongola; 814 S. Univ. 
Browning, Donald Rex , Benton; 700 Burlison 
Brubaker , Harold s., Carbondale; 415 W. Sycamore 
1 LAS 
~-- 3 Voc 
Brubaker, Robt . Louis , Salem; <D4 W. Grand 2 Ed 
Bruce, Louann, Marion; BOO S. Univ. 1 LAS 
Brumfield, Leslie D. , Mt . Vernon; 209 W. Jackson 
2 Voc 
Brumley, Hester E., Carbondale; 10C Chautauqua HP 
Bruno, Fred Lewis , Benton ; 721 S. Mar i on 
Brusatti, Louis Henry, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Bryan, Allen Laffayette , Marion; Commutes 
Bryan, Edwin c., Belleville> 505 W. Chestnut 
Bryant, Floralee Q. , Carbondale; 410 S. Fbrest 
Buckner, Norman E, , Carrier Mills ; 420 Chtqa. 
Budde, Joseph L., Belleville; ro7 W. College 
Buec~_an, Richard Dale, Carbondale; .5ll S. Ash 
Bullar, Jack Lee, DeSoto; Commutes 
Bullock, Bill, Buncombe; 611 W. Mill 
Bullock, Harrison E. , Christopher; 34B Chtqa . HP 
Bumpus, Ola Maxine , Bonnie; 806 S. Univ. 
Bunch, Jo , Cairo; 810 S. Univ. 
Bunting, Ray, Marion; 615 Mill 
Burch; James W. , Carbondale; 318~ W. Walnut 
Burch, Mable D., Carbondale ; 31~ W. Walnut 
Burden, Leonard, Johnston City; Commutes 
Burden, Margaret L. , Johnston City; _Commutes 
Burgess, Conley w. , Carbondale; 108 E. Park · 
Burgess, Veron~a B. , Carbondale; 108 E. Park 
Burk, Ruth Anne, Effingham; 506 S. Poplar 
Burkett, Ch,as . E. , E. St. Louis; 004 S. Forest 
Burkett, Kenneth H., Benton; 401 w. Cbllege 
Burks, Lawrence L., Herrin; Commutes 
Burks, Patr~cia Ann, Herrin; 705 S. University 
Burleson, Bill w., Marion; Commutes 
Burlison, Mildred Mae, Benton; 315 w. Grand 



































































Burnam, Sylvia Baker, Marion ; Commutes 2 Voc 
Burnett, Mary Frances, Sandoval; 609 W. · Walnut 1 LAS 
Burnett, Velma Darlene, Thompsonville; 118 S. J:i'orest 
1 LAS 
Burnett, William Shei'IIlan, '£hompsonville; 213 Park 
Burns , Harry Patrick, Elkville; Corn..111utes 
Burns, William Joseph, Chicago; 400 W. J:iJain 
Buroff, Robert Earl , Benton; 806 S. Marion 






Burton, Jane Elizabeth, Carbondale; 603 IV. Walnut 
Burton, Robert Eugene, Carterville; Commutes 
Busch, Daryle H., Carterville; Commutes 
fush, Lowell Dean, Carbondale; 404 · E. Walnut 







Butler, Charles Dale, Harris burg; 313 H. Grand 3 Voc 
Butler ; Gilbert Lowell, Raleigh; 117 E. Park 2 Voc 
Butler, Robert Lee, Marion; Commutes 3 LAS 
Butler , Rollo Raymond, Equality; 604 S . Fore .ot 
2Voc 
Byars, Glenn R, , Christopher; Commutes 3 Ed 
- Byars, Nellie , Harion; · Commutes 4 Ed 




















2 Ed None 
c 
Cable, Ele anor Louise, Geff; 304 lifo Mill 1 Ed 
Cady , Harold Stanley, Vienna; 700 S ~ Forecd; 1 Voc 
Cagle, Hobert Kennon , · l1e tropolis; 312 W. College 
Ca lcaterra, Glen Irerie, Herrin; Commutes 
Calhoun, Olan Dean, Herr in; CoJ;!'_mutes 
Calvert, Ernest Tucker, W. Frankfort; 305 
Camera, Nicholas P~ , Chic-ago; 601 W. Mill 
Campbell, Donald Lee, Alina; 605 S. Univ. 
Campbell , J ames B., Cobden; Commutes 
Cam:pbell , Mary C;, Xenia; Anthony Hall 























Campbell, Thomas R. , St . Louis, Mo.; Lake Heights Drive 
1 Voc 1102- Y 
Campbell, Ural L. 1 Zeigler; Commutes 
Canning, Phyllis Rae , Sparta; 806 S . Univ. 
Cannon, James F . , Marion; 605 S . Univ. 
Cantrell, Donald, Buckner; 711 S , Wash. 




Sophia, Marion; 702 S. Illinois 
Floyd Richard, · Makanda; Commute.s 














Carmack, Elizabeth B.~ E. St . Louis; · RR *4 
Carmack, George G., E. Carondalet; RR *4 
Carmichael, Norma E. , Mattoon; 819 s . . Univ. · 
Carmody, D. Jeanette, Fieldon; .703 :Cherry 
Carney, Edward D., Chicago; 306 W. College · 
Carpenter~ . Ric~ard T. , Carterville; J)l Ord. Plant VHC 
4LAS 
Carr, Billy Neil, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Carr, Robert L. , Zeigler; Commut.es 
Carrell, V'erle ;L . , Cisne; 2J4 W. Mill 
3 Ed 



















Carrington>, fu.ris J ~ , Carbondale; 605 W. Mill 1 Voc 650 
Carter, Cleo D. , Marion; Commutes Grad 
Carter; Harry Wesley, - Wolf Lake ; Commutes Grad 
Carter, William D. ; Carbondale ; ·800 W. Freeman 
4 LAS 
Cartwright , A. ;Louis, E. St . Louis; 318 E. Oak 
3 LAS 
Cash, Vivian, Marion; Commutes 4 Ed 
Cashen, Val jean M, , Benton ; 513. S" ·Beveridge 1 Voc 
Casleton , Gee . ' All en, W, Frankfort; 305 E. St oker 
Castral e, Baptista , JohnstdrLCity; Commute s 
Castrale, Joe , Johnston City, Commutes 
Cates , Priscilla, Woif · Lake; Coiimlute,s 






Catlin , John M., Carterville; ; T7 Ordnance Plant 
4 Ed 
Caudle, Carter C. , Chester; 106 S. Forest 3 Ed 
Cavan~ss ; Allen L. , Marion ; Commutes 



















Caveglia, Joe H., Carbondale; 13A Chautauqua 4 Voc 
Cavender, Thera P., Carbondale; 500 W. Walnut Grad 
Ceglinski, Stanley E., Ashley; 706 S. Harion 3 Ed 
Cerutti ,~ Louis Jr., Herriii; 312 W. Cherry 1 Ed 
Chamness, Pauline R., Harion; 2J9W. Cherry 1 Ed 
Chanc·e,, Walter A., Jr., Benton; 815 S. Ill. 2 Vee 
Chandler, Robert E., Vandalia; 312 W. Cherry 1 Ed 
Chaney, Benjamin P., Carrier Mills; 717 S. University 
Chaney, Clerely B., Pulaski; 300 · E. College 
Chaney,. John Thomas, Carbondale; 501 S. Poplar 





1 Voc Chapman, Richard E., Herrin; Commutes 
Chapman, 1-hn~ Albert, Raymond; 806 W. Sycamore 2 Ed 
Charl.es, Donald W., Harion; Commutes 
Chase·, Donald Lee, Carbondale; 6ce W. Main· 




Cherry, Bi lly J a.y, Centralia; 617 S. \-lash. 
Chester, W. Thomas, Ozark; 1007 W. Nill 
























1 Voc 35 
Childers, V. Gerald; Cairo; 905 S. Univ. 
Childre~s, James B., Carterville; Commutes 
Childe, Rob ert C., Quincy; 402 W. -Mill 
1 LAS 498 
2 Voc None 
3 LAS 1056KM 
Chile, Halley E., Sappington, Mo; 601 S. Uiliv. 2 Voc 
Cho,isser , Betty J. , Eldorado; 1218 S. Thompson 2 Ed 
Choisser , Frederich G., Eldorado; 401 W.' College 
2 LAS 
Chones, Hary Lee, Chicago; . 800 ·S. Univ. 4 Ed 
Chote,. Murray R. , Anna; 1305 S . Thompson 2 Ed 
Chumley, John S., Coffeen; 309 E. Main 3 LAS 
Cima, Betty Jean, West Frankfort; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
ClaJ!lcy, John Emmett, Cairo; 616 W. Elm 1 LAS 
Clarida,_ Joseph B., Centralia; 106 Forrest 3 LAS 
Clark, James H., Zeigler; 16A Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Clark, James W., Carbondale; 521 E. Main 1 Ed 
Clark, Perry Lloyd, Carbondale; 306 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Clark, William H. , Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 
















Claxton, Clifford E., Cairo; 209 W. Oak 1 LAS 
Clay, Mayme L. , Ullin; 300 E. College 2 Ed 
Clayton, Richard Dale; Pocahontas; 720 Burlison 
1 Ed 
Cleland, Charles C.~ Murphysboro; Commutes 3 Ed 
Clem, William C. , Cisne; 818 S. Marion 2 LAS 
Clemens, Stella w. , Golconda; Commutes Grad 
Clemmensen ~ Donna Jean ) Robinson; 810 S. Univ . 
3 Ed 
Clendenen, Sue Joan~ Stuart 7 Fla; 700 S. Univ. l Voc 
Clendenin, Wilbur H. , Rockwood ; lOA Chautauqua HP 
2 Voc 
Clevenger 9 Della M., Sparks Hill; 402 S •. Uni v . 
2 Ed 
Clevenger Wm , Joseph, Sparks Hill ; 308 .W. Elm 2 Ed 
Cline, Bylla L ; Granite City; An-t.hony Hall 3 Ed 
Cloud , Anastasia, Bell evi l le; Commutes Grad 
Clutts , Dorothy Jfule 7 Carbondale ; 407 W. Cherry 
Clutts , Herbert W. , Cobden; Commutes 
Clutts, Hobart R. , Anna; Commutes 
Clutts, Margaret C., Cobden; Commutes 







Cochran, Beverly Ann, Metropolis; -809' S. University 
3 Ed 
Cochran, l1etella B. , Pomona; 108 S. · F'ol' rest 
Cockrum, Phyllis Jean , Ses ser.; _Anthony Ha·:a 
Cockrum, Rosa Lee, Ses f:l e!'; Anthony Hall 
Coffey, Mary Frances , Eldore,do ~ 610 S . · lli:Lv. 





. 1 Voc 
Coffman, Hary E., Ar.na; Commutes 4 Ed, 
. . Coffman , Har'J l{ut.h, Norr is City _; 505 w. Mill . 4 Ed 
Coggan, Bonni e N·; , Sailor s :prings ; 712 S. University 
2 Ed 
-Colborn, Robert W. , Flor~; 709 Burlison 3 Ed 
Cole, James Dee , Nm·ris City; 17A Chautauqua HP 
Cole~ John P. , Harrisburg, 313 W. Grand · 
Cole , Mary Evelyn, Carbondale ; 821 S. · Ill. 






































Cmleman, Doris .J ~ ; Shawneetown; 800 S. Univo 4 Ed 
C'ruEllll!al!ll, Dmrothy A., Carbondale; 701 S. Poplar 3 Voc 
C\o>leiJJ.a£1!ll, Harold. L. ; Cobden; ~ W. Elm 1 Voc 
Cm:lleman., Pegg)i Jfane , Marion; 800 S. Uni v. 4 Ed 
Ctoill.eman, Philip Y., Carbondale; 701 S. Poplar 1 LAS 
Cruem8lllll, Robert D., Panama; 207 W. College 2 Voc 
C~d~ Wm. Rodney, Carmi; 507 W. Hays 1 Ed 
Collett , Cha.r:te s Wm., Carbondale.; 605 W. Elm 1 Ed 
Clolll.ier, Jack L., Herrin; Canmutes 3 Voc 
CcoJUigan, Patricia J., Gr anit e City; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 
<Clol:n.:tiEJS, Jack Elmer, Woodriver; 310 W. Sycamore 
3 LAS 
<e;cill]_:fums, Kar-1 Eli. , W •. Frankfort; 312 W. Monroe 2 LAS 
C\n>]HBs:, Martha Sue; Fairfield; 810 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
&ll.:iml;, "'l'. Madge, Murphysboro; Commutes 3 Ed 
C'm>llms, Thomas W. , Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Ed 
Cbmili!Js, Jona Lois, Bluford; 403 W. Cherry 1 Voc 
Clmmmean, Marion ffienn., DuQuoin; Commutes 1 LAS 
<C\o:mJats:er, Ei1izabeth J., Carbondale; 405 W. Pecan 
~i, El'l!lgene, Benton; 709 Burlison 
On=.ell;w, .Jo .Anne, Cairo; 803 S. University 
OD=er, Betty lou, Mulkeytown; 'i!D7 W. Main 
Qmner, Forrest, Mounds; . 408 E. · Jackson 
<Ciook, Esther Lowenn:> DuQuoin; · 705 S . Univ • . 
Clo-d!:, Richard E.; Mulkeytown; 701 S . Uni:V· 
Oo;Jifeiand, James: &. , Harion; 306 W. Grand 









~pl.e~ Ernes.t V., Centralia; 310 W. Mill 4 Ed 
<C:orhitt, John Calvin, Anna; Commutes 4 Ed 
Cori:er, Edward L. , Jr. , Marion; Commutes 4 · Ed 
<i::nrn, J'om D.,, Benton, · 501 s. University 3 Ed 
~Jnmelio1!JS, Lavern a J., Pulaski; 305 E • . Green · Street 
1 LAS 
Clorama, Nunzie Anthony, W. Frankfort; 209 W. Jackson 
3 Voc 
~l!."ltll!Ul, Sal.vat.ore Sam, W. Frankfort; 209 W. Jackson 
3 Ed 
Cbl!Tell.,, Robert. E., Paducah, Ky.; 312 W. Main 2 Vee 
C',oggrowe, Bill, Carbondale; 815 S. Illinois 3 Ed 







































Cottrell, Charles L . ~ Granite City; 321 Walnut St . 
3 Ed 
Couturiaux, Gerald J., West Frankfort; West Pecan 
1 LAS 
Cover, Dave Leon , Tunnel Hill; 701 S. Wash. 2 Ed 
Covington, Wanda Ann} Carbondale; 807 W. Walnut 
3 Ed 
Cox, Anna Jane, Makanda; Coriunutes 1 Ed 
Cox, Clarence Leo, Herrin; Commutes 3 Ed 
Cox, Dan, W. Frankfort; 719 S. Wash. 4 Ed 
Cox, Daniel Odel, Carbondale; 717 Burlison St .4 Ed 
Cox, Gordon, Marion; 513 W. Walnut 2 Voc 
Cox ~ Norma Drake~ Shawneetown; 719 S. Wash. 2 Ed 
Cox~ Phoebe Faye , Makanda _, Commutes 3 Ed 
Cox, Ray L, , New Burnside> 605 S, Univ. 3 Ed 
Cox, Thomas Laoont ~ Carter villej Commutes 2 LAS 
Cox, ' Thomas Trevor , Marion; 513 W. Walnut 2'LAS 
Cox, William H. 1 Marion; Commutes 4 Ed 
Crader , Doris Jean , Carbondale> 603 So Logan 1 Ed 
Crader , Patricia Lou, E" St . Louis ; 810 S, University 
Craig, Albert T. , DeSoto ; Commutes 
Craig, Bob P. 1 Johnston Cit y ; Co~~utes 
Crai g , Bobby G .~ Elb.'<ri lle ; Commutes 






Craig , Paul Wmu ~ Herrin ; 408 W. Mill 1 Ed 
Cr ' ig: i Van Eugene , J ohnston City ,; C'om!lllltes 3 Ed 
Craig , Walter Dean, E. St , Loui s ; 100'7 W, _Mill 
Craine , Hel en B. , Murphysboro; Cornrrutes 
Cralley , Mary V. , Carmi > 806 S. Uni v ., 
Crane , Dwaine L. 5 Odin,; 500 Univ o 






Creason , James ·L. , DuQuoi n-' Commutes 1 LAS 
Crenshaw~ Dorothy E. , Carbondal e; 914 N, Bridge 
2 Ed 
Crespi , George A. , Herri n,· Commutes 4 LAS 
Creewell , vlalter V" , Ca:('bo::idale; 3J6 ltL Monroe 
3Ed 
Crews , Donal d R ,, El kville; · Com.i11Ut"es · 





































Cr.i:ai:nger, F. O., Jr., Dupo ; 608 \'1". Mill 3 Ed 1C56-L 
<Crillrl.nger, Geo._ · ~dsay, Dupo; 305 W. Grand 3 Ed 375-X 
Crites, JOhn 0., OOin; 908 Elizabeth 1 Voc None 
CroCker, Elmer E., Sesser; Commutes 4 Ed 60F4 
Cnmbar, Harry, Carbondale; RFD iH 3 Ed None 
crDsley, Johnny Robt., Christopher; 719 S. Washington 
3 LAS 1160-K 
Croslin, Kenneth, Carbondale; 701 S. Ill. 1 Ed 879-X 
Cross, Buddy -Dean, Benton; 1001 S. Oakland 1 LAS None 
Cross, Donald Ray, Carbondale; 14C Chautauqua HP 
Crouch, Helen June, Carbondale ; 608 N. Allyn 
crouse, Geo. _Taylor, Cairo; 605 N. Allyn 
Crouse, Jimmy Lyle, Cairo; 605 N. Allyn 
Crouse, Paul M. ~ Noble.; 420 W. Chautauqua 
crower, Barry Lee, Harrisburg; 717 S. Univ. 
crowell, James Howard, Balcom; 201 S. ·Marion 
Cruse, Grace E•, Anna; Commutes 
Crase, Lelia M., Carterville; Commutes 
Colley, Helen L., Carbondale; 701 W. Cherry 
CURRings, Hubert Geo., Alton; 601 S. Univ. 
3 · Ed None 
2 Voc 1125-Y 
2 LAS 73hX 
2 LAS 731-X 
1 Ed 35~K 
4 Voc 254 
1 Ed None 
1 Ed ~2-R 
1 Ed 73Fll 
1 Voc 979-K 
3 Voc 851-L 
Cmmins, Frank Herbert, Harrisburg; 608 W. Main 
1 Ed None 
eo-nns, Buey E., Elizabethtown; 701 S. Univ. 1 LAS 
c-i.ns, James Edw., Harrisburg,; 306 W. Grand 1 Vbc 
Cuuningham, Darrell G~; Herrin; S5C Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed 
CmmiDgham, Jo Ann, Carbondale; 710 W. College 1 LAS 
~ham, Joseph, Carmi; 604 S. Forrest 4 · Ed 
Cmmingham, N. Jtine, Pinckneyville; Anthony Hall 
3 Ed 
Cmmingham, Robert Chas., Pinckneyville; 606 W. Mill 
2 LAS 
C'ard, Mabel I., Carbondale; 
Curtis, Robert R., Carbondale; P.O. Box 100 
D -
Dalmeke,_ Charles Jr., Ashley; 701 S. Univ. 
Dailey, Billy Hamor, Murphysboro; Coiiiiiiutes 
Daisy, Eva M., Jonesboro; CoiiJIIlutes 



















Dale, Dot Ann, Sesser ; 705 S. Univ. 1 LAS 
Dale, Jane Marie , Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 1 Voc 
Dale, Wm . Gene, Harrisburg; 211 W. ·Walnut 1 LAS 
Dallas, Bob Dale, Carrier Mills; 204 W. College 
3 Ed 
Daniel, Geo. Andrew, Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Voc 
Daniele, Esther Rose, Royalton; 509 W. Grand 3 Ed 
Daniels, Raymond Leon, E. St. Louis; 313 W. Grand 
Daugherty, Elbert E., Jr., Mt. Carmel; 110 S. 
Davidson, Frances ·E., Benton; 208 E. Park 
Davie, Charles Edw . , Herrin; 511 E. College 







Davis, Carroll Leo, Jr . ,. Hoopeston; 302 w. ·Mill 
1 Voc 
Davis, Claude, Anna; Commutes 4 Ed 
Davis, Darwin Darrell, Salem; 304 W. Grand 2 Voc 
Davis, Donald W. , Benton; 806 S. Marion 1 Voc 
Davis , Galen Leon, DuQuoin; 206 W. Walnut 4 Ed 
Davis, Hal G., Carterville; Coriunutes 4 Voc 
Davis, Helen Imogene, Creal Springs ; Commutes 1 Ed 
Davis, J . Cary, Carbondale; 508 N. Bridge Grad 
Davis, Jacqueline Fay, Salem; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Davis, James Wm. , Paducah, KY.; 313 W. Grand 2 LAS 
Davis , Joseph A. , St . Louis, Mo.; 71 3 Wu Freeman 
Davis , Joseph Harris, Festus , Mo •. ; Commutes 
Davis , Mary Evoleen , Herrin; Commutes · 
Davis, Mont, Jr .? Creal Springs; Commutes 
Davis , Nancy Lucill e , Carterv:i.lle; Commutes 
Davis, Norman C., Valier; 901 S. Wash. 








Davis, Patricia Lou , W. Frankfort ; 800 S, University 
3 Ed 
Davis, Robert Louis, Balcom; 814 s . Univ. 1 Voc 
Davis, Russell Wayne, Cer.tralia:; 313 W. Grand 2 Voc 
Davis , Wayne H., Woodriver; 609 lv. College ~ Voc 
Davis, Wm , G., Jr ., Carterville; Commutes 4 Ed 
Davison, Leon, Johnston City; Commutes J_ Ed 






































Dean, Willi am I. , Carbondale ,; 17C Chautauqua 
Deason,_ Wallace Ray, Hurst; Commutes 
4 Voc 
4 LAS 
DeJarnett, Lindell E., Metropolis ; 308 W. Grand 
Delany, Robert E., Marion; Commutes 
Delap, James Harve, Carbondale ; 400 W. Mill 
Delap, Jane Cl are, Carbondale; 400 W. Mill 
Delap, Kenneth L., W. Frankfort; 605 S. Univ. 
Delap, Marjorie M., Broughton; 3Jl W. College 
DeLeonardo, John, Marion; Commutes 
Dell, Harry N., Vienna; 406 S. University 
Delleneck, Nancy, W. Frankfort; 400 W. Grand 
Delvida, Anri Marie, Herrin; 705 S. Univ. 


























3 Ed 760-L 
Dempsey, Edw. Ray, W. Frankfort; Commutes 3 Ed 1088-W 
Dempsey, Paul W., Pinckneyville; 1326 S. Thompson 
3 Ed 760-L 
Demster, Everett N., Gorham; Commutes 2 Las 41F32 
Denison, Geo. Robert, Carbondale; 407 J ames 3 Voc 178-X 
Deniston, Dollie G., Carbondale; 934 W. Main 3 Ed 1171-K 
Densch, Louise E., Harrisburg; 401 N. Poplar 1 LAS None 
Derbak, Michael, Jr., Royalton; 117 E. Park 4 Ed 882-K 
DeriCkson, Forrace L., Mulkeytown; 605 S. Ulliv. 
2 Ed 861 
Derickson, Margaret, Houghton, Mich.; ·315 N. 14, M9boro 
1 Ed 1008-R . 
Deters, Johanna C., Carlyle; 810 S. Univ. 4 Ed 
Devlin, Robt. Dee, Gillespie; 24A Chautauqua HP 
4 LAS 
Dewey, Ralph F., Cave In Rock; Cl Ord. Plant VHF 
DeWitt, Bill G., Benton; 513 Beveridge; 




Dick, Helen M., Herrin; 315 W. Grand 3 Ed 
Dickerman, Charles -Edw., Carbondale; 817 -W. Walnut 
1 LAS 
Dickerson, Paul E., Lawrenceville; 901 S. Wash.4 Voc 
Dickerson, Robt. D., .Granite City; 402 W~ Elm 1 Voc 












Diehl, Donald Lee, Sparta; 711 Rawlings 
Dietz, ·Frederick J., DeSoto; 312 W. Main 
Dillard, Neil L., W •. Frankfort;: 312 W. Monroe 
Dillman, V. Imogene, Jonesboro;. E}l7 S. Univ; 
Dillon, Charles C., Harrisbuz:g;_ _CQilftll.u.t~ 
Dillon, Lou Ella., Sesser; ?09 w. Freeman. 
Dillow, Donald E., Dongola; 814 S. Univ. 
Dillow, Homer Gene, Dongola; 408 Chautauqua 
Dillow, Weldon D., Dongola; 718 S. Forest 
Dintleman, Lucille, Nashville; 402 S. Univ. 




















1 Voc None 
Doctorma.n, Ray Geo., Christopher; 711 S. Washington 
1 Voc None 
Dodig, Lloyd Dean, Marion; 316 Hester 3 LAS 450-X 
Doerr, Donald Lee, DuQuoin; 18C Chautauqua. VHF 
3 Ed None 
Dohanich, Frank, Colp; Conimutes -2 Ed None 
Donahue, Charles S., Effingham; V5 Ord. ·Plant VHF 
2 LAS None 
Donahue, Jack, Marion; 905 S. Univ. 1 Ed 498 
Donahue, Mary Ellen, w. Frankfort; BOO S. University 
2 Ed 822 
Donaldson; Bill L., Herrin; 309 E. Main 1 Voc 954-K 
Dorris, Harold Lee, w. Frankfort; 32A W. Walp_ut 
3 Ed 980 
Doty, Myrtle B• , Murphysboro; Commutes · 1 Ed 
Doty, Randall E. , Benton; 513 Beveridge 2 Ed 
Dougan, Patti A. , Pinckneyville; 817 Univ. 2 Ed 
Douglas, Erma L. , Dongola; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Douglas ; John w.' Robinson; Box 427 1 Ed 
Douglas , Stanley N. , Elco; 408 Chautauqua 1 Ed 







1 Ed 571- K 
Dozier, Lloyd M. , Springerto.n; 710 · W. Freeman 
Drone, Patricia Ann, .Sha.wneetown; 705 S. Univ. 
Dubets, Harry, Buckner; Commutes 
DuBois, Paul H., Cobden; 419 Chautauqua 
Duckels, Helen L., Carlinville; 511 w. Grand 














Dudenbostel, Robert E., Pinckneyville ; 606 W. Mill 
3 LAS 
Dugger, James G., W. Frankfort; Commutes 3 LAS 
Dmmneier, Willna L., Hetropolis; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Dunbar, Glendell L., Carrier Hills; 717 S. Univ. 
Dunbar, Tom, Benton; 401 W. College 










Duncan, Joanna ~.ae, Carbondale; Rou.te 2 1 Ed: None 
Dtmcan, Win. Henry, Hurp.bysboro; Commutes 1 Ed 1153R 
Duncan, Willie Andrew, Colp; Commutes 3 Ed None 
Dunne, John Thomas, Plano; 1006 ' S. Forrest 1 Ed 258-K 
Dunst, Frank W., New Brunswick; 20C Chautauqua HP 
3 Voc 412-X 
Dunston, Virginia, Harion; Commutes 1 Ed 1120-W 
Durham, Chas. Arthur, Jr., W. Frankfort; 308 Harwood 
4 Ed None 
Durrant, Richard L. , Chicago; laJ N. Univ. 1 Ed 
Dutton, Glenial, Cave In Rock; 308 W. Elm 1 Ed 
Dutton, Marjorie A., Harrisburg; 1218 S. Thompson 
1 Ed 
Dycus, Cb.as. E., Mt. Vernon ; 31A Chautauqu a HP 2 Voc 
Eadie, Floyd R. , W. Frankfort; 507 W. College 2 Ed 
Eadie, Patricia F. , W. Frankfort; 507 W. ·College 
4 Ed 







4 Ed None 
Earl s, Earl Miles , Grani te City; 611 \v. Mill 
Eas t, Robert L. , Carbon dale; 719 S . Wash. 
1 LAS 649·-K 
4 LAS 1160 -K 




Eaton, Al an Noel, Carbondale; 0:)5 S. Forres t 1 LAS 
Eaton, Corali e Lunde, Carbondale; 602 W. Allyn 4 Ed 
Eaton, Joan Rose , Carbondale; RR 2 3 Ed 
Eaton, Robert M. , Tamaroa; 1218 S. Thompson 
Eaton, Win. Franklin, Carbondale; 606 S. Was h. 
2 Voc 940 
2 Ed 1165--K 
Eaves, Glenn Eugene, Anna; 117 E. · Park 4 Voc 889-K 
Eberhart , Warren Rob t . , Blue Island; 114 E. Grand 
Ebersohl~ Jacob C. , DeSoto; Commutes 
Ebersohl, Ruth E., DeSoto; Commutes 
Eblen, Jo Ann, McLeansboro; 702 S. Ill. 
Eblin, Clayton R., Mt. Erie; 308 W. Grand 
-44-









Eblin, Ella, Kell; ·609 W. Grand 3 Ed 770Y 
1 LAS 86&-X 
4 Ed 423-R 
Edgar, Echerd G., Belleville; 810 S. Forest 
Eckess, Mary Lee, W. Frankfort; Commutes 
Eckess, William Sherian, W. Frankfort; 605 S. University 
1 Voc 
Eddleman, L. Madge, Dongola; 203 Pearl 4 Ed 
Eddleman, Loren M., Dongola; 814 S. University 3 Ed 
Edmonds, Robert Arnold, Royalton; Commutes 3 · LAS 
Edmundson, Jack B., Carbondale; 407 W. Elm 3 Ed 
Edwards , Donald C., Pinckneyville; 17B Chautauqua 
3 Ed 







3 Voc 1055-L 
Edwards, Margaret K., Pinckneyville; 178 Chautauqua HP 
2 Ed None 
Edwards, William C. , Beaucoup; 310 E. Hester 1 Ed 436""K 
Egbert, Donald H., Mt . Vernon; 209 W. Jackson 1 Voc None 
Eggemeyer , Leonard H., Fort Gage; 906 W. Mill . 1 Ed 268- K 
Eichholz, Robert A. , Pinckneyville; 313 W. Harwood 
1 Voc 357- X 
Eichorn , Charles A. , Golconda ; 207 W. Oak 1 Voc None 
Eisenhauer; Le£lie E. , Royalton; 605 S . University 
1 Ed 861 
Elder, Davi d Edward, Cob den; Commutes 3 LAS 18F13 
Elder , Willi am Earl, Eldor ado; 316 E. Hester 1 Ed 512·--M 
Elder s , Mary Ann, Carterville ; 715 S . University 
2 Ed None 
Eldridge, Harold S. 5 W. Frankfort ; 605~ W. Oak 4 Ed 722-K 
Elliott 1 Charles W., Eo St , Louis ; 505 Rawlings 
2 Ed None 
Elliott , Jaquelirie C., Wood River ; 1218 S. Thompson 
Ellis, Donald IJee , Patoka_; 514 s . Rawlings 
Ellis, J:l'riede, L., Rinard; 809 S. University 













E1lis, Ogie Earl, Mt. Vernon; Commutes Grad 8813 
Elmore , Jacqueline K., Tinley Park; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
Elston, Lester C., Herrin; Commutes 
Ely, Gilbert N. , Gillespie; 513 S. Beveridge 
Ely, Jerry Edw., Gillespie; 509 S. Univ. 
Emery, Alice L., Waggoner; 312 W. Grand 






Emling, Robert J ., DuQuoin; Commutes 2 LAS 
Endling, M. Elaine, Benton; 1020 Lake 2 Ed 
Engel, Dolores L., Kinmundy ; 207 . E. Park 1 Ed 
Englebright , Clyde L., Fairfield; 701 W. Cherry 
1 Ed 
Enrietto , Rob ert P . , Carbondale ; 31B Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 
Enright, Edith A.~ Ta:mms; 900 S. Illinois 
Entsminger, Jack D.,. Carbondale ; 503 Univ. 
2 Ed 
2 Voc 
Eovaldi, George, .Jr . , Buckner; Commutes 1 Ed 
Ervin, Hark .J ., Vandalia; 408 W. Mill 3 LAS 
Erwood, Ann, Eldorado; BOO ·s. University 1 LAS 
Espy, Muriel, Pulaski; Commutes 4 . Ed 
Etheridge, Robt. F., Fairfield; 900 S. Elizabeth 
Grad 
Etherton, Helen M., Pittsburg; 312 W. ·Grand 2 Ed 
Et.hertoiL~ Lora Jeaa,. J1urphysboro; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Etherton, Richard E., Carbondale; · RFD 4 1 Ed 
Ethertoa, Robert . Cleland, Murphysboro ; .Commutes 
Eubank, De lbert M., Woodla'\>o'Il j 308 Hester 
Eubank, Velm <:> A. , Scottville; ::08 Hester 
Eubanks , Aron Lee, Mulkeytown; 807 W. Main 
Eubanks, Sam Byron, Lawrencevi lle; 90l S . Wash . 


































4 Ed None 
Ewbank, Elberta J . , Vandalia; .900 S. Illinois 3 Ed 
EWbank, Lela B. ~ Martinsville; 610 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Ewert, Milton Harris, Carbondale; 418 W. Monroe 
1 Ed 






Fagan, Mona Lou , Robinson; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Fairburn, Russell E. , E. St , Louis ; 306 W. College 
4 Voc 
Farmer, Phyllis Lee, Metropolis; 810 S. Univ . 1 Ed 
Farris, Anna Lou , Sesser; 705 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Farris, Bob Gene, Johnston City; Commutes 3 Ed 
Feaman, James L., Ellis Grove; , 403 W. Freeman 3 Ed 
Fearnside, Mary E. , Mt . Carmel; Anthony Hall 3 LAS 
Feazel, Delmar s., Raleigh; 405 -Stoker 3 Ed 
Feazel, Lorena F. , Raleigh; 405 Stoker 3 Ed 
Feigl, Frank Joseph, Chicago; 306 W. College 2 Voc 
Felden, Robt . Joseph, E .• Alton; 701 University 
1 Ed 
Ferguson, Don H. , Dongola ; 117 E. Park 4 ' Ed 
Ferguson, Donald Lee , Carbondale; 24C Chautauqua HP 
4 Voc 
Ferguson; Donald Wayne ,. Sumner; 706 · S. Marion 3 Ed 
Ferguson, Geo . Albert , Tamaroa ; C4 Ord. Plant VHP 
Ferrari, Robt . Angelo, Royalton; Commutes 
Ferrell,. Carl B. , Eldorado; 804 S. ·Univ. 
Ferrell, Carl F. , Jr,, Jonesboro; 511 s. Ash 
Ferrell, Chester C. , Carbondale ; 311 W. Main 
Ferrell, Denton B.~ Marien~ 113 E. Grand 
Ferrell, Joyce , Jonesboro ; 410 :S. Forest 
Ferre l l , Lester L. , Carbondal e ; 311 W. Mai n 
Ferrell , Vi vi an M. , Eldorado > 804 S. Uni v . 
Ferrill" , Shirley Ann, Carbondal e ; 406 Hester 
Ferrill , Sybil J . 1 Cobden> Commutes 
Ferri ll , Wi l l owdean , Carbondale; 406 He.ster 
Fildes , Hel en J . , Cisne ; 712 S. Univ. 
Fildes , Woodr ow M,, Murphysboro; Commutes 
















Fink, Daisy , Equality; 900 S. I l l . 2 Ed 
Finn , Franklin T. , Mt . Carmel; 306 W. College 1 Voc 
Fischer, Raymond; DuQu0in; Commutes Grad 
Fiscus, Jackson L. , Carlylez. 2:)4 W. Maple 2 Voc 
Fisher, James E., Carbo:rida1.e ;. 508 W. Oak 3 Ed 
Fisher , Madelyn, Karnak} 705 s. Univ. 3 Ed 
Fi s her , Mae Rose, Sal em; COmmutes 4 Ed 






































743 .. J 
None 
Fitzgerald , John M., Cairo; C3 Ord. Plant 






109F3 Flamm, Norbert · J ~ , Cobden; Commutes 
Flannell, Chas • . Jfred, Carrier Mills:; 610 S . Illinois 
1 Ed 101 
Flannery, Curtis Jr., Metropolis; 713 S . I ll. 1 Voc 1 050-Y 
F'l.a.nnigan, Robert F., Harrisburg; 117 E. Park 3 Voc 889-K 
Fleming, Margaret Ann, Johns ton City; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
Fletcher, Robt. L., Winthrop Harbor; 906 S. Lake 
1 Voc 689-K 
Fletcher, Ruby~. Johnston City; 700 S. Univ. 2 Ed None 
Flitz, Henry Earl, Litchfield; 105 N. Univ . 2 Voc 134-X 
Florio, Philip, Jr., Murphysboro; Coriunutes 2 Ed 1056-W 
li'loyd, Thomas W., Benton; Commutes 
Fly, John A., Carbondale; 909 Elizabeth 
FI;y, wm • . Raymond, Carbondale; 600 S. Ill. 
FLynn, J ohn Thomas, Chicago; 306 W. College 
Fl.Jnn, R. June, Percy; · 800 S. Illinois 
F'oehner, Wilfred H., Pocahontas; 814 S. Univ. 
Fbllis, Bobby Lee, Marion; Commutes 
Foltz, George R. , Carlinville; 901 S. Wash. 
Foltz, Lois .L., Patoka; ?05 S. Univ. 
Ford, Wesley J., Dongola; 408 Chautauqua 
FbreShee, Wm. Roy, Madison; 502 S. Dniv. 
Fbrnear, James Robt. Sesser; 615 W. Mill 
Fornear, Kenneth L., Sesser; 615 W. Hill 
Foss, Donald F., Bridgeport; K3 Ord. Plant 
Foss, wm. J oe , Metropoli s ; 721 S. Har ion 
Foster, Wendell E., · Ht. ··v ernon ; 209 E. Pearl 
FOught, J ohn · P ., Carbondale; 809 W. Main 
Fox , J ohn Elbert, Cai ro ; 209 W. Oak 
!i'ox, Richard, Carbondale; 107 Haple 
Fox, Virginia M., Carbondaie ;; RR 3 
Fraley, wm . . Henry, Carbondale; 403 W. Sycamore 
Frank,-- Louis F., Okawville; 814 S . Univ. 
Frank, Robert Lee, Carbondale; 500 S. Univ. 
Franks, Willard, Harrisb urg; 407 W. Grand 
F.rayser, J ames H.; Cav e In Rock; 610 W. Main 
Frazer, -Aiberta M. , Pinc~eyville ; 800 S . I l l . 
























































Frazier, Charles, Fairfield; 205 w, Elm 
Fraz ier, John H., Oblong ; P . 0. Box 711 
Frederick, Harold H., Park Bidg e; 005 S. Univ . 
Freeman, Orville E. , West Frankfort; Commutes 
Freij:.ag, Wm., Jr., Joliet; 713 S, · Illinois 
French, John Daniel, Murphysbovo; Commutes ' 
French, Robert 0., Carbonda~e; 802 N. Marion 
Frey, Ruth Honz, Herrin; Commutes 
Fricke, Roland L., Addieville; 906 S. Lake 
Friedline, Mi~dred R., Carbondale; 707 W. Pecan 
Friedman, Robert R., Fairfield; 901 S. Wash . 
Fritts, Glenna Jane, Tamalco; 810 S. Univ. 
Fritzinger, Fred W., . ftJIDa; 511 W. College 
Friz, Richard G., Columbia; 719 S. Wash . 
Fry, Joy Merle, Grayville; Anthony Hall 
Fry, Norma Jean, Sa.lem; 5J8 S. Rawlings 
Fuchs, Virgil Lee, Woodriver; 908 Elizabeth 
Fugate, Marjorie, d.nard; '712 S . TJniv. 
Fulk, Paul Edw., Noble; 218 E. Park 
Fuller, Claude A., Murphysbol;'.o; Commutes 
Fulton, Billie J., Tilden; 81S S. Marion 
Fulton, Odis Wayne, Pinckneyville; Commutes 
Fults, Muriel R·~ Ava; . Anthany Hall _ 
Furlow~ Vallie C., Benton; 605 w; -Grand 
Pliman, Root. Cecil Jr. , Carterville; RR 2 Box G 
Gabor, Geo. Albert , Orient; Commutes 







1 LAS 578-J 
1 Voc 105o-Y 
1 LAS 273-W 
2 LAS 346 
2 LAS ffiO&-L 





































Gahan, Dorothea M., FlorQ.; 800 S. Univ.. 2 Voc 822 
Gaines, Hary Frances, St. Laui:;l, Mo.; 810 S. Univ. 
1 Ed 424 
Galbreath, Jo Anne, E. St. Louin; AnthOny Hall 
Gal lick, Lawrence, W. li'ranlrfort.; CPI!Illlutes 
Gallo, Harion, Christopher; ~ w. Hill 
Gamber, Frederick Joe, W. Frankfort; 312 w. 
Gann; Wm. J ., w. Frankfort; Cormnute s · 



















Garavalia, John C., Herrin; Commutes 
Garanaglia, Charles M., Herrin> Commutes 
Garber, Douglas A. , W. Frankfort; 719 S. Wash. 
Garb s, Clinton Z., OkawvilTe; 2J8 E. Park 
Garbutt , Agnes M., Carbondale; 605 S. Wash. 
Gardner, Harvey F. , Benton; 804 S. Uni v. 
Gardner, Margaret S. , Benton; 804 S. University 
4 Ed 
3 LAS 
Garner, Dorris Lee, Cobden; Commutes 
Garner, Harold E. , Cubden; Commutes 
Garner, Norris Lee , Wayne City; 13B Chautauqua 
Garrison, Shirley K. , Mt. Vernon; 304 W. Mill 
Garr ison, Vernie, Marion; Commutes 
Gartner, Hugo A. , Carterville; Commute~ 
Gary, S. Maris, St. Louis, Mo . ; 810 S. Uni v . 
Gaskins, Clarence H., DuQuoin; Commutes 
Gaskins, Louie G., Harrisburg; 308 -Harwood 













Gay, Robert K., Marion; Commutes 4 Ed 
Gebhardt, Lillian M., Murphysbo.ro; Anthony Hall 
2 Voc 
Gels~, Ronald Dean, W. Frankfort; 316 E. Hester 
Genisio, Barnie Paul, Valier;. N2 Ord. Plant 
Gent, Jimmie Lee, Carbonda.le;. 504 N. Almond 
George, Emma Ruth, Carbondale; 412 W. Jackson 
Georgieff, Venita , Zeigler ; Qommutes 
Gerlach, James A. , Steeleville; 805 S •. Oakwood 
Gettings, B.arbara Jean, Herrin; Co:rmnutes · 
Get tings , Norman K., Herrin ; Commutes 
Gher, Thomas M., Carbondale ; 604 S. Marion 











Gholson, Robert K. , McLeansboro; 722 Burlison 2 LAS 
Gibbons, Rose Marie, Centralia; 705 W. College 1 Ed 
Gibbons, Samuel E. , Louisville; 313 W. Harwood 1 Voc 
Gibbs , Gordon Wayne , Murpmysboro; Commutes 1 Voc 
Gibson, James G .. ~ Harri sbur g; 7C Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Gi dcumb, James W., Carmi; 906 Lake 3 Ed 
Gi hl, Jackie T., DuQuoin; Commutes 1 Voc 








































Gilbert, Milton c., Raymond; 807 W. Main 1 Ed 
Gilkeson, VirginiaK. , Bingham; 715 S . Marion 2 Ed 
Gillespie? Calvin Ho, Ca~bondale; 503 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Gillespie, Nancy S., . Carbondale; 503 W. Mill 4 LAS 
Gillespie, Rodney W. , Alton; 313 w. Grand 1 LAS 
Gillooly, Mary E., Murphysboro; Commutes 1 LAS 
Ginger, Dolan W. , W. Frankfort; 304 W. Grand 3 Voc 
Girtman, Kenneth L, , Metropolis; 406 S . Lake 2 LAS 
Gladson, Frank Edw., Pinckneyville;, 200 W, Cherry 
Glasco, Gerald D. , Jonesboro; 3i5 E. College 
Glascock, Betty R., Harrisburg; 715 S . Marion 
Glover, Donald M, , Mt. Vernon; 420 Chautauqua 
Goatley, Bernie, Equality; Commutes 
Godar , Antoine S . 1 Hardin; , 409 W; College 
Goetz, Millie E. l Carbondale; 118 S, Forest 
Goforth, Hubert Lee, Carbondale; RR 2 
Goldman, Norman J_,ee ~ .Eldorado; 901 S. Wash . 
Goldsmith, Da_pbil.e E . St . I,ou:i. s ; 312 W. Grc.nd 
Golliher, Phillip 0, 5 Harrisburg; 611 S , Il.l , 
Golliher, Waldo R. ,, Harrisburg; 701 S . Univ. 
Golliher 7 Wlllard 0,, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Gooch , Wm, Thomas, Hoopeston; Or d . Plant 
Goode , El mer Ray, Hartford ; 609 W. College 














2 Vo c 
G~rden, Jeanne , Vienna; 304 W, Mill 3 Ed 
Gorham , Leroy Jesse, CentraJ.:l.az 2J9 K Pearl l Ed 
Gosne:U~ El don 1 W,. F:~'ankforti 3 16 E. Hester I L.A.S 
Goss , Chas . Thomas, Marion _; 321 E . Coll ege 4 LAS 
Gott 1 Jerry B, l Mt . Ver i.!.o:n; 7:1.3 S. Washington 1 LAS 
Gould, Lewis H, , Lt1ul sv:Ul e > · '701 S , Wash, 2 Voc 
Graham , Phyllh G, 1 Cairo3 81 0 S . Univ. 1 Ed 
Grandon ~ Ira Lawrence ~ Ri nardt 719 s, Forest 
Grandon ~ Pauline ,- K, , Rinard; 719 S . Fo rest 
Gravenstein, Richard, Budd; 
Graves, Herman A., Marion; Commutes 
Graves 1 Wanda Jtm.e , Marion; 821 S . Univ. 
Gray, Donald D o§ McLeansboro] 8~9 So IlL 
Gray, Harold L., 1 Vienna; '701 So Univ. 
Gray, Ralph Oo, Walpole; 806 lf'l. Main 
Gray, Win. Henry1 Walpole;· 806 W. Main 


















































Green9 Cbas . Edw., Johnston C:i.ty; Commutes 2 Ed 
Green, Clifford H. , Anna ,; Commutes 1 LAS 
Green, He len M.; Granite City; 304 w. Mill 4 Ed 
Green , Wm. Lynn, Fairfield; 415 w. Monroe 3 Ed 
Greene , Jeffrey W.) Chicago; 910 s. Univ. 1 Ed 
Greenwood, Ella H., Benton; 606 s. Univ. 1 LAS 
Greer, Elsie, Ullin; · 300 E. College 3 Ed 
Greer, Elizabeth Ann, Junction; 1218 S. Thompson 
1 Ed 
Greer, Freeman Jr., Cart erville; Q3 Ord. Plant 4 IillS 
Gregory, Gladys, Shipman; 712 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Gregurech, Steve, Zeigler; Commutes 1 LAS 
Gresham, Helen V., Pana ; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Gray , Jo Ann; Carbondal e ; 205 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Griess, Geo. Chas., Browns; 110 Poplar 1 Voc 
Griffin, Archie N.; Carb o.1.dale; 2A Chautauqua HP 
Griffith, Naomi Ada , Carbondale; 908 W. Mill 
Griffiths , Azlee, Willisville; 112 E. Grand 
Griggs, James E., Carbondale; 903 S. Forest 
Griggs, Robert , Galatia; 324 w. Walnut 
Grigoroff, Waldo , Coll insville; 502 S. Uni v. 
Grisham, Lloyd, Eldorado; 709 Burlison 
Grissom, Billie, Carbondale; 204.· S. Maple 
Gris som, Hartha I. , Mt. ·Vernon; 303 S. Forest 
Grissom, Mary Lou , Salem; 209 W. Cherry 












Groennert , Frances, Nashville; 800 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
.Groennert, Violet, Nashvil le; 402 S. University 
1 LAS 
Grooms , Milton K., J r., Mt . Vernon; 419 S. ·Marion 
4 Ed 
Grosco, George P. , West Frankfort ; 701 W. Cherry 
4LAS 
Gross, June Lee , DuQuoin; 206 W. Walnut 3 Ed 
Groves, Frank, Carterville; Commutes 4 Ed 
Groves, ·Lula Mae, Carbondale; 606 S. Marion 2 Ed 
Grzecgorek, George E. , Nashville; 310 E. Hester 
2 ·Ed 





































Gum, AlbertaN., Troy; 218 S. Thompson 
Gunderson, Charles R., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Gunhouse, Thomas J., Mokena; 005 S. Oakland 
Gunn, Lucille, Anna; Anthony Hall 






Gunter, Martha J., Broughton; 1218 S. Thompson 1 LAS 
Guy, David W., Pinckneyville; Commutes 3 Ed 
Guy, Wiima F., Pinckneyville; Commutes l.Ed 
Ha~s, Stanley F., Mascoutah; 204 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Hadfield, Phyllis J., Murphysboro; 800 S. Univ. 3 LAS 
Hagler, Jack Marion, Royalton; Commutes 
Hagler, William N., Royalton; Commutes 
Hale, Edgar Bryant, Coulterville; ·204 W. Mill 
Hall, Charline, Zeigler; 003 S. University 






Hall, William Joseph, Carbondale.; 602 W. PeC!an 2 Ed 
Hallbauer, Melba J., Cutler; Commutes 1 Ed 
Hals·tead, Robert Lee, Carterville; Commutes 1 LAS 
Halterman, Earl F., Carbondale- 417 ' S. Washington 
1 Ed 
Halterman, Ruth E., Carbondale; 417 S. Washington 
2 Ed 
Ham, Gerald Ray, Sikeston, .Mo., 509' N'. Almond 1 Voc 
Hamilton, Alard, Carbondale; 300 S. Marion 4 LAS 
Hamilton, Franklin W., McLeansboro; 703 S. Illinois 
Grad 
Hamilton, Glen R.; Pinckneyville ; · 206 W. Cherry 4 Ed 
Hamilton, Linna, Broughton; 304 W. Mill 4 LAS 
Hamilton, Lovenger , Carbonda le ; 504 E. Chestnut 1 Ed 
Hammack, Lewis T., Sparta ; 306 W. College 4 Ed 
Hammond, Laura Jean, Cottage Hills; 312 W. Grand 
Hamp, Dolores M., Pontiac, Mich.; 802 W. Walnut 
Hampleman, Carroll D., Elkville; Commutes 
Hampton, Carol Dean, Carterville; Commutes 
Hampton, William L., Clinton; 603 W. Cherry 







Hana~an, Esther Zimmer, Benton; Commutes 4 Ed 
Hancock , David P. Carterville; J4 Ordnance Plant 
4 Ed 







































Hancock• James B.yford, Harrisburg; 701 S . University 
3 Ed 
Hancock, Naomi E. , Harrisburg _; 315 W. Grand 4 Ed 
Hancock, Philip S'., Harrisburg; 604 W, Mill 3 LAS 
Hancock, Robert Ray , Herrin; 409 W. Co~lege 1 Voc 
Hancock, Wanda A., Marion; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Hancock, William Doyle, Pinckneyville ; 308 W. Grand 
Banebutt, Ralph Louis, Evansville; 208 Elm 




Hankla, Millicent C., Carbondale ; 7A Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 
Hanks, Neil , Troy; 903 So Forest 1 Voc 
Bannon, John Mi chael , Dupo ; 117 E . Park 3 LAS 
Hanser , Norma M., Edwardsville; 806 S. University 
Hanson , Joseph Lud, Murphysboro; Cojlli!lutes 




Harder , Arthur Craig, Morris; 607 S. Illinois 1 Voc 
Hardesty, Bruce G., Harrisburg; 207 University Grad 


















Hardin, Olis, Grantsburg; Commutes 3 Ed None 
Hardway, Kenneth G., Carbcindale; 403 W. Freeman 
3 Ed None 
Hardy, Alice -M., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Hardy, John ·w., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Hargis, ~ron v. , Ellis Grove; Commutes 
Hargraves, Mozelle , Coello ; 400 West Grand 






Harkins, Ralph Huie, Wes t Frankfort ; Commutes 3 Ed 
Harlan, Gilbert L. , EvansYill'e; 300 College 3 ,Voc 
Barman, Bobbie Lee, Noble ; 316 E. Hester 1 Voc 
Harmon, John .R. , Litchfi eld; K1 Ordnance Plant 1 LAS 
Harper, Julia Ann, Carterville; Commutes 1 Ed 
Harper, Walter P., St. Louis, Mo.; 117 Eo Park 2 Ed 
Harper, Wayne E. , Tunnel Hill; 313 w. Grand 2 Ed 
Harreld, Amelia, Carbondale; 805 W. Cherry Grad 
Barrell, Doris J• , Flora; 203 E. Pearl 1 Voc 
Harrell, Robert Clinton , Mound City; 318 E. Hester 
4 Ed 



















Harris, Don Juan, Benton; 719 S. Washington 1 Ed 
Harris, George F . , Bloomington; 905 S. University 
Harris, Marian A., Grand Chain; 1020 Lake 
Harris, Marjorie, Murphysboso; Commutes 
Harris, Myrtle, Carbondale; 402 S. ' Forrest 






Harrison, Clarence G., .Eldorado; 411 Poplar 1 Ed 
Harrison, Marion L, Granite City; 321 Walnut 1 Ed 
Harrison, Robert H., Centralia; 600 W. Grand 1 Ed 
Harrison, Willard N., Chicago; RR2 Grad 
Harriss, Donald R., Christopher; 719 s. Washington 
3 Voc 
~~rriss, Margaret B. , DuQuoin; Commutes Grad 
Harsha, William L. , Bloomington; 719 S. Washington 
1 -Voc 
Hartenstein, Richard M., Chicago; 700 W. Freeman 
1 Ed 
Hartley, Harold J., Centralia; 601 S. Un_iv. 
Hartline, Willis A., Jr., Anna; 719 S. Washington 
2 Voc 
HaMm&l!h,. Maey Sue,, Carbondale; 705 W. Elm 3 Ed 
Harvel~ Ma~ J . ,. Cambria;. Commutes· 2 Voc 
Harvey, Fred Eld:on, Anna; 615> Wr Mmll 1 Voc 
Harvey:, William Joe, Thompsonville; 713 W. Freeman 
2 Voc 
Harvick? Donald L. ~ Roxana; 719 S. Washington 2 LAS 
Harville, Margaret M. , Oden; 520 S. Graham 2 Ed 
Hase, Mary .G., Dongola; 315 W. -Grand- 2 Voc . 
Hastings, John E., Jr., Carbondale; 900 S. Forest , 
4 - Ed 
Hatcher, Raymond E., Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Ed 
Hatchett, Donald L., Christopher; W. Sycamore 1 Voc 
Hauner, W. Jeannine, Murphysboro; 006 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Hawkins, Clifford M., Carrier Mills; E4 Ordnance Plant 
1 Ed 
Hawkins, Virginia R., Carbondale; R. R. 1 2 Voc 
Hays, Doris I., Carbondale; 408 W. Main 4 Ed 
Hays, Thomas C., West Frankfort; 207 W. College 
Hayse, Bill, Benton; 719 S. Washington 
Hayton, Robert D., Carbondale; R. R. 3 








































Heard, Eleanor Irene , West Frankfort; Anthony Hall 
Heard, John Thomas, West Frankfort; 501 S. Uriiv. 
3 Voc 
Heath, Barbara A., Omaha; 806 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Heaton, David J., Carterville; B2 Ordnance Plant 
2 Ed 
Hedges, Robert E. , Cairo; 313 W. Harwo.od 1 Voc 
Hedges, Vernon Dale, Ewing; 106 S. Forest 2 Ed 
Hediger, Marion L., Jamestown, 806 S. University 
3 Ed 
Hediger, W. Neil; Centralia; 711 S. Washington 
Heern, Jesse C., Makanda; Commutes 1 Voc 
Heicke, Dorothy E., Champaign; 5a5 W. Cherry 5 LAS 
Heiligenstein, Bernard G., Freeburg; 201 S. Marion 
2 Ed 
Heinz, Charles R., Gillespie; 302 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Heisner, Betty Ann, Pinckneyville; 304 W. Mill 2 Ed 
Helton, William E. , Car bond ale; 24B Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed 
Hemmer , Wilbur H., DuQuoin; 814 S. University 3 Voc 
Hemmingsen, Richard H. , Plano; 707 Burlison 2 Voc 
Hempler , John Robert, Johnston -City; Commutes 2 LAS 
Henderson, Jane Ellen, Carbondale; 409 W. Jac~son 
1 L.I\S 
Henderson, Ralph E. , Zeigler; 406 Hester 2 Voc 
Henke , Herbert Gene·, Edwardsville; 610 W. Hain 3 Ed 
He~aus, Robert J . , Bet halto; 502 S. Univ. 1 Voc 
Henley , Laurel H., West B;rankfort; Commutes ·3 LAS 
Henry, Donald Lee, Carbondale; 204 E. College 3 Voc · 
Henry, Hilton, Carbondale; 214 E. Green 2 Ed 
Henry, Ralph J. , Carbond ale; 507 N. Carico 1 LAS 
Henry, Rick Stephen, Anna ; 814 S. Univ. 1 Voc 
Hensley, George .;~, Harrisburg; 204 W. College 1 LAS 
Hen son, Ellen Oneita, Brookport; 610 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Herell, Patsy Nan, Pruett; 1218 S. Thompson 1 Ed 
Herndon,. R. Gerry; Granite City, 304 W. Mill; 2 Ed 
Hester, Shirley Ann, Benton; 809 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Heyen, Shirley Mae, Medora; 601 N. Springer 1 Ed 
Hickam, Norman G., Cobden; Commutes 
Hickman, John, Jr., Carbondale; 326 
Hickman , William G. , Pinckne.yville; 
-56-
2 Ed 
E. Oak Grad 







































Hicks, Joe E . ~ Cobden> Commutes 3 Voc 
Higgerson, Lloyd D. , Carterville; A1 Ordnance Plant 
4 Ed 
Hightower, Willine E., Carbondale; 212 E. Jackson 
Hill, Charles N., Norris City; 800 W. Mill 
Hill, Dorothy Jean , Herrin; Commutes 





Hill, Johnny W., Carrier Hills; B4 Ordnance Plant 
Hill, Katharin K., Carbcndal e; 609 S. Poplar 
Hill, Melvin, Karnak; 03 Ordnance Plant 
Hill, Shirley Anne, DuQuoin; 300 E. College 

















Hilton, Lawrence H., Hakanda; Commutes 4 Voc None 
Hindman, Elizabeth J., Carterville; 800 S. Univ . 
Hindman, Joe Dean, Herrin; Commutes 
Hindman, Pat ricia Sue, Pontiac; 701 W. Cherry 





Hinkle, Richard A., Dongola; 408 W. Chautauqua 1 Voc 
Hinkley, Anson A., Carbondale; 27A Chautauqua HP 
3 LAS 
Hirch, Clifford Henry, DuQuoin; Commutes 3 Ed 
Hirte, William T~omas, Carbondale; 32B Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 
Hixon,. Roy ·Lee, Olney; 617 W. Mill 1 Ed 
Rocher, Janice D., Collinsville; 809 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Hodg~on, Frank M., Murphysboro; 701 S. Univ. 4 Ed 
Hoehn, John F., Gillespie; 700 S. Forest .1 LAS 
Hoffman, Charles L., Ellis Grove; 208 Elm 4 Ed 
Hoffman, Iona E., Nashville; 809- S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Hoffmann, Roger 0., Valmeyer; 608 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Hoffner, Helen L., Carbondale; 803 W. College 1 Ed 
Hofstetter, George R., Salem; 306 W. College 
Hofstetter, James A., Salem; 306 W. College 




Holder, "William T., Carbondale; 808 W. Fre.eman Grad 
Holhubner, Fred J . ; Olmsted; 503 W. Freeman 
Hollada, Bill, Benton; 1007 S . Oakland 
2 Voc 
2 Ed 
Holland, Francis E., McLeansboro; 313 W. Grand 1 Voc 
Holland, James D. , Carlyle; 605 S . Univ. 1 LAS 



























Holland, Maurice D. , W. Frankfort; H2 Ord. Plant 
3 Voc 
Hollmann, Raymond G., Jacob ; Commutes 1 Voc 
Holman, Barbara J., Olmsted; 1020 S. Lake 1 Ed 
Holsapple, Wallace W., Carbondale; 2B Chautauqua HP 
Holt, Richard John, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Hood, Donald E., Anna; 507 N. Allyn 
Hood, Jean, Mulkeytown; 507 S. Poplar 
Hood, Mary Lou, Metropolis; 810 S. Univ. 
Hooker, Clifford F., Carterville; Commutes 
Hooppaw, Patty Lou, Carbondale; RFD 2 
Hoorebeke , Jack Van, Tamaroa; 610 W. Main St . 
Hoover, Donald G. , Marion; Commutes 
Hoover, Fred, Jr., Carterville; Co~, 


























Horbacz, Joseph P., Chicago; 419 W. Chautau-qu':_ 1 Voc 507- L 
Horman, Elmer, Metropolis.; 721 S . Marion 1 Ed: <• 1052-X 
Hott, Phillip R., Hoopeston; 3'02 W. Mill - 2 Ed Z:33 
Houghland, Dale Lee, Carbondale; 416 Chautauqua 
House, Carl E., Karnak; 113 E. Grand 
House, OJ.arles E . , Tama.roa; 26C Chaut.auqua HI" 
Housewright, .Oorothy J., Murphysboro ; Commutes 






Howel l, Lucille V., Herrin; Commutes Grad 
Howell, Robt. E., Ple asant Mound; 313 W. Grand 1 Ed 
HoweY, Rob ert E. , Fairfield; 203 N. Springer 2 Ed 
Hoyl-e, Ann, Ramsey; 506 S. Poplar 2 Voc 
Hoyle, Lela, Ramsey; 506 S. Poplar 1 Voc 
Hoyle, Perry M., Carbondale; 117 E. Grand . 1 Voc 
Hubert, Lloyd E., E. St. Louis; 413 N. Wash. 3 Voc 
Hu<:igens, John Robt . , Harion; Commutes 1 Voc 
Hudgins, Barbara Nell, Carbondale; 715 S. Marion 
I 
Hudson, Stanley P., Waukegan; 906 s. L8.ke 
Huff, Doris L., Dongola; Anthony Hall 
Huff, Robert Dean, Marion; Commutes 
Huff, Vera P., Bluford; 1312 S. Thompson 
Huffmaster, Rose M. , Hinsdale; 304 W. Mill 
Hug, Phyllis H. , Highland; 700 s. Illi~ois 



































Al ice L . , Grand Tower ; Commutes 
Joe Edw, ~ W. Frankfort ; 709 W; Freeman 
John E. , Carmi; 21 A Chautauqua HP 
Margar et E,, Benton; 800 S o Univ. _ 
Roger N , , Cart erville; T3 Ord. Plant 
Hughes, Wilma Ruth, Okaw.rille1 Cc-mmu.tes 
Hughey, Frank, Mt , Vernon; Commutes 
Hughey , James J . , Opdyke; 204 W. College 
Hughey, Theo , Hallace, Mt . Vernon ; C6!1Lrnu~es 
Hull, Raymond V • j Equality; 500 S . Univ. 
Hurnm , Wilma Jean, Thompsonville; 304 W. Mill 
Hun~rkoch , Charles , New Li berty; 205 W, Elm 
Hunsaker , A. Joanne, Danville; 806 S. Univ , 
Hunsaker , Bertie A~,. C0bden; Commutes 
Hunt , Mary Loui se , Eo St . Lou is; Anthony Hall 
Hunt , Wm , Robert , Vienna ; 905 S . Univ •. 
Hunter , Dorothy L., Greenvil le; 405 S . Wash . 



















Hunter , Robert Eugene, Johnston City; Co~utes 2 Vee 
Hunter, Robert Eugene , Anna; Commutes 1 Vo c 
Hunter, Robin D., Carbondale; 405 S . Wash. 3 Ed 
Huntley, Robt . C. , DuQuoin; Commutes Grad 
Hurley, William, Carbondale; 602 N. Bridge 4 Ed 
Hurst, Bill Thomas, Elkville ; Chlilmutes 1 LAS 
Hurt , Robert W. , DuQuoin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Hutchison , Rcbt . Howard, Herrin; Commutes 3 Ed 
Ice , Bessie Mae, W. Frankfort_; 513 W. Grand 2 Voc 
Idecker, Donald A., East Alton; 315 E. Coliege 1 Voc 
Ing, Harriett Joann, Herrin ; 806 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Ingli , Verli e E., Carbo:ndal e ; 9C Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Ingram, Donald Ray , Alton; 313 W. Grand 1 LAS 
Inskeep , Charles A., Mt . Vernon; Commutes Grad 
I nskeep, Fernanda L., Albion; 806 S . Univ . 2 Ed 
Irvin , Lois Evelyn, Dale ; 203 -Pearl 4 Ed 
Irvin, Mariann , Belle Rive ; 821 S . Illinois 2 Ed 
Irvin, Max A., Broughton; 207 W. College 4 LAS 
Irvin , Robt •. Henry, McLeansboro; 405 E.· Hester 3 Ed 









































IrVin, Wm. Martin, Belle Rive; 2().1 Mill 
Isaacs, Roy Wayne, DuQuoin; Connnutes 
Isom, Billy V., Anna; 401 W. College 
Isom, Marilyn J., Christopher; Anthony Hall 







Jaber, Saad Salih, Bagdad, Iraq; 500 Rawlings 2 LAS 
Jack, Kathryn June, Browns; 817 S. Univ. 4 Ed 
Jackson, Bar.bara Ann, Grand Tower; 507 S. Poplar 
1 Ed 
Jackson, Carl L., Hulberry Grove; 313 W. Grand 2 Ed 
Jackson, Emerson J., Centralia; 416 S. Marion 3 LAs 
Jackson, Geo. Franklin, Metropolis; 701 Cherry 4 LAS 
Jackson, Harry M., Chester; 105 E. Grand 
Jackson, 8rville, Carbondale; 604 w~ Freeman 
Jackson, Phyllis J., Marion; 1218 S. Thompson 
Jackson, Thomas F., Sparta; 106 S. Forest 
Jackson, Thoinas L., DuQuoinr 419 S. Marion 
Jacobs, Elmer B., Jr., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Jacobs, Paul Edw., Murphysboro; Commutes 









James, Ivan Lee, Maplewood, Mo.; 306 W. College 
1 Voc 
Janes, Claudine R., Mt. Sterling, Ohio; Ord. Plant 
Grad 
Jarrett, Claude A.; Murphysboro; Connnutes Grad 
Jarrett, Hazel M., Carbondale; 307 W. Monroe 3 V:oc 
Jeffers, Kermit J., E. St. Louis; 200 E. Bi.rch Grad 
Jenkins, Curtis, C., Pittsburgh, Ill.; 300 W. Grand 
Jenkins, Donald D., St. Elmo; 901 S. Wash. 
Jennings, Rue Edw., Carbondale; 709 S. Wash. 
Jennings, Thomas Van, DeSoto; Commutes 
Jett, Ira Arthur, Fairfield; 505 S. Rawlings 
Jobe, Kenneth M., Anna; Connnutes 
John, James G., Mt. Carmel; 522 Chautauqua St. 
John, Paul D., Mt. Carmel; 522 Chautauqua St. 












































Johnson, Aileen Bo ~ E9:w-ardsville; 300 E . . College 
2 Ed 
Johnson, Barbara E. , Carbondale;. RR 3 1 LAS 
Johnson, Bertha Sc , Flat Rock; 503~ W, Freeman 4 Ed 
Johnson, ·Billy Lee, Carbondale; 712 S. Univ, 1 LAS 
Johnson, Cecil Lee, Carbondale ; 609 Barnes 






Johnson, George Edw. , Marion; 502 S. Univ. 
Johnson, Jewel R.? Cairo; 914 N. Bridge 
Johnson. John R ~ ; Norris City; 800 w. Mill 
Johnson, John w. , Macedonia; 501 s . Univ. 
Johnson, Marian E.;· Kinmundy;. $06 S. Univ. 
Johnson, Marjorie Lee, Zeigler; Commutes · 
Johnson, Mary W. , Carbondale; 914 N. Bridge 
Johnson, Olaf G. , Harrisburg; 901 s. Wash. 
Johnson, Phyllis Jean, DuQuoin; Anthony Hall 
Johnson, Robt . S.; Royalton; 302 W. Mill 
Johnson, Wm. Robert, DuQuoin ; Commutes 










Johnston, John McKinley, Benton; 605 S. Univ. 
Johnston, Mary A. , Carbondale; 316 W. Walnut 
Jolley, Estelle H., Marion; Commutes 
Jones, Bertis ·Lee , Carbondale; 22A Chautauqua 
Jones, Billy Ray, Mulkeytown; 800 W, Mill 
· Jones,- Carl Jr . , Carbondale; 522 W. Almond 
Jones; Carl L. 7 Carbondale; 110 S. Forest: 
Joiies; Charles W;, Johnston City; 717 S. Univ . 
Jones, Delmc\ I.~ Mur,physb oro;; 2C6 E. Pearl 
Jones, Don Edw. , Ridgway; 302 vl. Mill 
Jones, Floyd L , Johnston City; Conunutes 
Jones, Harold D., Carbondale; 519 N. Springer 
.Jones, Helen · Adams, Johnston City; . Commutes 
Jones, Helen Ruth, E" St . Louis; 511 w. ·Grand 
Jones, John E., Carbondale; 406 W. Oak 
Jones, John Paul, McLeansboro; 507 S. ·Hays 
Jones, Joseph R. , GOlconda; Ord . Plant 
Jones~ Murrell F. , Edwardsville; 
Jones , Nancy Sue ? Marion; Anthony Hall 





























































Jones, Paul Allen, Mt. Carmel; 205 W. Oak 1 LAS 
Jones, Ri chard Kendall, Gillespie; 302 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Jones, Robert Lavern , Carterville; Commutes 1 Voc 
Jones, Wyman H. , Carrier Mills; 704 S. Illinois 
' 2 LAS 
Jongedyk, Cornelius R., Jonesboro; Commutes 4 Ed 
Jordan, David Lee, Wood River; 611 W. Hill 2 Voc 
Jordan, Martin E., Endield; 305 E. Stoker 1 Voc 
Jordan, Wilma Fay, Thebes; 1218 s. Thompson 3 Ed 
Jung, Loren B. , Ell is Grove; 401 W. Oak 4 Ed 
Jungers ~ Jack Robert, Centralia; 110 s. Poplar 1 Ed 
Jurkanin, Edward J . , Taylor Springs; 204 W. Mill 
1 LAS 
Kabureck, Rosemary K. , Belleville; 304 w. Mill 1 Ed 
Kaegi , John W., Cave- In-Rock; 610 W. Main 2 Ed 
Kaelin, Maxi ne V.l Centralia; 614 N. Almond 3 Ed 
Kaeser, Katherine K , Marion; 805 S , Washington 
1 Ed 
Kagy, Betty JaneJ Carlyle; 809 S. University 1 Ed 
Kagy, Richard L. , Car l yle; H3 Ordnll.llce Plant 2 Voc 
Kahmann , j"im Bernard~ Edwardsvill e> 610 W, Main 
1 Ed 
Kalinski, Robert Wo; Carmi; 507 W. Hays 1 Ed 
Kallenbach , Marion E, , Crossville; 113 E , Grand 
Karch, Mar jm-y , Lake Bluff; 715 S . Rawlings 
Karnes , Rexel, Eldorado ; Ordnance Plant 
Karraker , LouJs R, , Jonesb oro,; 400 w. Mill 
Kass, Emil JJ , , Chicago; 610 W. Main 
Kassner, Fr·ank W. , Harrisburg; 313 W. Grand 


































Kauzlarich, Nada, Christopher; 403 W. Cherry 4 Ed None 
Keene , William HEmry, J r . , Carrier Mills; 404 E. Chestnut 
4 Ed None 
Kehder, Richard E. , Thompsonville ; 213 Park 2 Voc 
Keilbey, Will i am John, Jr., Mt . Vernon; 304 Oak 
Keirn, Audrey Mae, Red Bud; 802 W. Freeman 
Keith, Mary Tripp, Anna, Commutes 
Kei th, Wendell H. , Grand Tower ; Conrrnutes ·· 
Kerr, Elizabeth L, , ML Vernon; Commutes 















Keller , Faye Adele, Carbondale; R. R. 2 1 Voc 
Kelley, Grace B. , Greenville; 820 Walnut 5 Voc 
Kelley, Marvin D. , Pinckneyville; 503 Mill 2 Ed 
Kelley, Orland L. , Christopher; Commutes Grad 
Kelly, Albert Dean, Coulterville ; 503 S. Univ. 4 Voc 
Kelly, Carol P., Murphysboro; Commutes 3 Ed 
Kemper, Billy C. , Tamms ; 403 N. Oakland 3 Voc 
Kendrick, Weldon, Johnston City; 910 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Keneipp, Lydia M., Grand Tower ; 606 S. University 
Keneipp, Marylee, Grand Tower; 606 S. Univ. 




Kenney, Jane, Carbondale; 609 W. Walnut 1 Ed 
Kenshalo, John M., Fairfield; 406 S. Ash 3 LAS 




Edward M. , Carbondale ; 305 W. College 
James F. , Chicagb; 522 W. Chautauqua 
,, 
Robert s . , Tamms1 Commutes 
Kerr, Thomas P . , Johnston City; Commutes 
Kersey, Bi lly D.; Ricrun'ond, Ky.; 608 W. Main 
Kesner, Roger S., Pocahontas; 304 S. Univ . 
Kessler, Dean W., Freeburg; 113 E. Grand 
Kibler, · Mary Jane, Humboldt ; 2J3 E. Pearl 
Kidd, Maurice D. , Metropol i s ; 407 W. Grand 


































2 LAS None 
Kilbreth, Helen June , Herrin; Col1'lliiutes 3 Ed 8671 
Killingsworth, Cheseldean, Carbondale ; 916 N, Bridge 
Grad 1097- K 
Killpatrick, Mary H. , Carbondale; 505 W. Pecan Grad 687-X 
Kimber, Joan Louise, Carbondale; 700 W • . Elm 1 LAS 759-X 
Kimmel, Bill B.ay, Carbondale; 505 Baird 2 Ed None 
Kimmel, Harold L., Thompsonville; 716 S. Poplar 
2 Voc 649-X 
King C. Wayne, Decatur ; 400 W. College 3 Ed 111 
. King, David J o, Mulkeytown; Commutes 1 Ed None 
King , Jacob Wi lliam, Ros i clar e ; 2 Chaut auqua HP 
King, Lester B. , Harrisburg; 910 S. Uni versity 
King , Marjorie H., Carmi; 606 S. Marion 










Eing, Russell w., Rosiclare; 701 S . Un~v. 1 Voc 184-K 
Ki.Ing, Whitney D., Carbondale; 805 w. Pecan 3 LAS 448-L 
K::nJrng, Winifred K., Carbondale; 713 W. College 4 Ed · 491-L 
Klingston, Frederic Eugene, Carbondale; 21B Chautauq_ull. HP 
3 Ed None 
Einl~, Gerald c., Johnston City; Commutes 3 Voc 
firiakos, George J., Carbondale; 315 W. Walnut 3 -Ed' 
·fi:ddand, Charles H., Centralia; 71!5 S. Washington 
K:i.rkman, Bruce E. , Carterville; Commutes 
Ifish, Joe, Zeigler; 608 S. Marion 
Kissack, Harold G., Hoopeston; 302 W. Mill 
Kissack , Robert D., Hoopeston; 302 W. Hill 
Kitt1e, Dale, vlayne City; 404 W. Hill 








lleiruPJann, Betty Amt, Granite City; 705 W. College 
1 Ed 
Kleist, Robert J., Lewiston, Idaho; 310 W. Monroe 
1 Ed 
lloepper, Ilene Mae, Cora; 821 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
nucavich, Charles N. ' Harrisburg.; 910 s. Univ .1 LAS 
Knaue1, Edward R., Edwardsville; 601 S. Un:l.v. 2 Voc 
h auel, Richard S. , Edwardsville; 601 S. Uni v. 2 Voc 
Kneedler, Marilyn A., Collinsville; 108 E. Park 
o LAS 
Wniies, Edward G., Carbondale; Z)A Chautauq\la HP· 
-Knight, Chester E., Hamburg; 206 W. Jackson 
Knight, Joyce L., Marion; 3i2 W. Grand 
Kir.liight, Hosie M. W., Carbondale; BJ5 S. Ash 
Enop, Edward C., Jr.; Campbell Hill; Commutes 
I<ob1er, William M., Cai.ro; 312 W. Hain 
KOch, Charles B., Beckemeyer.; 814 S. Univ. 









Koesterer, C. Alphonse, Freebur-g; 201 S. Marion 
2 voc 
Koesterer, Shirley J., Granite City; Anthony Hall 
Kohlenberger, Bob G., Ava; 114 .1!.:. Grand 
Ifu,hler, Edward A.,· Alto Pass; Commutes 
:i§:Olm:tz, Loren C., !few Athens; 114 E. Grand 





































Koons, Charles B. , McLeansboro; 313 W. Grand 
Kovach, Ma.ry, Royalton; Commutes 
Kowalis, Walter C. , Johnston City; Commutes 
Kraatz, Rodney, Ullin; 901 S. Washington 
Krap er , Mary Sue, Hetropolis; 810 S. Univ. 
Krause, Robert A., E. St , Louis ; 120 E. Park 
Kreher, Nora T., Dahl gren; 601 W. Mill 
Kress, Kenneth T., Herrin ,; Commutes 
Kristoff, Bertha L., Makanda; Commutes 
Kristoff , . Kathryn, Makanda; Commutes 
Kroener, David D., Oakdale; 203 Pearl 
Kroener, Lee A. , Oakdale; 715 S. Washington 














2 Voc Kurstinger, Ronald D., Salem; 304 W. "Grand 
Krysher, Wally B., Morton Grove ; 719 S. Washington 
Kuehn , Eleanor Anne, E. St. Louis ; 405 Pecan 
Kuehn, Harold Allard, Elkville; Commutes 
Kueker, Ol iver A., Red Bud; 521 N. Almond 
Kahn , Geor ge Jay, Okauville; 306 W. Grand 

























1 Voc 507-L 
Kunz, Dorothy W., Vandalia; 203 E. Pearl 3 Ed 962- K. 
Kurahara, Flor ence S., Paiama.ui Hawaii; 413 W. Jackson 
1 LAS 497-K 
Kurtz, Dorothy McCormick, E. St. Louis; 605 w. Mill 
1 Ed 650--X 
Kutcosky, Charles E., Zeigler ; Commutes 1 Ed 
Kutcosky, Florence L. , Zeigler; 408 W. Main 4 Ed 
Kuykendal l, Mary H., Pinckneyville; 17B Chautauqua HP 
1 Ed 
Kuykendall , Raymond L., Steeleville; 805 S. Oakland 
2 Voc 
Lamatina, Angelo J., Freeman Spur; Commutes 
Lamb, Ruth C. , Herrin; Commutes 










1 Voc None 
Lambert, Howard, Jr.,' Carbondale ; 1008 Walkup 
Lambert, Howard C. , Carbondale , 1008 Halkup 
Lambird , Bill Dale , Salem~· '!.1_1 S . Po_plar 
Lamer, Charles W. , Cobden; 312 W.- Monroe 












Lampley, Norma L . 1 Carbondale; 5C8 S . Marion 2 Ed 
Lancaster , Martha J . , Harrisburg; 309 Harwood 1 Ed 
Landreth, Betty Lou; St . Elmo; 610 S. University 
Lands, Elva B. ; Harrisburg; 403 W. Cherry 
Lane, Charles E. , W. Frankfort; W. College 
Lane, Mabel S., Carbondale; 801 S. Washington 
Lane, .Margaret Ann, Carbondale ; 510 W. Main 
L·ane, Ralph L. , Eldorado ; 502 s. l,Jniversity 
Lane, 'l'ed D. , Carbondale; 419 S. Washington 
Langham, Dolores H. , 'l'amalco; 810 S. Univ. 
Lan.trip, Bill, Johnston City; Commutes 
Larik, John F . , Zeigler; 302 W. Mill 
Lascelles , Virgil R. , Bath; 213 E. Park 
Lasusa, Char les D. , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Latta, Darrell G. , Sparta; 313 W. Grand 
Latt.illlOre, Joseph, Madison; 1011 Elizabeth 














2 - Ed 
2 Ed 
Lau, Robert F., Vienna:; 503 S . Uni versi:ty 4 Voc 
Lawder, Edna M., Murpbysroro ; Commut es 4 Ed 
Lawrence, Keith P., Marion; Commutes 4 Voc 
Lawrence, Mary E. , Ozark; 701 S . Washington 1 Ed 
Lawrence, William R. , '1\mnelhill; 814 S . Univ . Grad 
Lay , Wal ter C. , Carbondale; 305 Harwood 4 VOC 
Leathers, Mary L . , Ob l ong; Anth ony Hall 3 Ed 
Ledbetter, J ohn A. , Carbondale > 807 W. Freeman 3 Ed 
Ledbet.t .er, Rob i n F., Herod; 718 S. Forres t 4 Ed 
Ledbetter , Wm . Franklin , Murphysboro,; 502 S . 
Lee, Phyll is Jean ; Saleqj Anthony Hall 
Lee, Zetta K. A, 7 W. Fr<: .. lJkfort > Commutes 
Leffler , Mildred J ,, Benton; Anthony Hall 
Legg 7 Floyd L . 7 Su!IID.er , 706 S , Mar ion 
Leilich, Clyde H, ~ New Athens ; 114 E , Grand 
Leirer , Vernon, Carbondale~ R. R, 4 
L.eister 7 James W. , Her:;.•in ,; Commut es 
Lemons , Charles R., Carbondale; N, Oakland R. 
Lence~ Donald G, , Carbondale ; 423 W, Monroe 
Leonard , Edmund E. , Carbondal e ; 906 W. Walnut 
Leoni, Angelo V., Bellevill~ > 713 w, Freeman 
























































Lerch, Harold H. , Valmeyer; 311 w. Main 
Leslie, Howard M. , McLeansboro; 412 Pecan 
Levan, James W. , Jr ., Ava; 716 S . Poplar 
Levelsmier, Jerry E. , Carbondale; 6C6 · W. Mil l 
Levin, Joy L. , E . Carondelet; .403 W. Cher ry 
Lewis, Arthur G., Benton; F2 Ord . Plant VHF 








Lewis, Clara Mae , Sesser; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Lickiss, Robert W. , Carterville; C2 Ord. Plant 4 LAS 
Lienert, Maude S., Gorham; Commutes 
Lienesch 1 Louise J . , O' Fallon; Anthony Hall 
Lienesch , William E., O' Fallon; 814 S . Univ. 
Lightle, James R., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Lillard, H.ampton W. , Clinton; 003 W. Cherry 
Linder , Edwin E. , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Lindsey, John M. , Marissa; 909 S . University 
Lingle, Bob J . , Anna; 615 W. Mill 
Lingle, Gerald M. , Cobden; ·Commutes 
Link, Anita, McLeansboro ; 608 W • . Pecan 
Link; William J., W. Frankfort; 605 S. Univ. 













1 Voc Lipe, Venit a R. , Makanda; Commutes 
Liporish, Vietor, Carb6nd.ale; 500 w. 
Lirely, Ivan t.~ Grand · Tower; 310 N. 
Freeman 2 LAS 
Was·hington 
2 LAS 
LittelL, Hazel Ruth, Mounds ; 311 w. Elm 3 Ed 
Little, Carroll J . , Elkville ; Commut.es 2 Ed 
Little, Charles W., Pulaski ; 313 W. Grand 1 Voc 
Littleford , Warren , Jr . , Vandalia; 21 3 E •. Park 2 LAS 
Littlehale; Robert L, Y Rqyalton; Commutes 4 Ed 
Lively, Jetta R., Brighton; 610 s. Univ. 2 Ed 
Lloyd, Jeanne, Carbondale; 418 Monroe 1 Ed 
Lobenhofer, John F . , Park Ridge; 5C Chautauqua HP 
Lockard, Louie A., Cobden; Coinmutes 
Locke, Lyndall, Murphysboro ; 408 N. Marion 
Lockwood, Bonnie .A. , Carbondale ; R. R. 4 
Lockwood, John W. , Harrisburg; Commutes 
Lodge, Doris E . , Willisville ; 610 S. Univ . 
Lofton, Frank S., Fairfield; 719 S . Washington 
Loftus, Hubert J . , Chicago; 306 College 



















































Logan, Margaret E., Evansville, Ind.; 309 Harwood 
5 Ed 
Loman, Roy E., Benton; Commutes 1 Ed 
Londult, James L., Pocahontas; 720 Burilson 1 Ed 
Lang, Jack W., Flora; 709 Burlison 3 Ed 
Loomis, Carroll 0 ,, Arina; 113 E. Grand 2 LAS 
Lorenz, Mildred M., Waterloo; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Loudermilk, Vir gi l Robt., Mt. Carmel ; 903 S. Forest 
1 Ed 
Loughran, Alfred P., Zeigler; 608 S. Marion 2 LAS 
Lovin, James R., Benton; 501 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Lowry, Norma J ., Ewing; 400 W. Grand .1 Ed 
Lowry, Randall R., Sparks Hill; 210 W. Cherry 1 Voc 
Luber, Leon E. , Marine ; 1311 S. Thompson 
Lucy, Donald Gordon, Sparta; 811 W. Cherry 
·Ludwig, Arley W., Carbondale; 813 S. Univ. 
Luetzow, Robert E ., Berwon; 114 E. Grand 
1 Voc 
3 Ed 
Lunde, Geor ge E., Carbondale; 508 W. Sycamore 
Lung , Roberta E., Granite City; 817 S. Univ. 






Lutomski, Betty Jean, Granite City; 604 W. Walnut 
Lux, Louise, Modoc; 806. S. University 
Lyb arger, Ocie S. , Carbondale ; 501 Hayes 
Lybarger, Raymond, Carbondale ; 501 Hayes 






Macleod, William D. , Carbondale ; 808 W. Cherry 1 Voc 
Madison, George, Cave-In- Rock; 313 W. Grand 3 LAS 
Maedeker , Robert E. , Carbondale; 206 W. College 
3 LAS 
Malone , Robert L. , Carbondale; 19C Chautauqua HP 
Malzahn, Carolyn R. , Royalton; Commutes 
Mandrell, Robert R. , Mt. Vernon; 313 W. Grand 
Manees e , Patte J . , Herrin; Anthony Hall 
Manfredini , Henry ·R. , Herrin ; 312 W. Cherry 
Manfredo ~ Louis, Mar ion; Commutes 
Manken , John H. , Gorham; M2 Ordnance Plant 
Mankin, Kat hryn L, , GolcQnda; 817 S. Univ. 
Mann, Betty J , 9 Herrin~ 515 S, Unllro 
















































Mann, Julia Ann, Pinckneyville; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 
Mann, Richard J., Mascoutah; 906 W. Mill 1 Ed 
Mansfield, Maruice L., Effingham; 514 S. Rawlings 
1 Voc 
Manlis, Donald J., Anna; 204 W. College 4 LAS 
Marberry, Lillian L., Jonesboro; Commutes 1 LAS 
Mardis, Earl S., Jr., Bridgeport; 709 Burlison 1 Voc 









Mar genthaler, :Marilyn Z., Pinckneyville; 800 S. Illinois 
2 Ed 582-K 
11arlman, Mary E., Karnak; 7C5 S. Univ . 
Harlo~, Loran D. , Dix; 106 S. Forest 
3 Ed 
1 Ed 
Mars, John · T. , Carbondale ; 510 W. Chautauqua 2 LAS 
Harshall, Frank J . , Carbondale; 212 E. Walnut 4" Ed 
Harshall , Kenneth K. , Marion ; 313 W. Grand 3 Ed 
Marshall, N. Jeanne, Carbondale ; 212 E. Walnut 3 Ed 
Martell, Marilyn Ann, Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
1 Voc 
Martin, Betty A. , Jerseyville; 1005 S. Eli zabeth 
4 Ed 









3 Ed None 
Hartin, Bill , Zeigler ; 901 S. Washington 3 LAS 1160-X 
Hartin , Cha~les F. ? Carbondale ; 30A Chautauqua HP 
3 Voc None 
Martin, Earlene J" , Ashley ; 705 S. Univ . 1 Ed 767- L 
Mar t in, Edna Rosemary , Danville; 811 N, Marion 1 Voc None 
Mar tin , Ethel I. , West Frankfort; Commutes Grad 326-R 
Hartin, Glen R. , Flat Rock; 210 Hospital Dr. 2 Ed None 
Martin, James C. , Norris City; 8C Chaut auqua HP 
Martin, James R., Jonesboro; 113 E. Grand 
Martin, Janet A. , Carbondale; R. R. 3 
Hartin, John N., Carbondale ; R. R. 3 
Hartin, Laurence W. , Carbondale ; 101 S. Poplar 
Martin, Roberta A., Carbondale; R. R. 3 
Hartin, Ros emary F., Jonesboro; .800 S. Univ. 

















Martindale, Mildred L. , Huntington, W. Va.; 806 S~ Univ. 






Mary, William A., Collinsville; 313 w. Grand 3 Ed 
Mason; Alice J., Hot Springs, Ark., 413 w. · Jackson 
2 voc 




Hason; Margery I., Murrayville; 511 W. Grand 2 Ed 741-L 
Mason, Max H., Paxton; 721 S. ·Marion 3 Ed 1098-X 
Masters, Nick A., Carbondale; 408 S. Univ. 3 LAS 622-X 
Mathews, Geraldine, Carbondale; 511 E. Sycamore 1 Voc None 
Mathews, John William, Waukegan; 906 S. Lake 1 Voc 689-K 
Mathews, Thomas C., Pinckneyville; 204 S. Maple 
Matthews, Vernon D., Roxana; K3 Ord. Plant 
Mathews, WillieS., Cairo; Commutes 






Mattox, Dolores J., Mq.rion; 413 W. Jackson 1 Ed 
Mattox, James c., Marion; Commutes 2 Voc 
Maulding, Marilyn Milier, Kinmundy; Sl Ordnance Plant 
. . 
lVoc 
Haulding; Richard R., Kinmundy; Sl Ordnance Plant 
2LAS 
Mawdsley, Jack K., Granite City; 502 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
Maxwell, Dorothy J., Coulterville; Anthony Hall 
1 Voc 
May, James Darrel, Carbondale; 31C Chautauqua HP 
2 LAS 













Mayer, Janet A., St . Louis, Mo.; 810 S. Univ. 
Mayer, Mary A., Benton; 821 S. Univ. 
Mayo, Archie G. , Carlinville ; 807 W. Main 
HcAfoos, Robert cyrus, Benton; 806 S. ' Marion 
1 LAS 494 
1 LAS 687-R 
1 LAS None 
1 LAS 1095-K 
McBrayer, Martha L., Benton; 404 W. College 
McBride, William, Carbondale; 611 N. Bridge 
4 LAS 64-K 
Grad 615-X: 
McCabe, Hugh F., Stonefort; Box 428 3 Ed None 
McCabe, Nellie F., Stonefort; 203 Pe arl · 4 Ed 
McCabe, Robert L., Creal Springs; Box 428 1 Ed 
McCandlish, Donna, Lawrenceville; 2J4 \•7 . Grand 2 LAS 
McCarthy , Runette H., Carbondale; 807 W. College 
lED 
McCarty, John J., Carbondale; 27B Chautauqua HP 
4 Voc 








McClelland , Neva B, , Mulkeytown; Commutes 4 Ed 
McClerren, B. Leone . , Thompsonville; 821 S. Univ. 
4 Ed 
McClerren, Betty L., Thompsonville ; 821 S. Univ. 
1 Ed 
McClerren, Daniel W., Thompsonville ; 1C Chautauqua VHP 
2 Ed 
McClintock, Dolores J., W. Frankfort; Anthony Hall 
1 Ed 
HcClintock, N~rman E., W. Frankfort; Commutes 4 Ed 
McCloskey, Elizabeth A., Carbondale; 211 W. Elm 
1 Ed 
McClure, Ruth, Golconda; 817 S. Univ. 3 Ed 
McCluskey, Jackie D., Carterville; Commutes 1 LAS 
McCluskey, Robert A., Carterville ; Ord. Plant 3 Ed 
McCollum, Leslie, Jr . , Johpston City; 502 s. Univ. 
3 Ed 
McConnaughay, Arthur, Jr., Batavia; 406 S. Univ. 
McCormack, Robert Leroy, Carbondale; RFD 1 
McCormick, Ernest E., -DuQuoin; Commutes 
McCoskey, Robert G., Herrin; Commutes 
1 Voc 
4 Ed 
McCoy, Wm. Claude, Jr : , Royalton; Commutes 
McCrary, Thomas W., W. Frankfort; 316 Hester 





McCullough, Ellen M., Sesser; Anthony Hall 
McCurdy, Eugene F., Carbondale; 25A Chautauqua 
McDaniel, Geo. RObt., Flora; 719 S. Wash. 
McDermott, John M., Junction; 713 S. Wash. 
McDevitt, Edw. Francis, Benton; 501 S. Univ. 
McDonald, Walter H., Carbondale; 513 S. Ash 
McDonald, Wm. 0 . , Randolph; Commutes 
McDowell, Helen C., Murphysboro; Commutes 
McDowell, Jack A., Percy; 212 Hospital Dr. 
McDowell, John W., Murphysboro; Commutes 
McFadin, Val Jean, W. Frankfort; 605 S. Univ. 
McFarland, H. · Gene, Johnston City; Commutes 
McFarland, Val Dean, Centralia; 600 W. Grand 


















































HcGilvra, Elton L., Benton; 701 S. Univ • . 
McGinnis; Bret J. , Carbondale; 100 S . Marion 
McGinnis, Gorden, Carbondal e; 109 S. Marion 
.McGowan, Crissie E., Carbondale; 411- W. Pecan 
McGowan, Joan, Carbondale; 703 N. Bri"dge 
McGowan, John Robt ., Herrin; Commutes 








3 Ed He Henry, Betty June, Vienna; 705 S. Univ. 









1 Voc 1111-L 
Hcln:tire, Annette, Vienna; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 406 
Mcintire, Kenneth B., Carbondale; 26B Chautauqua 
3 Voc None 
McKemie, Betty, Benton; 715 S. Marion 1 Ed 737-Y 
McKemie, Mariam, Benton; Anthony Hall 4 Ed 406 
MCKenzie, Geo. Donald, Norris City; 1006 S. Forest 
1 LAS 758-K 
MCKeown, Betty Jean, Lawrenceville; 810 S. Univ. 
3 Ed 
McKinnie, Marion C. , Murphysboro; Commutes 1 Ed 
}1CKOight, Alexander , Johnston City; 717 S. Univ. 
McLafferty, John J., Jr . , Carbondale; &'1 4 
McLafferty, Sarah J., Carbondale; RR 4 
McLafferty, Teresa V., Carbondale; RR 4 






!fcLeod, <llarlotte s, , CarbondaJ.e; 5~ W. Grand 
Grad 
McLucki e, Clayton, Robt . , Metropolis; 906 S. Lake 
2 LAS 
Mdiahan, Mary Lou, Tunnel Hill; 112 E. Grand 1 Ed 
Mcliahon, Terry E., Fulton, Ky.; 814 S, Univ. 1 Voc 
MCManus, Chas. Edw. , -W. Frankfort; 209 W. Jackson 
McMurray, Kenneth Dean, DuQuoin; Commutes 
Mcllaii , Carolyn Sue1 Christopher; Anthony Hall 





McPhaiL, Gertr-11de H ~ , Herrin_; Commutes 3 Ed 




















McQueen, Donald C., Shawnee, Okla.; ' 23A Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 
McQueeny, Michael Edw. Wheaton; 607 S . Ill . • 2 Ed 
McReynolds, Ida Mae, Thompsonville; 809 S. Univ o 
3 Ed 
McSparin, Lester E. , Harrisburg; 501 S. Univ. 4 Ed 
McSparin, Russell L., ·carrier Mills; 28C Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 
Meadows, Chas. Douglas, Cobden; Commutes 1 LAS 
Medley, LeRoy, Thompsonville; 313 W. Grand 1 Voc 
Medley, Virginia M., Vienna; 2J3 E. Pearl 2 Ed 
Meehan, Wm. Francis, Carbondale; 112 N. Poplar 2 LAS 
Meeks, Curtis Edmonds, Broughton; 312 W. College 
1 Ed 
Meeks, Ples J~, Pulaski; 512 E. Chestnut 1 LAS 
Meininger, Wm. H. , E. St . Louis; 605 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Meinsohn, James D., Fairfield; 807 W. Main 1 LAS 
Melton, Ralph, Jr., Geff; 308 W. Grand 1 Ed 
Melton, Robert J., Herrin; 902 S. University 4 LAS 
Melton, Verne S., Jr., Mt. Vernon; 505 S. Rawlings 
1 LAS 
Melvin, Ellis L., Tamaroa; Commutes 1 LAS 
Menendez, Arthur Edw., E. st. Louis; 505 S. Rawlings 
1 LAS .· 
Merriman, John J., Vandalia; Baptist Found. 
Mertz, Mary Carolyn, Marion; 800 S. Univ. 
Mescher, Lois C., Belknap; 7ll S. Rawlings 
Metcalf, Rolland R., Muddy; 807 W. Main 
Metten, John Eugene, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Meyer, Wilma Louise, Edna, Minn.; 520 Graham 
Meyers, Mary C., Murphysboro; Commutes . 
Meyers, Norman H., Wayne .City; 120 E. Park 
Meyers, Perry S., Wayne City; 120 E. Park 
Mezo, Carl E., Carbondale; 203 W. Oak 
Mick, Cecil W., Harrisburg; 408 W. Mill 
Middendorf) Robt. Lee, Freeburg; 207. E. Pearl 
Middleton, John H., Carrier Mills; 608 S. Ill. 
Middleton, Kathryn I., Rosamond; Anthony· Hall 
Middleton, Thomas D. , Carbondale; 302 W. Mill 




















































Midgett, Sarah L 9 .Flat Rock; 509 W" Grand 1 Voc 
Midjaas 9 Nedra A., Carbondale ; 1000 S. EliZabeth 
Grad 
Mietzner, Edmond M., Fairfield; 721 S. Marion 4 Ed 
Mieure, Harold D., Marion; Commutes Grad 
Mieure, Lee Otis, Sumner; 706 S. Marion 1 Ed 
Mifflin, Albert B., Belleville; 608 N. Oakland 2 Ed 
Mifflin, Aline M. , Granite City; 602 N. Oakland 
1 Ed 
Mihok, Shirley Mae, !.Drain, Ohio; 309 Harwood 2 Voc 
Miketta 5 Chlodene A. , Christopher; 108 E. Park 1 Ed 
Milan, Florence Jean , Dongola; 315 W. Grand 1 Voc 
Miles , Carlene J . , Wo Frankfort; Anthony Hall 1 LAS 
Miles , Glen , Sparks Hil l ; 408 S. Beveridge 1 LAS 
Miley, Robert Geo ., Harrisburg; Commutes 1 l~S 
Milford, Jimmie C., Al ton; 610 W, Main 1 Ed 
Miller , Arthur G., Murphysboro ; Commutes JEd 
Miller , Bernece I., Litchfield; 312 ~f. Grand 2 LAS 
Miller, Bob Dean, DuQuoin; Commutes 
Miller , Bonnie LOu, Brookport; 821 S. Univ. 
Miller , Carolyn Sue, Herrin; 315 W. Grand 
MiJ~er , Edw. Lewis, Carbondale; 618 N. Almond 
Miller, Evel yn M. , Ava; Commutes 
Miller, Harol d N., Marion; Co11imutes 
Miller! Hazel G., Sparta; 216 E. Green 
Miller , James C. , Ava; COmmutes 
!fill er, Joe, J r . , Cartervill e; J8 Ord. Plant 
Miller, John Robt ., McLeansboro; 910 S. Univ. 
Miller, Kenneth De an, Ewing; 310 E. Hester 
Miller, Lebern N. , Benton; 717 S. Burlison 
Miller , Louis V. , DuQuoin; 6U W. Mill 
Miller, Hark E., McLeansboro ; 910 S. Univ. 
Miller, Richard A., Enfield; 411 S. Poplar 















































1 LAS 406 
Millikin , Thomas Ray, Pinckneyville; 206 W. Cherry 
Milliner , Malcolm L , ; Mt. Vernon; 709 
Millner 9 Hyra Etta, E, St , Loul s1 606 
Mill s , Davi d, Johnston C:t ty:> Co:rr.mutes 
Hills~ David S. , Sumner~ 313 W. Grand 
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1 Ed 1055- X 
Burlison 3 Ed 







Mills, Dorothea G" ' Coulterville; Commutes 3 Ed None 
Mills , Harmon B., Jr . , Carbondale; 210 Hospital Dr. 
Mills, Thomas W., Carmi; 702 S. Marion 
Milosevich; Pete, Zeigler; 503 S. Univ. 
Minckler, Leon S ; , Carbondale; 1101 Walkup 
Mings, Ernest G., Raleigh; 312 W. College 
Minor, Patricia Ann, Mt. Vernon; 817 S. Univ. 
Minton, Wayne E., W. Frankfort; 304 W. · Grand 









Miskell, Quentin D., Carbondale; Box 97 4 Ed 
Mitchell, Bette H., Carbondale; 506 W. Sycamore 
Grad 
Mitchell, Betty Lou, Carbondale; 300 N. Renfro 4 Ed 
Mitchell, Dorothy L., Granite City; Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 
Mitchell, Ellis L., Carbondale; 30~ N. Renfro 2 Voc 
Mitchell, George N., Carmi; · 507 S. Hayes 1 Ed 
Mitchell, Kenneth K. , Harrisburg; 501 S. Univ. 3 LAS 
Mitchell, LaDonna R., Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 
Mitchell, Robert V., W. Frankfort; 8A Chautauqua HP 
1 Voc 
Mitchell, Willa Dean, Herrin; 817 S. Univ. 
Mittendorf, Fern L., Addie.ville; 821 S. Univ. 
1 Ed 
1 Ed 
Mittendorf, Lester H. ~ Metropolis; 900 S. Univ.2 Voc 
Miyabara, Miyoko Helen~ Hawaiian Isles; Anthony Hall 
2 Voc 
Moak, James H., Woodriver; 3::>6 W. Grand 4 LAS 
Moake, Frank B., Carbondale; lOA Chautauqua HP Grad 
Moake, Marion L., Carterville; Ord. Plant 3 _ Ed 
Moake-, Norma B., Carbondale; lOA Chautauqua HP 2 Ed 
Mobley, LeRoy, Junction; 713 S. Wash. . 2 Ed 
Modglin, Norman T., Dixon Springs; DeSoto 2 Voe. 
Modg-lin, · Peggy Jean,_ Cobden; Commutes 1 Ed 
Modglin, Troas E•, . Metropolis; 310 w. Mill 2 Ed 
Mohr, Lowell V., Pinckneivllle.o' l13 E. ·Grand · l Voc 
Moll, Emmett J., Vergennes .; 1004 S. Forest 3 Ed 
Moll, Joe Birch, Sikeston , Mo . ; 420 S. Ill . 1 Voc 
Monroe, Forrest Max, Carbondale ; 258 Chautauqua HP 
2 Ed 


































1 Ed None 
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Moody, Joanne, Tilden; 817 S. Univ. 
Moody, Ted F., Godfrey; 313 W. Grand 
Mooncotch, Betty I., Zeigler; 307 E. Main 
Moore , Ben E., Carterville; Ml Ord. Plant 
Moore, Carlton G., Tamaroa; 902 S. Univ. 
1 Voc 







Jack D. , Marion; Baptist Found. 
Lamire H ~ , Anna; 605 S. Univ. 
Larry E., Pinckneyville; 313 W. 
2 Voc 
1 Voc 
Harwood 4 LAS 
Moore, Herill 0., DuQuoin; 312 E. Hester 
Moore, Morse M., Logan; Commutes 
Moore, Norman E., Carbondale; 708 W. Mill 









None Moore , Vernon, Harrisburg; 211 Walnut 2 LAs 




Mooreland, Floyd A,, Carbondale; 311 N. Wash. 2 LAS 
Mor, Alfred C., Gillespie; 601 S. Uniy. . 3 Voc 
More, Guy C., Carbondale; 22B Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Moreland, Forrest H., Grand Chain; 114 E. Grand 
Moreton, Mark W., Mt . Vernon; 8J4 S. Univ. 
Mor~an, Charles A. , Elkville; Commutes 
Morgan, Eardl.e, . Jr., Marion; 517 W. Grand 
Morgan, Geo. Edw., Gillespie; 900 Elizabeth 
Morgan; Lucille , Elkville; 603 S. Wash. 
Morgan, Paul Mix, Sesser; Commutes 
Moroni, Gioria, Marion; Anthony Hall 
Morris, Betty Lea, Beaucoup ; 402 S. U:irlv . 
Morris, Carl E. , Spa.rta; 509 s. Poplar 
Morris, Chas. Herbert, Cobden; Commutes · 
Horris, Watson D., Jr., Saiem; 313 w. Grand 
Morris, Lloyd B'., Thompsonville; A2 Ord. Plant 
2 Ed 1052-K 
4 Voc 767-X 
1 Ed None 
2 'Ed 711·-K 
1 Voc None 
1 Ed :)_000-Y 











2 Voc : . #one · 
Morrow, Enoch_ E., Unaka, N •. C.; 906 S. Elizabeth 
Harrow, Helen L. , Cobden; 906 S. E-lizabeth 
Morton, Thumas Edw. , Marion; Commutes 
Moses, Edw. E. ~ Hounds; ;:{)6 W. College 
Moskoff , Basil A., Zeigler; 605 S. Univ . 
Moss, Mary J ., Christopher; 1312 S . Thompson 
Moss, Paul W. , Christopher; 203 E. Pearl 
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3 L.Aq, , . . 639-:Y · 
3 Ed . 639 ·-Y 
1 LAS 143 
1 Ed 1019 . 
3 LAS .861 
l Voc 412- -L 
3 Ed None 
Moss, Virginia A., Christopher; 1312 S. Thompson 
Moss, Wm. E., Golconda; 702 S. Rawlings 
Mountain, Mary J., Benton; BOO , W. Cherry 
Mowery, Iola L., Tamms; 817 S. Univ. 
Mowery, Mildred June, Ullin; 401 Elm 
Mowery, Wanda Ruth; Ullin; 610 S. Univ. 
Moye, Wilber Lee, Sparta; 716 S. Poplar 
Muellers Carol M., New Memphis; 715 S. Marion 
Mueller, Donald J.t New Athens; 709 Burlison 
Mueller, Walter, Steeleville; 608 W. Hill 
Muffler, Eugene R., E. St. Louis; 303 W. Oak 
Mulkin, John W. , Herrin; 502 s. "U.Jni v. 
Mullinix, Marvin K~ , De Soto; Commutes 
Mullins, Evelyn, DuQuoin; 511 W. Grand 
Munday, Bill J., Benton; 604 W. Grand 

































Mundell, Curtis W., Benton; Commutes 3 Ed 385 
Mundkur, Balaji D., Bombay, India; 1B Chautauqua HP 
Grad None 
Mundkur, Mohini Balaji, Bombay, India; lB Chautauqua HP 
Grad None 
Murao, Shizuko, Chicago; Anthony Hall 4 LAS 4C6 
Murphy, .Jack W., Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 4151 
Murphy, Richard G. , Mt. Vernon; 3C6 W. College 1 LAS None 
Murphy, Robt . Earl, · Herri:Ii; 313 W. Grand 3 LAS 1028-X 
Murray, Geo . A. , Marion; Commutes 
Murrie, Clifford P., Vienna; 701 S. Univ. 
Murrie , Patricia Ann, Vienna; Anthony Hall 
· Myers, David E. , Murphysboro; · Commutes 
Myers, Edw. E., :Wogootee; 313 W. Grand 
Myers, Ralp~t Jae, Grand Cha.in; 305 W. ·Main 
Myers, Robt. Frederick, Carmi ; 507 Hayes 
Myles, James R., Chester; 321 W. Walnut 
Nabers, Fanny Sue, Valmeyer; 311 Elm 
Nagle, Olga L., Carbondale; 502 S. Poplar 
Nall, Jo Ann, Anna; Anthony Hall 
Nash, JamesH ~ , Mt . Kiseo , N. Y. ; 113E, Grand 
Nash, Wm. Berry, Granite City; 
Nast, Betty Jane, Freebu.rg; 801 S. Wash. 
NatysP.ok, Sam, Zeigler; 5C5 S . Rawlings 







































Marvin R. , Mulkeytown; 807 W. Main 
Miwrl. e L., Benton; Anthony Hall 
Warren Gen~, W • . Frankfort; 1000 ~ - Thompson 
1 Voc 
Webughr , Betty Lee, Carbondale; RR 1 2 Ed 
Nfeekers, Jeanette H., Carbondale; 108 S. Maple Grad 
Wee~, Catherine E., Carbondale; 203 N. Almond 4 Voc 
Weely, Julia , Carbondale ; 1 12 N. Poplar 0 LAS 
Wee1y, Laurene L., Mulberry Grove; 404, W. Grand 
Deely, Taylor D. , Carbondale; 2J3 N. Almond 
Neighbors, Bobby R., Bell_eville; 204 W. Mill 
1 Ed 
~ - LAs 
3 V-oc 
Deigllbors , Mary Eo j Belleville; . 715 S . Marion 4 LAS 
Deiha.us, Eugene D. , Carbondale ; 1218 S . Tho~son 
Del.son, Carl . U., Carbondale; 306 E. Oak 
llifeison, Cora Lee, Danville; 202 E. Oak 
Nelson, Helen J~, Carbondale; 3J6 E. Oak 
Nelson, Marilyn J~ , Carbondale; 606 S. Marion 
Nelson, Robt. M., Cairo; 806 W. Main 
Nfamaber , CalVin C., Moro; 502 S. Univ. 
mfennli st, James, Thompsonville; 606 W. Mill 
Newby, Chester F., Mill Shoals; 405 N. ·Univ. 
Nfewy, Richard Lee, Danville; 715 s. Wash. 
Nrewrmm,. Marion R. , ·carmi; 803 S . Illinois 
Wewsom, Mary A., ·Marion; 3J9 Harwood 














Newton, Carol:r;n Sue , Carterville; 800 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Nrewton, J erell D. , Mt. Vernon; 611 Illinois 1 LAS 
Nfickoloff , Patsy J~ , W. Frankfort ; Anthony Hall 
1 Ed 
Dicbol s, Andrew Wm. , Xenia; 406 W. Oak 4 Ed 
lilfichols , Jack; Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Nrichols, James R. , Carbondale; 3)6 N. Wash. 3 LAS 
Wicoi j Robt . Lee , Belleville; 207 Pearl 2 Voc 
Niiemmm,. Joseph A,, Breese; 402 W. HHi 3 Voc 
· Jililsson, Norman Lee, Grani te City; 502 s. Univ . 3 Ed 
Nfolam, Donna Rae, Larn'enceville; 712 S. Univ~ 1 Ed 
Noi~ Elvis D. , W, Frankfort ; Ord. Plant 2 LAS 







































Nolen, Samue l D. , Alton; 408 Marion 
Nolen, Wm . Y. , Carmi; 113 E. Grand 
Nordmeyer , Alice M., Jvlurphysboro; Commutes 
Nordmeyer , Alma E . , Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
Norman, Carleen Mae, Marion; Commutes 
Norman, . Jack Gary, Marion; Commutes 
Norman, Jack Ray, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Norman, Wes l ey P. , Mari on; Commutes 
Norris, Mauric.e E. , Effingham; 313 W. Grand 
North, Lydia Jane, Car bon"dale; 618 W. Grand 























Novak, George E. , J r . , Carbondale; 26A Chautauqua HP 
Novak , Joseph L. , Ashley; 606 College 
Novick, Wm . John , W. Frankfort ; Commutes 
Nulty, Rosalie Ann , S.tonefort ; Anthony Hall 
Nutty, Betty Jo, Bel knap; 205 N. Spr inger 
Nutty, Mary Lou, Bel knap; ZJ5 N. Springer 
0 
Oberheu, Irene E., Olmsted; 900 S . · Illinois 
Obmascik, Michael, Jr . , Ch;icago; 411 W. Pecan 
Obrecht, Marjorie Ann, Cisne; 900 S. Ill inois 
O' Brien, Wm . Edw. , Carbondale ; 807 S. · Univ. 
0 YBrist, J acqueline, Odin; 809 S . Univ. 
O' Connor, Ch as . James , Morri s ; Harri sburg· 
O' Daniell , John R., Chicago ; 901 S ~ Wash. 
O'Daniell , Lo~vell R. , Chicago ; 901 S. Wash . 
0 1 Dell, J ohn D., Carbondale; 809 N, Bridge 
Oestreich, Robert c.; Centralia; 400 \1\1' , Main 
Ogden, Bill Gene , Carterville; 113 E. Grand 
Ogles, Terry Fon, Jr . , Marissa; 207 W. College 
O'Hara, Myron B; , Jr., Carbondale; 1115 Walkup 
Ohms, Harry A. , Marion; Commutes 
Ohms, Mary Alice, Marion; BOO S. Univ . 
Oliver, James E., Norris City; 600 S. Ill. 
Opper , Carl o s F . , Carlinville,; 313 W~ Grand 
or Rear , Charles Oo, Coulterville; 204 W. Mill 
Organ, J . Orlin, Eldorado ; 411 Poplar 
Or rell, Hariim J. , Waterloo ; 406 W. Main 
Osburn, Gene 0-wen:, Dahlgren; 405 N. Uni v _ · 
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4 LAS None 
2 LAS None 
2 Voc None 
1 Ed 406 
1 Ed 975--Y 
1 Voc 975-Y 
3 Ed 592-K 
1 Voc None 
1 Ed 592-K 
Grad None 
3 Ed 1047- X 
4 Voc None 
3 LAS None 
1 LAS None 
1 LAS 949-L 
Grad None 
3 LAS 1052-Y 
1 LAS. None 
4 Ed 864-X 
1 LAS 148 
3 .Voc 822 
4 LA.S 575- L 
2 Ed 1028-X 
·1 Ed 609- K 
1 Ed 571-Y 
1 Ed 105~1. 
3 .Ed 627-K 
Osowski,, Robert F., Johnston City; 117 E. Park 3 Ed 
Osterman, Dolores A., Geff; 712 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Ot.t, Carlyle G., Wood River; Murphysboro 4 Voc 
Ottes.en, Willard G. , Carbondale; 403 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Outlal!l!, Wilburn C. , Carbondale; 3B Chautauqua HP 
CMI'.ten,. Donald T., Sparta; 209 N. Springer 
Overbey, Charlotte, Carlinvi lle; 102J Lake 
Overtl!ll'f, Ralph E. , Carbondale; 1002 W. Grand 
Owen, Edna Mae, Carbondale; 1218 S. - Thompson 
Owens, Albert R. , Johnst on City; Commutes 
Owens, John C., 804 W. Freeman; Carbondale 
OWS.ley,, Larry D. , Orient; 313 W. Harwood 
Ox:f"ord! ,, Glen R., Cave-In--Rock; 305 W. Main 
~ler, Charles R. , Hoopeston; 302 W. Mill 
O~ent, Janet, P ittsburg ; 712 S. University 
p 
Pacotti, Lydia, Johnston City; 700 S. Univ. 
Pad.dison, Marilea, Se sser; Anthony Hall 
I'age., Cherita, Elizabethtown, 712 S. Univ. 
Paj ak, Esther P . , Harvey; Anthony Hall 
Falla:., Charles C., Spring Valley; 404 S . Univ. 
Pa:llet.t , Harrison -E. , DuQuoi n ; Commutes 
Palmer, Mar y J . , St. Loui s , Mo.; 810 S. Univ. · 
Pa:lme·r, Raymond A., Belleville; 810 S . Forest 
l''aJ!mer, Hil liam D., Orient; Commutes 
P'a.nkey 1 Phillip L., Harrisburg; 700 S . Forest 
• Pant aleo, Lena, DuQuoin; 2J3 Pearl 
Parila:c, Edward J.; Valier ; Commutes 
Paris, Gus E., Rosiclare ; 401 W. College 
Paris., William H., Rosiclare; 401 W. College 
Paris, William N., Rosiclare; 420 W. Monroe 
P~er, Bill D., Christopher; 719 S. Wash. 
l'a:rk.er, Charles I., Metropolis; 611 Illinois 
Parker, Claude 0. , Effingham; 211 Walnut 
Pa:rk:e·r,. Ellis P., E. St. Louis; 704 S. Ill. 
Parker, James F., Johnston City; 605 S. Univ. 
Parker, Mary Jo, Metropolis; 810 s. Univ. 
Parker, Norma J . , Bluford; 403 W. Cherry 










































































Parkhurst, J . Gordon, West Frankfort; 201~ W. Main 
4 Ed 
Parke, Philip, Stonefort; 313 W. Grand · 3 LAS 
Parks, Ronald R., Harrisbur g; Commutes 
Parrish , Bill G., Marten; 302 W. Mill 




Parr ish, Sarah I., Vergennes; 507 S. Poplar 1 Voc 
Parsons , Donald E. , Sparta; 1011 Elizabeth 2 Ed 
Parsons, John D., Chicago; 511 S. Ash 3 LAS 
Pasko, Michael, Buckner; Commutes 1 LAS 
Paterson , Dorthy A., Carbondale; 404 W. College1 Ed 
Patheal, Lloyd L., Carbond ale ; 201 S. Univ. 4 E;d 
Patrick, Millie I., Carterville ; Commutes 2 Ed 
Pattarozzi, Frank, W. Frankfort; 316 Hes t er 1 Ed 
Patterson, Andy M. , Sullivan; 1311 S. Thompson 1 Voc 
Patter son, Harol d L., Ht . Vernon; 300 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Patterson, Jimmie R. , Mt. Vernon; 306 W. College 
2 Ed 
Patterson, Pat A., Carbondal e; 201 W. Main 3 Ed 
Patterson , Vernon, Carbondale; 813 S. Univ. 1 LAS 
Patton, Denver, Norri s City; 806 Walnut 2 LAS 
Patton, Helba A., Cave-In- Rock; 606 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Pat ton, Patsy L., Cave-In- Rock; 606 S. Univ. 1 Ed 
Pavlisin, Mi chael, Collinsville;209 Pearl 1 Voc 
Pavloff, Margur ine, Zeigler; 715 S. Mari on 4 Ed 
Payne , Norman, Harion ; Commutes 1 LAS 
Peacock, Richard L., West Frankfort; 608 S. Forest 
Pearce, Guy E., Marion; 316 E. Hester 




Pearson, Ernest C., Ht . Vernon; V2 Ordnance P. 1 Ed 
Peckler, Patricia, Av~ ; Anthony Hall 2 Ed 
Peebles, Alice Isabel, Metropolis; U4 S. Forest 
1 B;d 
Peebles, Harold G., Pittsburg; 213 Park Ave . 1 Ed 
Peebles, Mildred , Carlinville ; 312 W, Grand 1 Ed 
Peebles, Wallac e L . , Pitt sburg; 2CB Hospital D.3 Ed 
Peithan, Rus sel., Carbondale ; 1311 fl . Thomps on 1 LAS 
Pekelnicky, M:ike ; Harrisburg; 608 W. Mill 2 Ed 
Pemberton, Freder i ck, Mt. Vernon] 713 Wash. 2 Voc 
Pemberton, James , Steel eville ; 8()5 S . Oakland 3 LAS 








































Pepple, Carmen L. , Sumner ; 606 S . Univ. 1 LAS 
Peppl e, Howard N. , Sumner ; Commutes 4 Ed 
Pepple, Wayne, Belle Rive; 503 W. Freeman 2 Ed 
Perkins, Harold E., Benton; Commutes 3 LAS 
Perkins, Jesse, E . St. Louis; 513 E. Chestnut 
Perkins, Marian J., Carbondale ; 316 E. Birch 4 Ed 
Pero, J ohn W. , Ashley; '106 S. Marion 4 Ed 
Perrine, Virginia, Zeigler; Commutes 1 Ed 
Pereyman, Helen, Carbondale; 403 W. Oak 3 LAS 
Peters, Kenneth R., DuQuoin; 419 S. Marion 3 Ed 
Peters, Mary J ., W. Frankfort; Commutes Grad 
Peters, Raymond, Balcom, 405 N •. -qniversity 4 Ed 
Pet.erscm., Betty J., Carterville; Commutes 2 Ed 
Peterson, Eda L., Centralia; 704 S . Univ . 1 Ed 
Pettus, Hugh L., Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Peyton, Mary L. , Benton; 800 S. Univ . 1 Ed 
Pfeiffer, Earl J. , Hollywood; 209 Pearl 1 Voc 
Pflanz, Dixie J~, DuQuoin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Pflast erer, James, Belleville; 908 S. Eliz. 2 LAS 
IP':flasterer, Orlan, Carbondale; 407 W. Grand 2 LAS 
· P.fla,sterer, Philip L., Carbondale; 407 W. Grand2 Voc 
!'helps, Lavina, Robbs; 312 W. Grand 2 Ed 
ll'b.e1ps, Roy, Robbs; 207 W. College 3 Voc 
l!.'berigo, Roland, Marion; ·commutes 1 LAS 
Phifer, Bill L . 7 Murphysboro; Commutes . 3 .Voc 
Fh.:ife:r, Lester, M'.rrphysb oro; Commutes 1 Voc 
I'bi.lli ps, Ear l, Bt. Prairie; 313 w. Grand 1 Ed 
Phillips , Claude, Bt. Prairie; 313 W. Grand 1 Ed 
Hdlli]JS, _Frances, Carbondale; 107 S , Poplar Grad 
Plirlllips, Phyllis, Carbondale; 204 w. College 1 Ed 
Pickens, Tommy, W. Frankfort; Commutes 
· Picket.t, Ronald, Salem; 3 06 W. College 
Pierce, Frank C. , Marion; Commutes 
Piercy , Kenneth G., Ellery; 613 S. Washington 
Pieron, Joseph , Mtirphysboro ; Commutes 
Piersall, Claude, Murphysboro ; Commutes 
lP'igg, Dennis, Mt. Vernon ~ 610 W. Ma,in 
Pigott, Joe, Charles, Murphysboro; Commutes 
P:!Jm lski, Edmond, Chicago; 411 Pecan 
PiD.gol:t, Arthur , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Pmsan, loren E. 
Pismrl, Don C. , Herrin; 312 W. Walnu-1; 

























































Pitkin, James , Carbondale; P3 Ord. Plnt. 
Pittman, Hiram, DuQuoin; 512 W. College 
Pixley, Bertha, West Salem; Anthony Hall 
Planinc, Carl M., Johnston City; Commutes 
Plantec, Juanita, W. Frankfort; 712 s. Univ. 
Plante, Elaine, Red Bud; 802 W. Freeman 
Plater, Bili, Vienna; 504 s. University 
Pleshe, Carlos R., Buckner; 7l9 S. Wash; 
Plumlee, wm. Edw., carterville; 814 S. Univ. 
Plunkett, A. B., Eldorado; 313 W. Grand 
Poirot, Becky L., Nashville; Anthony Hall 
Pollance, Robt. G., Harrisburg; 300 W. Grand 
Polanka, Cathryn V., Alma; 712 S. Uni v. 
Pollack, Geneva M. , Herrin; Commutes 
Pollack, wm. W., Harrisburg; 703 S. Forest 
Pollock, Geo. L., w. Frankfort; Commutes . 
Polston, James E., Carbondale; 33B Chautauqua 
Pool,; Patricia, Carterville; Commutes 
Poole, Ernest, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Pope, Allen Gene, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Porter, Delmer, Shawneetown; 120 Park 
Porter, Eshmal L., Cisne; 120 Park 
Porter, Pauline D.: , Alton; 507 S. Illinois 
Porter, Vivian L., Murphysboro; 401 w. Elm 
Porter, Wanda N., Eldorado; 000 S. Univ. 
Potepan, Ted, W. Frankfort; 3J.6 Hester 
Potmas, Rosalee, Herri.il; fiJ? S. Poplar 
Prather, James R. ,_ Carrier Mills; 611 s. Ill. 
Pratt, Clayton G., Gillespie; J3 Ord. Plant 
Presley:, Horton Edw., Carbondale; RR 3 
Presley, Lorena A. , Carbondale; RR 3 
Presley, Rita M., Salem; IDS E. Pearl 
Price, Carol Sue, Palestine; 712 S. Univ. 
Price, Rose, Carbondale; 909 S. Univ. 
Price, wm. F.-, Texico; 505~ S. Rawlings 
Pritchett, Jackie, Omaha; 903 s. Forest 
Proctor, Perry, Springfield; 800 W. Freeman 
Proctor, Robt. Lee, Zeigler ; 605 S. Univ. 
Propst, Mary J., Mt . Vernon; 400 W. Grand 
Provart, Marilyn E., DuQuoin ; 817 S . Univ. 





















































































Pruitt, Melb a L. , Ri dgway; 803 S. Univ . 
Prusaczyk , Wm., lv. Frankfort; 608 For est 
Pulcher , Thelma L., East Carondel et'; 405 W. 
Pulcher, Wanda, Cartervill e; Co~mutes 
Pulli am, Robert, Carbondal e; 408 \v. Hain 
Pullum, Loren A., Carbondal e; 407 1'1. \:irand. 
fundsack, \.'m., Pinckneyvi lle ; 1004 S. Forest 
Purka:ple , Don, Carbondale; SOC Chautauqua HP 
Pursell, Paul , Carbondale; K2 Ord. Plant 
Pursell, Wilber, P inckneyville; 113 E. Grand 
Pyatt, l!ithyl , Pinck.l:leyville; Commutes 
Pyatt, C':ladys, Pinckneyville; Commutes 
Pyatt, Wanda, Pinckrie;yvill e ; Anthony Hall 
Pyle, Orvi lle, Tamaroa; Commutes 
Pyszka, Albert, Scheller; 818 S. Harion 
Q 
Q.ual l s , Wm. Clifton, Carbondale; 513 S . Ill. 
Qualls, vim . Hi chard, Herrin; Coxnmutes 
Quick , Dorothy Ann, Odin; RH 4 
~uick , Evelyn S., Eldorado; 709 W. Freeman 
Quigley, Ronald , Svranvrick; 718 S . F'orest 
Quillman, Donald, Valier; Commutes 
G~uint , Opal , Hetropolis ; 114 S. Forest 
R 
Rabac..~, Marge , Sesse:c; Anthony Hall 
Raben, Cyril, Ridgway; 901 S . Hashington 
Racey, Es sye, Vi . Frankfort; Commutes 
.Ra:ffaelle,. Otto, Glen Carbon; 896 H. Main 
Ro.gsdale, Don, DeSoto; Commutes .. 
Ragsdale, Gilbert, Carbondtlle; 700 Fl. Pecan 
Rags dale , Roy, DeSoto; 15A Chautauqua HP 
R.aibley, John , Ht. Carmel; 110 Pop l a r 
Raines, Donal d, Carbondale; 618 N. All;yn 
Raines , Roger, Woodriver; 7::D Burlison 
Radney, Bruce , Marion; Commutes 
Rains , Betty , W. Frankfort; 810_ S. Univ. 
Rams ey, Alvis D. , DuQuoin; 713 Ill iriois 












































































Randolph, Ed Lee ~ Herrin; 502 S. Univ. 
Rankin, James ~ Mill Shoals; 411 s. Poplar 
Ratb, Charles, Elkville; Commutes 
Raver, Robert Dean, Salem; 608 S. Marion 
Ray, Dale Duane, Centralia; 715 Washington 
Ray, John D. , Murphysboro; Commutes 
Ray, Lou Ellen, Galatiaj 700 W. Main 
Ray, Maurice Lee, Marion; Commutes 
Raybourn, Thelma, Marion; Commutes 
Raymer, Wm . Garland, Herod; S3 Ord. Plant 
Raymond, Carolyn, Carbondale; 206 Maple 
Rea, Jesse, Carbondale; 304 S. Washington 
Rea, John Kelley, Sesser; 209 W. Jackson 
Readhead, Otto, W. Frankfort; Commutes 
Reagan, Margie , Ullin; -800 S . Univ. 
Redd, Phyllis , Fairfield; 712 S. Univ. 
Redfearn , Charles, Herrin; Commutes 
Redfern , Lillian , W. Frankfort; Commutes 
Reed, Dorothy, Carbondale; 3A Chautauqua HP 
Reed, John R., Carbondale; 3A Chautauqua HP 
Reeder, Paul Wm., Carbondale; 318 Hester 
Reeves, Doris, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Reeves, Elizabeth, Murphysboro; Commutes 
Reeves, James, Murphysbo~o; Commutes 


























2 Ed Refieuna, Merlina, Johnston City; 819 S. _Univ. 
Regenhardt, Thomas, Mt . Ve;n_on; 90~~ S. Oakland 
2 Voc 
Reichert, Carol , Marion; 800 S. Univ-. 1 Voc 
Reichert, Lila Mae, Martinton; 712 University 1 Ed 
Reid, James , Carrier Mills ; 701 S. Univ. 1 Voc 
Reiman, Billy E., Carbondale; 308 E. Main 3 ·LAS 
Reiman, Elliott, Mur]lhysboro; Commutes 4 Ed 
Reimer, · Arthur, Ashley; 814 S. University 1 LAS 
Reinbold, Carolyn, Herrin; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Reindl, Nelson L., Ramsey; , 6J 5 S. Uni v. 1 Ed 
Reinert, Harry, Clay City; 609 W. College 1 LAS 
Reinhardt, Robert, Carbondale; 502 ·Rawlings 1 Ed 
Reissaus, Wm . P. , Carbondale; 412 W. Main 2 Voc 
Relford, Arthur, E. St . Louis ; 311 E. Ches tnut 4 Ed 
Rendleman, Andrew, Carbondale; 715 N. James 2 Voc 











































Rendleman, Reve John, Carbondale; RR 2 
Renfro, James, Carbondale; 311 W. Oak 
1 Voc 
2 Voc 
Renfro , Louis :B'., Jr., Carbondale; 719 Burlison 
Rengstorff, Betty, W. Frankfort; 819 S. L~iv. 
Reno, Jack Lee, Carbondale; 505 N. Wash . 
Rett inger, D. 0 ., Eldorado; 1312 S. Thompson 
Reyes, Jose Luis l'favarro, Hexico City; 819 S. 
Reynolds, Joyce, Carterville; 800 S. Univ. 
Rezetka, Joseph, Benton; 15C Chautauqua HP 
Rezner, ~arbara, Chicago; 704 S. Univ. 
Rhine, Ray, Broughton; 511 Beveridge 
Rhine, V. Gene, Eldorado; 701 S. Univ . 
Rhoads, Betty L., Bethalto; 312 W. Grand 
Rhoads, Martha M., Bethalto; 312 W. Grand 
Rhymer, LaDonne, Rosebud; 821 S. Illinois 
Ricci, Elmo, Johnston City; 910 S. Univ. 
Rice, Ruth Arm, W. li'rankfort; 800 S. Univ. 
Rich, Doris E., Harrisburg; 312 w·. Grand 
Rich, G. Wallace, Cobden; Commutes 
Rich~ Samantha, Carterville; Commutes 
Rich, Thomas, Arma; L2 Ord. Plant 
Richards, Carl, Belleville; 313 W. Grand 
Richardson, Charles, ~~ng; 202 E. College 
Richardson, Donald, Bridgeport; 709 Burlison 
Richardson, Mary, Benton; 202 E. College 
Rider, Charles, Carbondal'e ; RR 2 
Richmond, Harold, Christopher; 719 S. Wash. 
Richter, Selma, Olmsted; 900 S. Illinois 





























Ridg;.ray , Joan, Herrin; Commutes 1 Voc 
Ridley, Jack B. , Carterville; Commutes 3 Ed 
Riess, Mar ilyn, Mascoutah; 803 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Righter, Guy B., Denville, N.J.; 211 W. Walnut 3 Voc 



































Riley, Patsy, Mt . Vernon; 304 W. Hill 1 Ed 438-L 
Rippelmeyer, Dorothy, Waterloo; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 406 
Risley, Marjorie, Dahlgren; 715 Marion 1 Ed 737~Y 
Ritter, Charles, Carbondale; 308 W. Grand- 2 LAS 375-K 
Riva, Merele Theresa, Christopher; 401 W. Elm 1 Ed 191-K 
Roach, John, Grand Chain; 114 E. Grand 3 Ed 1052'-K 
-86--
Robb, Earl B., Harrisbuxg; OCf1 w. Main 1 Voc ·1171-X 







Robbins, Janice, Fairfield; 304 w. Mill 
Roberson, Billy, Ina; 910 W. Grand 
Roberts, Howard, Benton; 316 E. Hester 
Roberts, Joann, Marion; 508 Rawlings 
Roberts, Roy, Belleville; 814 S. Univ. 
.Robertson, Charles, Creal Springs; 321 .w. Walnut 
Robertson, George, Pittsburg; 115E. Grand 
Robertson, Rebecca, Vienna; 800 S. Univ. 
Robinette, Forrest, Edwardsville; 207 W. 







Grad Robinson, ~elle, Ava; Commutes 
Robinson, Thomas, W. Frankfort; 316 
Robison, Albert, Carbondale; 415 E. 
Robison, Floyd, Zeigler; Commutes 
Rodenberg, Helen, W. Frankfort; 721 
E. Hester 3 Voc 
Freeman 1 Ed 
3 Voc 

















Rodenberg, Norman, Waterloq,; 721 S. Marion 2 Ed 1052-X 
Rodenbush, Bettilu, W. Frankfort; 809 S. Univ. 
1 Voc None 
Roe, Betty, Vandalia; 312 w. Grand 
Roe, Norma Jean, Vandalia; 312 w. Grand 
Rogers, Berniece, Vil,la Ridge; 417 E. Oak 
Rogers, James, W~ Fra.rili:fort; 605 S. Univ. 
Rohlfing, Charles, Mt·. svernon; ·commutes 







Rollo, Amy Kathryn, Herrin; Commutes Grad 
Romano, Antonio, DoSoto; 319 E. College 3 Ed 
Rondeau, Irene L ~ , Cairo·; Commutes Grad 
Roper, Leona E., w. Frankfort; 610 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Roper, Mitchell Lee, Carrier Mills; 611 w. Mill 
1 Voc 
Ill. 1 Ed 
Mill 1 LAS 
4 LAS 
Roper, Patrick L., Carrier Mills; 611 S. 
Roper, William D., Carrier Mills; 611 W. 
Rose, Pat, Carbondale; 313 w. Oak Street 
Rose, Robert G., Kelso; 410 S. Ash. , 
Rosenburgh, Robert, Wayne City; 412 Hester 
Roser, Richard M., Maunie; 905 S. Univ. 
























Rossi, Romolo, H., Chicago; 001 S. Washington 2 Voc · 
f(oszkowski, Lovean C • . , Royalton; Commutes 3 .Ed 
Ho,tramel, Daisy, West Frankfort; Commutes Grad 
Rountree, Edward G., Tamaroa; Cobden Grad 
Rowe, 1-l:ipnie D. CalhoU!l, W. Frankfort; Com.mutes 
Grad 
Rowell, Louis H., Anson, Texas; 721 s. Harion 4 LAS 
h owell, Hartha L., Sparta; 721 S. Marion 3 Ed. 
Rude,, Robert, Harion; SH Ordnance Plant 2 Ed 
Rudolph, Bowman, Grayville; 303 W. Oak 2 Ed 
Rueli:!rmtorff, Thelma, Coulterville; Anthony Hall 1 Ed 
Ruff, Robert L., E. St. Louis; 419 W. Che.utaugua 
3 Voc 
B;mns·ey, D. George, Harrisburg; 001 s. Washington 
Runck, Lela M., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Runion, Bill, Carbondale; R. R. 1 
Etush~ng, Hazel G., Makanda; Commutes 
Rushing, Kenneth G., Herrin; 313 W. Grand 
Rus·hing, Robert D., Pinckneyville; Co!llllutes 
Rllissell, Ivan L,, Carterville; Commutes 
Russ:ell, Haxine A., Geff; 705 S. Univ. 
I;uss:ell, Robert G., Beard.stown; 905 S. Univ. 
Rus:s.o, Pete; Herrin; . 502. S . Univ. 
Rust, James W., Carbondale; 8B Chautauqua HP 
Rus.t ., Marvin C., Sparta; 910 S. Elizabeth 
Rus.t, Woodrow, Carbondale ; 711 Burlison 
Rutherford, Larry D., Sparks Hill; 308 W. Elm 
Rutter, Roy Geo. Cairo; 905 S. University 
Ruzich, John, Jo~~ston City; 910 S. Univ. 



















Sacket.t, \Villiam z., St . Jacob; 605 s. Univ. 2 LAS. 
Sandberg, Bernard A., CQrbondale; R.R. 2 2 LAS 
Sanders, Calvin L . , Pittsburg; 208 Hospital Dr . 3 Voc 
Sanders, David Jr., . Carbondale; 008 W. Willow 3 Ed 
Sanders, Nancy E., coulterville; 304 W. Mill 1 Ed 
Sanders, R. C., MurphyA_"boro; Commutes 1 Ed 
Sanders, Richard W., Wayne City; 701 S . Univ. 2 Ed 






































Sanders, Theodore L., Carterville; V6 Ordnance Plant 
4 Ed 
sanders, William B., Johnston City; Commutes 
Sarids, Glen C. , Belle Rive_: 2C/7 We ColJeg~ 




sant, Helmi ·Barbara K. , Carbaudale> 413 W. Monroe 
SaYage, Marion H, , Mt. Vernon; 905 So Un iY, 
SaWyer , Anda B. , Carbondale; 512 W. Grand 





Sawyer, Iris G., Carbondale ; 512 W. Grand 1 Voc 
Schaubert, Richard W., St. Jacob; 605 S. UniY. 1 Ed 
Scherer, August E., Marion; Commutes Grad 
Scherer, Dona Mae, Olney; Ordnance Plant 1 Voc 
Scherer, Jerry E. ; Olney; Ordnance Plant 2 LAS 
Scherer, vernon A. , Olney; 803 S . Illinois 1 Voc 
Scherer, Wendell 'rl. , Olney; Ordnance Plant 2 Voc 
Schiff, Daniel J., Johnston City; 1107 Washington 
Schilling, D~ald E., Jacob ; R. R. 2 
Schimpf, Bill Dean, Gorham; Coinmutes 
Schimpf, Ferdie J ., Ver gennes; 322 E. Stoker 
Schluter, Clyde E., Dongola; 615 W. Mill 
Schmi dt , Bernice A., NashYille; 402 S. UniY. 
Schmidt, Raymond R. , Waterloo; 801 S. Oakland 
Schmidt, Robert E., Breese; 11.7 E. Park 
Schneider, Hans; New York, N.Y. ; 706 S. IlL 











Schneider, Walter J. , DuQuoin; Commutes 3 Ed 
Schoene, Robert B., Trenton; 1311. S. Thompson 2 Voc 
Schroedel, Martin R. , PinckneyYille; Commutes 3 LAS 
Schu , Robert R., Carmi; 303 W. Oak 1 Voc 
Schubach , Imogene M,, Ashley; 705 S. UniY. 1 Ed 
Schubert, Eugene L., CarlYle ; 713 w, Freeman; 2 LAS 
Schuh, Anna·Mae, Murphysboro; Commutes Grad 
Schulte, Marilyn L. , Freeburg; 509 \v. · Grand 1 Ed 
Schumacher, Leo A. Jr., Carbondale; 9B Chautauqua HP 
Schwarm, Gerald L. , Ohlman; 806 W. Sycamore 
Schwartz , August Lc, E. St . Louis; 402 W, Mill 
Schwegman, Billie R. , Herrin; Anthony Hall 













































Scott, Leroy J., Carbondale; 1010 W. Walkup 
Scott, Minnie B., Tamms; 211 N. Wall -
Scrivner, Bob Lee, Mt. Vernon; 310 Monroe 
Scully, Thomas A., Belleville; 304 Oak St. 
Seaver, Charles L., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Seelman, Richard C., Flora; 713 W. College 








Seifert, George C., DuQuoin; Commutes 4 Ed 
Seltzer, Jerome M., Altamont; 501 S. Univ. 4 Ed 
Senkus, Stella M., West Frankfort; 712 S. Univ.l Ed 
Senters, Fred L., Flora; 707 S. Washington 3 Ed 
Senters, Shirley W., Bridgeport; 707 S. Wash.. 2 LAS 
Senti, John R., Centralia; 804 S. Univ. 
Sewell, Doris C. , Murphysboro; 309 Harwood 
Sexton, Elo B., Marion; Commutes 
Sexton, Russell Jr ., Gillespie; .302 W. Mill 
Seyer, Luella I . , Mascoutah; 304 W. Mill 








Shackleton, Rex D., Carbondale; 418 W. Monroe Grad 
Shafer, George L., Texico; 312 W. Cherry 
-Shafer, Mary Lou, Hurst; Commutes 




Shaffer, Donald W., Edwardsville; 610 W. , Main 1 voc 
Shaffer , Eugene, Carterville ; T6 Ordnance Plant 
Shafter, A. J . , Carbondale; lOB Chautauqua HP 
3 Voc 
Grad 
2Ed Shafter, James T., Carbondale; Box 431 
Shannon, Or lie L., Grand Chain; B3 Ordnance Plant 
Sharp, Deloros, Benton; Anthony Hall 
Shaw, Jo, Anne, Carbondale; 603 s. Washington 
Shaw, Phyllis J., E. St. Louis; 808 W. Main 
2 LAS 
~Ed_ 
.- 1.:,~ Y9c 
Shawmeker, Willia~ F~ , Vienna; 330 N. Ill. l LAS 
Shea, Pauline, Harrisburg; 606 s. Univ; 3 Ed 
Sheffer, Delbert W., Zeigler; 1311 S. Thompson 1 Voc 
Sheffield, William F., Chicago; 3J6 W. College 3 Voc 
Sheffler, Charles D., W. Frankfort; A4 Ordnance Plant 
Shehorn, Warren E~, Mt. Vernon; _3J4 W. Oak 
Shelby, Billy Lee, Vienna; 330 N. Illinois 
Shellabarger, Mary Jo, Herrily; 006 S. Univ. 















































Sherley, Thomas P., Benton; 719 s. Washington 
Shinn, Patricia Ann, Vienna; 304 w. Mill 
Shively, Maurice A., Marion; Conimutes 
Short , Blanche, Broughton; Anthony Hall 
Shriver, Alie E., West ·Frankfort ;· Commutes 
Shutt , WilliamS . , Benton; Commutes -
2 Voc 
3 Ed 




Siener, Melvin L., Collinsville; 324 W. Walhut 4 Ed 
Sill, Virda Lea, Carbondale; E~ Park Avenue 1 Ed 
Silveria, Verna, Carbondale; 203 Pearl 
Silveria, Victor K., Carbondale; 203 Pearl 
Simmons, Bonnie Lou, Marion; 112 E . Grand 
Simmons, Carmon G., Carbondale; 412 E: College 






Siinmarrs, Ro.bert F., Marion; Commutes 2 LAS 
Simmons, Russell G., Golconda, ~14 S. University 
1 Ed : 
Simmons, William J., Tunnell Hill;. 2 04 W. Mill 4 Ed 
Simmons, William Louis, W". Frankfort; 616 W. Elm 
1 LAS 
Simms, JoeL., Sparta; 711 Rawlings 2 Voc 
Sim<;ms-, Ralph Wayne,_ New Athens; 207 N. Uni.v . 2. Voc 
Simori.ton, Flora Jo, . Miami, Flor ida; 700 S . Univ. 
Simpson, Patricia A., Benton; Anthony Hall 
Simps.on, . Robert G~, Johnston. City; Commute-s 
Simpson, Weldon • L •. , Elkville;; Commutes 
Sims, Arthur L., Marion; · 113 E~ Grand 
Sims, Byr l L. , Marion; 113 E. Grand 
Sims, Edward E. Jr., Benton; Prince Hotel 
Sims , Carlyle, Marion; Commutes. 
Sims , Eugene T., Murphysboro; Coinmutes 











Sinn , Herlyn c·., Marissa; 003 S .• ·Forest. 1 Ed 
Sisk, Fay, DuQue in; Anthony Hall 3· Ed 
Sisney, Betty J., West Frankfort; 112 E . Grand 1 Ed 
Sisney, Laur a J., West. Frankfort;. 112 E.·Grand 1 Voc 
Sitter, Leon R. ; Cobden; Connnutes 4 Ed 
Sitter, Lloyd E., Anna; 605 S. Univ. 
Sitter, Patricia P., Cobden; Commutes 
Skelton, W. Harold, Eldorado; 710 W. Mill 
Skinner, Donna J., Harrisb..Irg; Anthony Hall 














































SI.oan, Dolor-es M., Centralia; 704 s. Uni v. 2 Ed 
- Sloan; Grover G., Galatia; 501 S. Univ. 3 LAS 
Sloan, Thomas 0., West Fr-ankfort; 605 S. Univ. 2 Voc 
· Saa11ey, Jeanette L., 'Alma; 203 E. Pearl 1 Ed 





Alice June, Makanda_; Commutes 1 Voc 
Alma D. ,o Carbondale,; 3C6 W. Pecan 3 E_d 
Anson B., Mt. Vernon; 313 W. , Grand - 1 Voc 









, _ r . .·' - : 4_ Ed None 
Sldth, Bob:,E •. , Carr:i;~r l'fills; 608 S. Illinois , g voc 576-L 
Sllith, Ca.Ji!eyon ,C_ •. , __:_~rought-p_n; 312 W. Co:J.lege 1 'tfq_c 479-L 
SPrlt.h, CharJes L_. , ~ Ee~_gler ; _505 s.~ Raw:J.Jngs _ 2 .V'._9c - :J ipn,e, 
SRith, Co:p,a,Jl ,:.N., W. Frankfo:r;j:.; -21C Chautauqua HP 
; ' '. , 3 -Ed - :tfonft 
Donald; Akin; 512 W. College 
Harold L. ; " Alto .Pass;~ _315 E . Collegl'! 
lEd 
1 LAS 




Helen Alber_ta, Vandalia; · 312 W. Grand 2 Ed 
J ; Car_l J r., Vandalia; 1011 S . Elizabeth 
SRith, J . ,Spen,cer, .Carbondale;; _ 3 16 W • .Ja'*-sop. 
Sllith , Jeanne .j.J,, B_enton; BCO· W. Ch~rrY: 
Srlith, John H: , Herrin; CororoJites 

















smith, K~eth Lowell, Herrin; , Commutes 
Sllrl:th , Lo;n,p,ie D., Herrin; Cqmroutes 
smith, Loy-, .R ._, Marion; • cororout_es 
4 Ed_ 22386 
Smith, Ma~lon, Mt . Vernon; 306_ Co;Lle[ e 
sndt.h, Mar.ian : J. , Zeigl_er_; _Commute-s 
Smith, Harshall Leroy., Lawrencev-ille; 901- S. 
1 Ed -22386 
4 ·Ed None 
1 Voc None 
;1 Ed - 13 
Washington 
2 Ed 7 _ !'Tone 
Slilith , Mar;v .Lee, Carbondale; 401 E-. _ (3re~n _ -1 Ed _ .. None 
Snli:th, Norm_a Jean,. ~errin; 5;15 ,S. University 1 Ed . 532-L _ 
_ 3llith, Op~4; H-., Jo:p,esbor.o; _ Commutes 4 Ed None 
,. &nth, Ple_;asa.p.t Edward, Carbondale-; .314-- Was·hington St. 
~:·o~- :·''';I 1 - Voc 
- .. ~ 
-~th, Rob~rt; Henry, HariG>n; _Comroutes , ~ _ 4.£!.4 
_ Snd:th, Rob~rt James, · Hayti, Ho . ; 3:\.9 _E,. -Jac_kson 
-__. -~ - - 1 LAS 






Smith; Sidney Eugene, Carbondale; 412 W. Jackson 
Smith, Thomas Harold, DuQuoin; 312 E. Hester 




Smith, Tommie Gene, Zeigler; 500 S. Rawlings 2 Ed 







Smith, Violet, Shawneetown; 705 s. University 1 Ed None 
Smith, Walter Emerson, Caruthersville, Mo. , V8 Ordnance Plant 
·. 3 Voc None 
Smothers, Dolores, West B'rankf ort; 821 S. Un.i versi ty 
1 Voc 319-JL 
Snarr, James William, Benton; W. Mill 3 Voc None 
Sneed, Paul Wayne, Mt. Vernon; 310 Monroe 1 Ed None 
Snider; Richard D., Carbondale; 50~ Bawlings 2 Ed None 
Snow, Phyllis Jean, Carbondale; 521 S. Illinois ' 
4 Ed 608 
Snyder, Rose ? Carbondale; 113-E. · Grand 
Sohn, Ruth ·Marie 7 Carlyle, 606 s. University 
Sohn, Verna Louise, Carlyle; 606 S. University 
Soldner, Bill Wyatt , Kinmundy; 720 -Burlison 
Sollami , Joe John , Herr in; 312 W. Cherry 
Sollars , Donald Eugene ; Potomac, 3::>2 w, Mill 
Somers, JaneK., , Clayton; 805 S. Washington 









Sortal? Mike , Zeigler; 502 S. University 4 Ed 
Souther, Clifford John, Carbondale; 700 s. University 
5 LAS 
Spagnoli , Joe, Hurst ; Commutes Grad 
Spain , Cecil Eugene, Zeigl er; 505 s. ·Rawlings 2 LAS 
Spangler, Bi lly E,, EJkville; Commutes l LAS 
Sparlin, Edward Howar:J., Fl ora_; R. R. · 2· Makanda 2 Voc 
Sparlin, Melvin Allen, Fl ora; R.R. 2 Makanda 1 Voc 
Spaulding, . Al len, Geff _; '701 Cherry 1 Voc 
Spear, Martha Jean, Carbondale; 709 ·W. Pecan 3 Ed 
Spencer , Harold, Edwin, Bluffs; 313 W. Grand 2 Voc 
Spencer, Lloyd Ki r tland , Carbondale; R ~ R . 4 l LAS 
Spencer , Virinda JJee A" , Westfield; 407 w, Monroe 
Spiller, Vi!·ginia L, Ca,rbondale , 425 S. Wall 



























Spiroff, M. Jean, Houghton, Mich. ; 809 s. University 
3 LAS 12-K 
Spooner, Mary Jeanne, Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
s_pradling, Stanley R., Carbondale; 2Cf7 W. Mill 1 LAS 326-Y 
s_prankel, Ruth Elizabeth, Waterloo, Anthony Hall 
4 Ed 406 
Spratt, E. Jerald, Salem; 512 W. College 1 Voc 234-Y 
Springer, Eugene, Mt. Vernon; 901 s. Washington 
1 Ed None 
Springs, James Carlynn, Marion;· Commutes Grad 516W1 
Springs, Wilma Dell, Marion; Commutes 2 Ed 516W1 
Spruell, Virgil E., Jr., Albion; 35A Chautauqua HP 
· 3 Voc 10'i5-K 
Spudich, George Edward, Staunton, 905 S. ·University 
2 Ed None 
Stacey, Thomas Harry; Chicago; 901 S. Washington 
3 Voc None 
Stacy, Donald Eugene, Elizabethtown, 305 W. Main 
1 LAS 388-L 
Staff, Dona Jean-, Ramsey, 806 S. ·University .: 1 Ed 8Cf7-K 
Stafford, Carl Minton, Alto Pass; Commutes ' ·. 2 Ed 136F11 
Stafford, Charles M., Tamaroa; Commutes 
Stahler, James .L., Murphysboro; Commutes 
Stall;ings , Herbert K., Springerton, 900 Lake 
Stanfield, Carl Reeves, Benton; 721 S. Marion 
Stanford, Oscar Earl, Salem; 313 W. Grand 
2 Voc 893 
1 LAS · 896--M 
2 Ed 600-K 
1 Voc None 
2 Voc 1028-X 
Stanhouse, Billy E., DuQuoin; Commutes 3 Voc None 
Stanhouse, James Willard, Carbondale; 15B Chautauqua HP 
3 LAS None 
Stanley, Bill D:, Marion; Commutes 
Stanley, Dolores Ann, Valier; 203 E. Pearl 




Stanley~ Lawrence F., Carbondale; 315 E. Freeman 
0 Ed 
Stanley, Willmie Neal, Carbondale; R.R. 3 2 Voc 
Starasta, George, Christopher; Commutes 1 Voc 
Starbuck, James Wesley, Carbondale; 418 w. Monroe 
· 1 LAS 
Starkey, Maribeth Azelia, Farina; 400 W. Grand 1 Ed 












Stauder, Bob E., Energy ; 106 S. Forest 
Stearns, 0 . June, Carbondale; R.R. 4 
1 LAS 
1 Ed 
steele, Harry William, Granit.e City; 512· S. University 
2 LAS 
steele, Richard H. , Christopher , 503 W" Freeman 
3 Voc 
steinbrook, Robert F.; El dor ado; 32A Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed 
Stelle, Robert D. , Mt . Vernon; 4C Chautauqua HP 
4 Voc 
stephens , James Lee , Anna; Commutes 3 Ed 
Stephens, Marilan E.; E ~ St . Louis; 305 E. Green 
stevens, Joe Randall, Marion ; Commut'es 
Stevens , Joe ·Stanley, Marion; Commutes 





stevens, Robert G., Marion; 313 W. Grand 2 Voc 
Stewart , Jack L. , Carbondale; 818 s . University 
3 LAS 
Stirneman, Norma Ruth; Valier; 203 E. Pearl 1 Voc 
Stocker , Harvey J., Utica, N. Y.; 707 S. Washington 
2 Ed 
Stoldt, Leroy Virgil, Effingham; 306 W. Grand 
Stompf, Florine C., Columbia; 403 W. Cherry 




3 Ed Stone, 
Stone , 
Stone, 
Gloria Marie, Tilden; 71q S. Marion 
Lawrence Eugene, Marion; 312 W. Main 
Walter E., Carbondale; 18B Chautauqua 
. 4 Ed 
HP 
4 Voc 
Stonecipher, Adrian K•, Salem; 2J4 W. Mill 3 Ed 
Stookey, Charles David, Carbondale > 9~7 w. Chautauqua 
1 LAS 
Stookey, Warren M. , Carbondale ; 917 W •. · Chautauqua 
3LAS 
Storm, Evelyn Louise,. Nokomis ; 712 s , University 
1 Voc 
Stout, Roy Elmer, Mt . Vernon; 313 W. Grand 1 LAS 
Stover , Lettie Mae , Carterville ; Commutes 2 Ed 
Straker , Lloyd B., Carbondale; 421 W, Sycamore 
4 Voc 
Strange, Philip Ross, Lawrenceville ; 204 W. Grand 


































Strobel, Floyd Eugene, Marion; Commutes 4 Ed 113-W 
Stroup, Barbara Lou, Carbondale; 321 W. Walnut 2 Voc 75-XM 
Stroup, Harold Roland, E. St. Louis; · sl3 W. Grand 
3 Ed 1028-X 
Stubblefield, James R., Herrin; Commutes 1 Voc None 
Stubbs, Thomas Albert, Shawneetown; 605 S. University 
3 Ed 861 
StU:ckey, Robert Homer, Dupo; 313 w. Grand 1 LAS 102&-X 
Stunsan, James · C., Harrisburg; 207 W.·Mill 1 LAS None 
Suits~ Harlan E., Elizabethtown; 701 s. University 
3 Ed 1.84-K 
Suits,: Herschel L., Elizabethtown; 701 S. University 
3 Ed 184-K 
sPicer, Robert Phillips, Sesser; 209 W. · Jackson 
2 Ed None 
Sullenger, Dewey Roudolph, Miami, Florida; 3J6 W. ·College 
1 Voc 715-Y 
Snllenger, Ray Edward, Herrin; Commutes 1 Ed 8421 
Sullins, Don, Marion; Commutes 4 LAS 950-R 
Snlliva.Ii., Clifford Walter, Royal ton; Commutes 3 LAS None 
Sommers, Betty Gail; Thanpsonville; 700 S. University 
lEd None 
Summers, William Calvin, Eldorado; 810 s. Forest 
2 Voc 868--X 
Sutton, Calvin · Simon, Harrisburg; 313 W. Grand 
1 Voc i 028-X 
Sutton, Samuel Jacob; Caruthersville; Mo .. ; · 418 W. 'Monroe 
1 Ed 1149-:-X 
Swain, Edward Carl, Mulkeytown; 611 S. Illinois 
1 LM;i 1144-K 
swan, Davey Lee, Carbondale; 717 S. washington 1 LAS 496-L 
SWan, Ivan· Be~ard, . Marion; 305 E. Stoker 4 Ed 933-K 
Swa,yne, Doris 'Morgan, DuQuoin; Commutes 4 Ed None 
Swea~, Carol Wilma, Decatur; 206 N. University 
' 2 . Ed 1104-Y 
Sweitzer, Margaret Rose, Murphysboro;· Commutes 
1 Ed 
~ell, Mary Marberry, Carbondale; 509 W. Mill 
4Ed 
Swink, Leavell L., Dongola; 408 Chautauqua 2 .Ed 
Swisher, .. Carl Laverne, Mulkeytown; ZJ4 W •. Mill 3 Ed 
Swisher, Norma Ward, Mulkeytown; 007 W. Main l.Ed 
Swisher, Raman Skiles, Carterville; u5 Ordnance Plant 
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Swoboda, Robert Frank, E. St. Louis; 207 W. College 
2 Vee. None 
swofford, William Louis, Pocahontas; 302 w. Elm 
swope, Lois June, West York; 511 W. Grand 
Swope, Velda Marie,. West York; 511 W. Grand 






Taake, Billie Jean, Christopher; 809 S. University 
2 Voc 
Taake, Shirley Ann, Christopher; 809 S. University 
1 Ed 
Taborn, Joyce Helene, Carrier Mills; 507 S. Illinois 
2 LAS 
Talbert, Wilbur Darrel, Odin; 313 W. · Grand 2 LAS 









3 LAS None 
Tally, Marion William, Mounds; 306 w. College 3 Ed 1019 
Tan, Po Fu, Chungking, China; 701 s. Oakland Grad None 
Tanner, Buell. A., Harrisburg; 901 S. Washington 
3 Voc 
Tanner, Johnny Wayne, Carrier Mills; 601 S. Univ. 
lEd 
Tarkington, Mary Henley, Murphysboro; Commutes Grad 
Tate, Charles Gordon, Harrisburg; 706 S. Marion 
2LAS 
Tate, Donald L., West Frankfort; 502 S. University 
2 LAS 
Tate, James Elmer, Texico; 502 S. University 3 Voc 
Tate, Rose Mae Lemaster, West Frankfort; Commutes 
3 Ed 
Tate, William H. , West Frankfort; 502 S. University 
3Ed 
Taylor, Benny Gene, Elizabet~town; 309 W. College . 
2 LAS 
Taylor, Cecil Edgar, Benton; 502 Grand 2 Ed 
Taylor, Charles Elmer, Benton; 508 S. Ash 3 Voc 
Taylor , Curtis E., Carbondale; 28A Chautauqua HP 
4 Ed 















Taylor, Dennis Miles, West Fra.ilkfort; 313 w. ·Grand 
2 LAS 1028-X 
Taylor, Doris Nancy, Centralia;. 417 E. Oak . 1 LAS None 
Taylor, Franklin G., McLeansboro; 6C Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed None 
Taylor, Gerald Max, West Frankfor t; 304 W. Grand 
3 Ed None 
Taylor, .Haurine Pursell , Pinckneyville; Commutes 
2 Ed 373 
Taylor, Walter Dean, Hulberry Grove; 16B Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed No;ne 
Tedeschi, Pete , West Fr~fort; 1A Chautauqua HP 
3 LAS None 
Teel, Marvin Ward, Carbonda l e;13C Chautauqua HP 
5 Ed None 
Tegethoff, Bobby J. , Carbondale; 405 J~es 1 Voc None 
Teller, Carl Lewis, Carbondale; 509 N. Oakland 1 Ed 997-X 
Templeton, .Harjorie, .Pinckneyville; 800 S. Illinois 
2 Ed 582--,K 
Tennyson, Carl Ezra, Carbondale; 212 E. Wa~nut 3 LAS 478-X 
Terpinitz, John A., J onesboro; 615 W. Hill 1 Voc None · 
Terry, Charles Okley, lift. Carmel; 903 S. Forrest 
1 Voc 69g.,...L 
Terry, Mary Ann, Carlyle; 810 s • . Univers ity 2 Ed 494 
Thalman, Wellington Cady, Carbondale; 802 W. Cherry 
2 LAS 558-X 
Thomas, Benjamin Franklin, E. st . Louis; 419 S. Mariori 
Grad None 
Thomas, Carrie P., Mounds; Commutes 
Thomas, Jimmie William, Carbond ale; RFD 1 
Th.anas, Robert, Marion; 400 N. MariOn. 
Thomas, Rosemary, Carbondale; Sycamore 
Thom~on, Grace Rushing, Marion; Commutes 
Thompson, Henry Lee, America; 







Hes t er 
· 3 Ed 
Thompson, John Manville, Elizabethtown; 909 S. Uni v. 
2LAS 











Thompson, Randall Gene, Ver gennes; Commutes 4 LAS None 
Thompson, William D., Mt . Vernon; 400 vl. Main 4 Voc 947·-L 
Thompson; Carolyn Louise, Harlan, Iowa; Cambria, Box 774 
1 Ed None 
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Thompson, Rich ard R. , Mt . Vernon; 306 w. Cbllege 
2 JAS None 
Thorne , Robert Earl , Golconda ; 207 We Oak 
Thornton, Harold Gene, Murphysboro ; Commutes 
Thorpe, EUgene J . , E , St . Louis; 611 W. Mill 
Throgmorton, James J ; , Vienna; 909 S. Univ. 










1 Voc None 
Throgmorton, Thomas J . , Carbondale ; RR 3 3 LAS None 
Tippy, Ibbie Jean, Herrin; Commutes 1 Ed None 
Tobin; Robert Lee , Metropolis; ·213 Park 1 LAS None 
Tockstein, Elsie B. , Alma; 712 S. University 1 Ed 767-K 
Todd, Edith Louise, Mt. Vernon; 821 s. Illinois 
3 Ed 586·-K 
Todd, Everett D. , Carbondale : 9A Chautauqua HP 4 Ed None 
Todd, ~arold E. , Carbondale; 507 W. College 5 Ed 653-L 
Todd, June Fulkerson , Carbondale; 507 W. College 
Grad 653- L 
Todd, Nellie M., Iuka; 821 S. University 3 Ed 319~-L 
Toler , Charies J., DuQuoin; College _St. 1 Voc 
Tooley, Esther Cox, Carmi; 2C Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Tooley, James E., Central City, Kentucky; 2C Chautauqua 





Tope ,. Pat , Murphysboro ; 800 . S. University 
Toppen, Eddie L. , Harrisburg; .700 s. Forest 
Torrence, H. Jane , Chester; 712 W. Mill 
Toth , Joseph Paul , Buckner; Commutes 







Trapani , Joe James , Johnston Ci t y; 910 S . Univ •• 
2 Ed 
Trapani , Katherine , ,Johns t on Ci ·ty; 304 W, M:i.ll 2 Ed 
Travelstea d , Clyde , Marion ; Commute s · Grad 
Travelstead, Dora Alice5. Marion ,; Connnut.es 4 Ed 
Travelstead , James Edw, 9 Harion ; Commutes 1 Voc 
Travelstead, John William, Carbondale ; RFD 1 1 Voc 
Travi s, Edna Spires , Herrin> Commutes G~ad 
Trbovich, Hil lie Ruth , Valier; 203 E. Pearl 1 Ed 
Tregoning, J ohn E., Carterville; Ord, Plant B. 1 
Trigg, James Rodney, Tamaroa; 610 W. Hain 
-Triplett, Joan, Carterville ; 800 s, Univ, . 
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'lrripp, William J., Anna; Connnutes 4 Voc 
2 LAS 
1 Voc 
'lrripp, William Lee; Cobden; Connnutes 
'l1]rout.Jman, John W., Carbondale; RR 2 
.']"Jroo:t t. , Hannah Lloyd, Carbondale; 9CB S. Elil"'abeth 
2 Ed 
'JI'rlan.j , A1 William, Madison; 5CQ S. Univ. 1 LAS 
"!l'illlc:k, Lenora June, Murphysboro; Connnutes 1 Ed 
"!l'illlcker, Charlotte R.; E. St. Louis; 605 iv. Mill 
1 Ed 
"!l'illlc:ker, Dona14 Eugene, Calhoun; 521 N. Almond 2 Voc 
"'i"n'cker, James D., Wolf Lake; 701 S. Uni:versity 4 Ed 
TOCker, Julia Jean, Carbondale; 607 W. Mill 1 Ed 
'I!'Urn.age, Velda M., Marion; Connnutes 3 Ed 
"'l'Urnbu11, Ralph Truman, Granite City; 402 W. Elm 
1 Voc 
"'l'Urner, Kligabeth Lucille, Carbondale; 1010 Forest 
1 Ed 
'fllmmer, Helen Janice, Anna; 806 S . Univ. 1 Ed 
'l!"m'ner, J • .  E., Carbondale; RR 4 1 Voc 
'l!"m'ner, J ackson H., Christopher; 719 S. Wash. 1 LAS 
"'l'Urner, .Habel Lea, Carrier Hills ; 300 E . College 
'lrumer, Margaret Louise, Carbondale; 1010 S. 
'JI'1llrll'ler, Paul L. ; Marion; 10CX> S. Tho~son 
'll'illlrn.er, Rosalie T. , Carbondale; RR 4 
'I!'Urni, Amaline Catherine; Herrin; Co~utes 
'l!"m-ok, Charles Wm., Murphysboro;· Connnutes 
































1 Ed .. 5292-K 
'll.'lweedy, James Dale, Okla. City, Okla.;. 300 W. Grand 
2 LAS 648-X 
'll.'lir.[tchell, Geneva Faye, Rosiclare; 311 W. Elm 1 LAS 113'7-
':ll'Wm:ey, }1ary, Car bon dale; 605 W. Mill 1 . Voc 65o-X 
'll'yler, Bernard L., Mt. Vernon; 207 N. Univ. 3 Ed 724-X 
u 
lll'd.arholt., Sarah Faye, Ashley; 817 S. Univ. 3 Ed 




Umberfield, Clayborn A. , Jr., Teague, Texas; , 419 S. 
Chautauqua 3 Ed 
Unger, lee E. , Carbondale; 4B Chautauqua HP 4 Ed 
Upchurch, Mavis Gail T., Marion; Commutes 3 Ed 
Upton, Velma Mae, St. Elmo; ~ W. Cherry 1 Voc 
v 
Valentine, Mary Florence , Carbondale; 405 E. Oak 









Valier, Charles William, Tamaroa; 717 S. Univ. 1 Ed 275 
VanarsdaJ.en, Warren Jr. , Wilmington, Del.; 404 S. Forest 
Vancil, Joyce Phyllis, Duwoin; Cbmmutes 
Vancil, Robert Lee, , Makanda; Commutes 
Van Horn, Robert Dale, Golconda; 3Y3 College 
vanrheeden, RichardT. , St. Elmo; 901 S. Wash. 
Van Winkle, Theodore, Broughton; 1006 S. Forest 
Van Winkle, Philip J ; , Broughton; 1C03 S. Forest 
Vasguez, JUlia E. , Lenzburg; Jacob, Illinois 
Vaughn, Frank Eugene, Marion; Cbmmutes 
Vaughn, Ray R., Anna; Commutes 
Vaught, lla Fae, Alhrunbra; 3J6 W. Monroe 
Veach, Robert D~, Herrin; 3J2 W. Mill 
Venegoni, Robert Louis, Herrin; Cbmmutes 
Venegoni; Catherine L. , ChristOpher; Anthony Hall 
Venegoni, Josephine, Christopher; llnthaoy Hall 
Venters, Kent R., Herrin; 1C6 S. Forest 
Verble, Ruth Anita, Wolf Lake; 90J s. , Illinois 
Vincent., Alfred Win., Farina; 601, S. Univ. 
Vineyard, Walter w., Pinckneyville; Cbmmutes 
Violet_t, Betty Jean, Marion; 8J6 S. University 
Voeste, Charles K., Laclede; 40J W. Mill 























Vogt, Wn.. Joseph, Centralia; 514 s. Rawlings 4 LAS 
Vontungeln, Betty Lou, G:llconda; 112 E. , Grand 2 Ed 
Vontungeln, GeorgeH~, Bolconda; 72l S. Marion 2 Ed 
Vorwald, Richard, Granite City; f02 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Wachtel, Larry Andrew; Belleville; 908 S. Elizabeth 2 LAS 
Wade, Helen Doris, Vandalia; '/D4 S. Univ. 2 Ed 
Wade , Langley Allen, Ashley; 001 S. Washington 2 LAS 
Waggener, c:harlott Ann; Herrili; .Anthony Hall 4 Ed 

































~. William Charles, Granite City; 3J2 W. Mill 
ilabl, Joann, Louise, E. St. Louis; 312 W. Grand 
waidelis, Mildred, Harrisburg; 006 S. University 
wakel.and, William Floyd, Carbondale; OCO Elizabeth 
tial..dren, Robert c., Jr., !furphysboro; Canmutes 
Wailker, Betty Joyce, Anna; 403 w. Mill 
walker, Bud liilliam, Carbondalej R. R. 2 







Charles Robert, Carbondale; 311 East Stoker 
Dorothy June, West Frankfort; Anthony Ha;; 
Gene Ward, Goreville; 207 E. Park 
Jack D~, Paducah, Ky., 306 W. College 
James D. , Carbondale; 6C8 w. Mill 
James Earl, .. Carbondale; 4:?D W. · ::Wcamore 
Walker, James M., Marion; ll~ E. Grand 
Walker, Mam:\.e, Carterville; Commutes 
Walker, O:l.is, Colp; Commutes 
Walker, Robert D., Carbondale; R.R • . 3 
Walker, Rolla Dale, Goreville; '?JJ7 E. Park 
Wall, Betty Lou, J ohnston City;· 4a7 W. Cherry 






















Wallace, ·A. Jane, Marian; 800 South lhiversity 3 Voc 
Waillace, Annette N., Cobden; Comnutes . 2 Voc 
Wallace, Elner Earl, Harrisburg; 313 ·West Grand 3 Voc 
Wallace, Lorraine Roberta, Cobden; 810 South ·lliiversity 
3Ed 
Whll.ace, Virginia, Carbondale; 7CXJ West Sycamore 1 Voc 
Waller, Delbert A. , Eldorado; Camnutes Grad 
Walter, Jean, Karnak; lOOJ Lake . 1 Ed 
wal.ters, Archie T., Carbondale; 6ffi N. All;yn 1 LAs . 
Wal:ters, Clla.rles A., McLeansboro; 8:19 S. illinois 4 Ed 
walters, . f:\yble Meda, West Frankfort; Canmutes Grad 
walton, Bill Cllarles; West Frankfort; 316 East Hester 
lEd 
Wampler, Richard Wilson:; Carbondale; ~ South . Hashington 
4 Voc 





































Wandl:ing , Marlin ~ne; Carbahdale; 8C9 Elizabeth 
Ward, Irma Tate, Buckner_; 510 West Grand 
Ward, Larry, Marion; Commutes . 
ward, Wendell, Marier,; Commutes 
Warden, Robert, Salem; 711 S. Poplar 
Wardrop , Phyllis Anne; Golconda; Anthony Hall 
Warnecke, Virgil J . , Br'eese; 402 W. M~ll 
Warren, Belle, Mt. Vernon; Commutes 
warren, Bessie, Carbondaie; 417 Green 
Warren, John Henry, Carbondale; 4CB~ S. Washington 
2 vr!ii · 
5LAS 
2LAS 















1 Ed None 
Warren, Hartha Dee, carbondale; 40~· 's. Washington . 
lEd 
washburn, Carol Joyce, Spar_ta; . 102} Lake . 1 Ed 
washer, Frankie v. ' Carbondale; 703 South Wa~bingt6n· 
. :. .,_1 Ed 
Wasmer, Eugene Edwin, Hurpbysboro; Con~nutes 
Wasscn, Billy Dillm~; M3rion; cOmmutes 








.4 Ed None 
Waters, Lewis Carnpqell, East St. Louis ; ED4 South ~iversity 
2 LAS 866 
Waters, William Earl, Carbcndale; 14A Chautauquil: HP 
3 Ed Ncne 
Waters, William Guy; East St . Louis; 504 So~th ~versity 
2 Voc 866 
Wathen, Charles F. , Equality,. 514 South Rawl:ings 4 Ed 
Watkins, Larue, Woodlawn; H3 Ordnance Plant 2 Voc 
Watkins , Lou, Carterville; 402 W. Grand 1 LAS 
Watkins, :Margaret .HaJ:pain, Ca:rterville; .M3 Ordnance Plant 
3 Ed 





2 Ed 1028-X 
Watscn, Thurman 0 ., Alton> 403 Wo Freeman 
Watson, Wayne Laverne, Herrin; Commutes 
Watts, C. Joan, Nashville; 700 s, University 
Watts, Thomas Winn, Valier; 13 Ordnance Plant 
Weathers, James, Benton; Commutes 
Weathers, Raymond ~ne, Benton; 606 W. Hill 
Weaver, Everett J " , Carbcndale; 412 Eo Hester. 
Webb, Elaine, Tunnel Hill; 112 E. Grand 




















Webb, Frames Jeanne, Ewing; Anthoey Hall 
Webb, George,- Mt. Vernon; 313 Ha.rwod 
Webb, Gerald Edward, .Anna; Connnutes 
Webb, Heape Eula Mae, Tamaroa; 610 South illinois 
Webb, Julius J., Gorha.Ill; Co11l!TD.ltes 
Webb, Mary Ruth, Broughton; 003 Schwartz 
Webb, Melvin N., Ewing; Comnutes 
Weber, Francis Matthew, Hur:pbysboro; Co11l!TD.ltes 










Weedon, Charles Vernon, Carterville; O:>mnutes 1 LAS 
Weeks, Olis :j:.eroy, Cairo; 615 W. Mill 1 LAS 
Weiman, John Richard, West Frankfort; BJ5 South Rawlings 
1 Ed 
Weir, Agnes Page, Zeigler; CClllillUtes 1 LAS 
Weir, Delmand Willard, Galatia; 501 South University 
lEd 
Weisbecker, Milton Earl, Ht. Vernon; 420 W. <ll.atitauqua 
1 voc 















3 Ed None 
Welch, Robert Lee, Vandalia; 312 w. Cherry 
_Welch, Walter, Carbondale ; 512 S. Rawlings 
Weller, Florence. Evelyn, Carterville; Commutes 
Wells, George A. , Herrin; Commutes 
Wells, Robert L., Hurst; Comnutes 
Wells, Ruth Elaine, Farina; ID7 E. Park 
Werner, Charles Ray , Fairfield; 9CB Elizabeth 
Werner, Kent, Belleville; 402 S. Forest 
Wer nsman, Virginia May, Vernon; flY.;) West Walnut 
Wesdell , Geor ge, RO"'Jalton ; 818 S. ·Marion 
Weshinskey, Rqy Keith, Hari ssa; 306 West College 













· Westerman, Jackie. Dale, Chester; 9CB South Elizabeth · 
l Voc 






Arm.ie Leona, Madison; 2J2 E. Oak 
Genevieve, Madison; 2J2 E. Oak 
Hugh~ Leonard, Zeigler; Commutes 
























Whalen, Charles Baxter, Carbcndale; 5ID West Main 
. 4 Ed 
Whalen, Patricia Louise, Carbondale; 3?.2 West Pecan 
3 Ed 
Wheatley, John Walter, Harrisburg; Commutes 3 LAS 
Wheeler, Clarence E., Norris City; 715 South University 
1 Voc 
Wheeler, Delores · Irene, :Belleville; 821 S. University 
lLAS 
Wheeler, Lawrence Edgar, Lexington, Kentucky; 3J6 W. College 
1 Ed 
Wheeler, Mary Roberta, Carl~ville; 812 South University · 
4 Ed 
Wheeles, Virgil N. , Makanda; Ccmnutes Grad 
Whetstcne, Walter Cash, Burnt Prairie; 320 S. University 
lEd 
Whitacre, Maurice Alton, Park Ridge; V4 Ordnance Plant 
2 voc 
White, Bilq Jean, Carbondale; ffJ7 North Allyn 3 Voc 
White, Charles Rayburn, Willisville ; EDl South University 
4 Ed 










1 Voc None 
Whitehead, Joseph Chester, Tunnel Hill; Comnutes 
2LAS 
Whiteside, Juanita Begg~ Carbondale; 2DA Chautauqua HP 
lEd 
' Whiteside; William David, Carbondale; IDA Chautauqua HP 
4Ed 
Whitlock , Max Dale, Harrisburg; Ccmnutes 1 LAS 
Whitlock, William L., Wolf Lake; 13:)5 South ThOIJU?son 
2LAS 
Whitman, John Milford, Mariori; J2 Ordnance Plant 4 Ed 
Whitson; Bobby Dean, fuQuoin; COlll!lDltes 
Whitten, Arthur F. , Vandalia; 309 North University 
Whitten, Mil ton Ray, Mt. Carmel; 903 S. Forest 





Whittenberg, Glenn Henry, Carbondale; West Sycamore 
2Ed 
Whittington , Tom. Kenton, Carmi; 507 West Hays 2 LAS 

















Wiedemann, Jack H., Harrisburg; 600 West Main 1 LAS 
Wiemken, ·Helen Lucret-ia, Ma-rion; . Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
wfgg:s,. Robert, Anna; 309 E. Main 1 Voc . 
w~lburn, Eari B., West Frankfort; 23B Cli.autauqua HP .· 
4 LAS· 
Wilcox, Rex v., Clay .City; 716 .South Poplar 2. LAS 
Wild, Fred George, Cairo; 605 North Allyn i LAS 
Wildy, Ruth Ann, New Athens; _Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Wiley, Gerald Ray, Plano; 502 _South University 
2 Ed 
Wiley, Harlan David, Plano; 502 South University 
2 voc· 
Wilkinson, James, Jr:, Carbondale; 312 West Oak 
Grad 
Wilkinson, Lowell M., Carbondale; 22C Chautauqua HP 
3 Ed 
Wilkinson, Mildred 0., Carbondale; 312 W. Oak 
Grad 














Willard, Richard Albert, Carterville; Ordnance Plant HP 
1 Voc ·· 
Will~ite, Trevor, Marion; Commutes 1 LAS 
Willi, Justin Frank, DuQuoin; 710 South Poplar 1 LAS 
Williams, Cal~ Herschel, Sparta ; 6l1 W. Mill 1 Voc 
Williams, Carl Frederick, Eldorado; Forest St. 1 Ed 
Williams, Charles Clark, Metropolis ; 116 East Grand 
1 Voc 









Williams, Clifford Ray, Chicago; 615 West Mill 1 Voc 1056-XM 
Williams, Dorothy Ann·, East St. Louis; 312 w·est Grand 
1 LAS ' 375-Y 
Williams, Ellen · Ruth, Metropolis; 1218 South Thompson 
2 LAS 
Williams, Frederick Lee, Vandalia; ro7 W. College 
2 ' LAS 
Williams, James Robert, Murphysboro; Commut es 4 Eci 
Williams, Jean Kathryn, Vienna.; ::P4 W. Mill 1 Ed 
Williams, Jerrol Evans, Salem; 313 West Grand 
4 Ed 
Wi lliams , Mary Bernadine, Murphysboro; Commutes 
1 voc 









Williams,_ Mattie V. , Cairo; Commutes Grad None 
Williams, Mona Lou, West Frankfort ; Anthony Hall 
Williams, Pearl Boyd, Carbondale; 310 East Willow 
3 LAS 
Williams, Ralph Lee, Anna; Commutes 4 Ed 
Williams, Robert Cyril, McLeansboro; BOO W. · Freeman 
2 Voc 
Williams, Robert Junior, Carmi; 901 South Washington 
3 Ed 
Williams, Robert Wendell, Bonnie; T1 Ordnance Plant 
2 Ed 







2 Ed None 
Wil~iams, William Eugene, Centralia; 701 s. Washington 
2 LAS 1143-L 
Williams, William Dee, West Frankfort; Commutes . 
3 Ed 840-J 
Williamson; Patricia Ann, Herrin; Anthony Hall 1 LAS • 406 
Williford, Virginia Ann, Murphysboro; Anthony Hall 
2 Ed 406 
Willis, Nancy Jean, Murphysboro; Anthony· Hall 2 Ed 
Wilmouth, Henry D., Pomona; 209 W. ' Elm 1 Voc 
Wilson; · Betty Eleanor, Palest~e; Anthony Hall 3 Ed 
Wilson) Carita Mae; Alton; 809 .South · University 
2 Ed 






Wilson, Loren Charles, Dixon; 600 West Mill 4 Voc 1056-L 
Wilson, Mary Isabel J:, East St. Louis; 1326 S. Thompson 
3 · LAS 760-L 
Wilson, Shirley Dolores, East St. Louis ; 803 s. University 
3 Ed None 
Wilson, William P • ; Mt. Vernon; 204 West Mill 3 Ed 
Wilberly; William Carl~ Granite City; 305 Harwood 
· Grad 
Winkleman , James Earl , Harrisburg; G4 Ordnance Plant 
4 Ed 
Winn, Hazel A.; Cobden , Commutes 
Winning, William T. , Jr o, Herrin; C<!!mmutes 












Vise, Lafern Naomi, Mt. Carmel; Commutes 
Wittenborn, Lawrence M., Steeleville; 901 s. 
Grad 581-M 
Washington 
Vittenbrink, Donald Dean, Dix; 806 s. Marion 
3 Voc 962- Y 
2LAS 1095-K 
Witter, Jack Simpson~ Wood River; 504 s. University 
2 LAS 
WOlf, Ava Herberta, Carterville; P2 Ordnance Plant 
2 Ed 
Wolf, Ray Herbert, E. St. Louis; P2 Ordnance· Plant 
3 LAS 
Wo1lerman, Joy Louise, Vandalia; 312 W. Grand 2 Ed 
Wollard, Orville Lee, Jr., Centralia; 511 Beveridge 
2 LAS 
Wollard, Robert Lee, Herrin; Commutes 1 LAS 
Vomble, Harold E. , Centralia;: 324 _ W. Walnut; 4 Ed 
WOod, Arthur J. ~ Mt. Carmel; 903 s. Forest l. Voc 
Wood, Dorothy Irene, Worden; -610 s. University 
2- Ed-
w_ood, Frances Lois, Cairo; 715 S. Rawlings _ 3 Ed 
WOOd, Hayward Lowden, Ke enes ; 27C Chautauqua HP 
Grad 
WoOd, Rona,ld Lee, SalE!m; 711 Poplar 1 Voc 
Wood, Verniadel Morgan, _Mt. Vernon; COmmutes 4 Ed 














-1 Voc 1044-Y 
Woods, Alonzo J., New Athens; _ Commutes 
_Woods, Olive Jane, Carbondale ; 400 James 




Woolard, Archie Pa~ 
3 Voc 
Chicago; 34A Chautauqua HP 
3 LAS 





3 Ed None 
- lj)olard, Norma Isabelle, Johnston City; Comnutes 
2Ed 
Wooldridge, V~lven L., De Soto; Commutes 4 Ed 
WOolsey, Herbert, DuQ.uoin; Commutes 1 Voc 
Worthen, Annis Williams, MurP.hysboro; Commutes 0 Ed 
Wright, Howard, Golconda; Commutes Grad 
Wright, John Lawrence, Carbondale; 721.) W. Freeman. 
2 Voc 









Wright, Pauline Cynthia, Dalton City; 400 W. Grand 
4 LAS 647- Y 
Wright , Robert, Herrin; Commutes • 3 LAS 7531 
Wyllie, Eugene DonaldJ Marissa; 207 W. College 2 Ed None 
y 
Yarber, Marion F., Mt. Vernon; 8(X) W. Mill 4 Ed 
Yates, Robert Brooks, Shelbyville; 309 W. College 
Yates, William H., Equality; 117 E. Park 
Yocum, Harry D., Harrisburg; 408 W. Mill 
Youchoff , Johnny, West Frankfort; Commutes 
Young, D. Jean, Carterville; 403 W. Cherry 














Young, Louis Dean , DuQuoin; Commutes 3 Voc 410 
Young? Ralph E., Palm_yra; 715 S. Washington 2 Vo c 934·-X 
Young, Ruth ·Eleanor , Ca~bondale ; 1326 S. Thompson 
1 Voc 760-L 
Young, Wynnye Yvonne, Carterville; 705 S. University 
4 Ed 767-L 
Young, Zella Mob ley, Mt. Vernon; Commutes 0 Ed 
Yuhas, Ernest, Harrisburg; 501 S. University 3 Ed 
z 
Zacharias , William P. , Jr., Carbondale; 215 W. 
Zebrun, William, Benld; 711 S. Mar i on 
Zekas, Michael Wm., Hoopeston; 3)2 W. Mill 
Ziebold, Clifton Louis , Red Bud; 812 Walnut 







3 Ed Zinn, Norma H., Cave In Rock; 706 W; Cherry 
Zobrist, Howard Theodore , Carbondaie; 705 N. James 
0 Voc 
Zoeller, Joan Elizabeth, Marion; 112 E. Grand 1 Ed 
Zoeller, William Warren; Marion; 313 W. Grand 2 LAS 
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